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By PEGGIE ROW AND
The three North Saanich aldermanic candidates who fought 
the November election on the issue that Bob Wright’s North 
Saanich Marina expansion should not be allowed to proceed are 
feeling euphoric after last week’s victory.
With Mayor Jay Rangel casting the vote which revokes 
council’s previous decision to allow the expansion, Aid. George 
'Westwood is feding on top of the world.
“Good old North Saanich!’’ he chuckled. “1 feel great — this 
restore’s one’s faith in democracy.’’
But he admitted there’s “still some hard sledding and we still 
have to go to public hearing.’’
Sherwood said he was pleased with the outcome. “It’s one of 
the reasons 1 ran for council.’’
And he pointed out, “Do you realize all this took place 
because of 17 votes?’’ Only those few votes separated former 
alderman Dick Herlinveaux from Edgar Farthing. If Herlin- 
veaux had been returned the vole would have been lost at last 
Thursday’s special meeting.
For Sherwood, the issue went across party lines, was beyond 
politics — of the four who voted against the expansion Farthing 
is a federal Liberal, Westwood a Conservative, Rangel a Socred 
and I’m an NDPer, he says.
Sherwood says he couldn’t forcast the result of the public 
hearing on the rezoning “but by the way people voted in the 
election 1 think they will support our decision.’’
He believes council has taken a real step forward, not only on 
the Wright question but with the decision to allow the televising
of council meetings and the return of question period.
Farthing seems quietly happy and pleased at the outcome, 
while for Rangel the “germaine issue’’ is the foreshore lease.
He says it makes it more difficult for council if Wright is given 
the foreshore lease North Saanich formerly relinquished and 
now wants back.
But he speculates that first advertising in local papers and the 
B.C. Gazette must take place before Wright could even be 
granted the interim licence of occupation that would permit 
work to start on the expansion.
However, Friday Sherwood told The Review North Saanich 
lawyer Brian Barrington-Foote had that morning informed the 
ministry of lands, parks and housing of the new situation at
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Bob Wright cannot go ahead:: 
with his marina expansion plans, ; 
North Saanich council voted at a 
special 8 a.m. meieting Thursday. :
Mayor Jay Rangel broke the tie ; 
and voted with aldermen Eric • 
Sherwood, George Westwood 
and Edgar Farthing in passing ai; 
motion rezoning Wright’s 
property M4 (marina) back to M5 
(private recreation).! : L L
The M4 zoning: gave Wright s 
the ability to expand his marina 
and administrator Tony Green 
was instructed to prepare new. 
bylaws which revoke the earlier 
decision.
Rangel’s vote came as a sur­
prise to many although the mayor 
previously voted against the, 
expansion when all six aldermen' 
in the previous council — which 
did not then include Sherwood, 
Westwood and Farthing — 
favored Wright’s plan.
However, the anti-expansion 
groups can’t celebrate yet — 
Although: Rangel ' voted : against 
expansion he apparently voted 
for different reasons.
He told council the foreshore 
lease relinquished tty North ■ 
Saanich in fayor of Wright is still ; :
held by the municipality. 
Retention of the lease — which 
had been: recommended to go to 
Wright by the ministry of lands, 
parks and housing but had ndt 
yet: been issued to him — gave 
councilmore options to act, he 
'said.'
Farthing, who moved staff: 
prepare the bylaw which ef­
fectively .stops ;I Wright going 
ahead, i.; reminded; council the 
recent i electibn^ which saw 
Tiimself, V Sherwood; and; West- 
wood elected was fought on 
the issue that North Saanich 
Marina should not proceed with . 
marina expansion. All candidates 
who supported this position were 
successful, he noted.
He told Rangel “your position 
was clearly ‘ and' unmistakeably 
, quoted as saying the foreshore 
must be protected against further 
degredation.’’
Threats of action by the 
developer were nothing, he said. 
“We have to live with them and; 
assess their true value and 
worth.’’
; ^ ramp
for members of Sidney-North 
Saanich Yacht Club who would 
have gained moorage with the
Wrightexpansion.
Every boat had been previously 
accomodated elsewhere and had 
not been ‘ ‘standing around in the 
street’ ’. He wound up by saying 
the loss of: revenue To North 
Saanich was insignificant but 
there was great danger that if his ^ 
motion failed the damage to Blue 
Heron Basin and the foreshore 
would be“ irreparable.’’ !
Westwood seconded Farthing’s 
motionj said threat of Tegal 
action by: : Wright didn’t^^^
; wate r and that “we have to haveT 
the intestinal fortitude to stand 
up for what’s right.’’
Sherwood said Wright wanted 
to put in 466 berths while he had 
originally been allowed 350. 
“This represents a 47 per cent 
increase — if Wright can do this 
in the new 11 acres why hasn’t he 
done it on his original 10 acres,’’ 
he argued.
He said Wright had not tried to 
efficiently develop his own 
marina; it was contrarj^ to the
spiirit and interests of the com- T
'^'■munity plan)v-;''::'^v!^-;,'-'::;';’;.'^
Both Sherwood and Westwood 
told councilThey had withdrawn 
Their names from the petition for 
legal action initiated by a local
group which wants the court to 
quash the two bylawa permitting 
the" extension to North Saanich
Marina;;:','T:;
Of the three aldermen who 
voted for the; expansion,; Aid 
Harold Parrott said there haa 
been no new evidence tO; cause 
him to change his; stand. He 
charged the community plan 
allows orderly developrhent ; of 
marinas; that Tsehurn^H^ 
was protected on the foreshore; 
side,j:wildlife was protectecl, and, 
he added there was no evidence 
marinas destroy foreshore.
“We’ve been through this 100 
times, had the environmentalists 
look at it, and they’ve not .said 
it’s a mistake to let marinas in
Aid. Alan Cornford said he 
wouldn’t bend to any legal threat 
— of either side — and declared 
he would vote against the 
motion.
In summing up, Rangel said his 
final judgement was that no 
if re p a r Tb 1 e; e n v i r 6 h hi ent a 1 
damage would be done if the 
marina expanded in Blue Heron 
Basin. A request; foi ; moorage by; 




By JOHN GREEN Kristianson ^ opportunity to save $19,000)
Saanich school district has arbitration hearing vvill be
been told by The ministry of held at 10 a.m.: next Monday at •Sidney School Association 
education it will have to spend the school board office,with submitted a brief to the board
$600,000 less in; 1983 than its Kristianson presenting tlic asking for an adult crossing
Iwicc-rcduccd budget'for 1982. board’s case. It is open to the guard at the intersection of'
Tliis; will mean, trustee Gerry public. Rest haven; Drive and Henry Avc.
Kristianson ;; commented ; atThe arbiirators do not havc io ; The propqsur was supported; by;
'■“■I :
lyionday night’s hoard niccltng, announce tlieir decision until the : Sgl. Bob Boiick of Sidney
that at present wage rates, end of Die month. RGMIt. wlib wrote that opening
schools will have to be closed for Trustee Joe Lott said it was of the,new library had increased 
Tix additional ;hays :bcsities tjic; ; > ihiporiaht for the board to ;be .a traffic volume, ; aiid ; he:;; 1
five days already cut out next able to irndte a clear statement to observed .student crossing guards
June; or ihc teaching staff will it*, employees as soon as possible Itaving difficulty Thnlfollihg tltC;
have to be reduced by 10 in to allay uneasiness about possible siiualion.
.September. layoffs. Kristianson replied if the I hc board decided to ask
Should the teachers be granted teachers had been willing, to Sidney council to install a traffic
a raise in the arbitration now accept a contact without pay control liglit atithe ihtcrscctim^
taking place, he said, for each increases they would have no bin at KiiMianson’s .suggcsiion; 
one per cchf incrcuseThe tigrced to Itlie tut adult guaid in
nted Tthemcahtime.
; the
;win haW to lny;:6ff were conlVcth c ;
;teachers in Janil'ury * or nine in : with the figures from the ministry He contended that oneq t  
September. the board had taken on an ad- police had advised action was
T'h’s a;dcspcrate: situation,passedTip an “.i hcccssary,; the board had no
Omy Kristianson 
option but to act immediately, 
Anmuil cost of an adult guard if; 
no light is installed was estimated ■
at$1,600.
•The board received a letter 
Continued on l*uge AlO
:By PEGGIE ROW A Nl) , ,,
Tlic recession has brought oiit the best in us '""• with com- 
I Saanich Ecninsuln contmunities Tiave pushed The
Promoting thiTycar’s fund has bceit a wohderfiil experience ^tteriui
because everybody has got; iiuo ;the f act,: School children
At Monday's count and wiili ,10 days to gq “- the fund liad 
Tcaciicd $5,648, way over our; $5,000Target; And there’s still 
moncy;comii»g in, With Sk^ Rotarians promising ^ sizeable 
donation the fund ill likely exceed $6,00(1 by NVcdt,c;.t!ay.
yois^ftartijokes wkh0sitinf; Santa at SitingIkmpatmkk 
yjjreakfasLSattmlay^ ''irtmairived\itniciHppi0 0th;
cpuvrr Isiatui iicllkppiors, t iefoHa Slirjnm': clomiti uikiM 
'^0iA0k't‘Oce0(ispfJwakjf(tst0toJh€'ke\4ek/Sidn0dJonS'
have with money. ....................... .......-......................-
I ---(^swelled 'empty;storf<40miedT’iy'S!dneyTnisihMsrri(ui;"HOn'T::0\y!




; collectmg for boxes and boxcsi of food and toys Lion Mike ;; ; 
Scalcy had a truck full of food Friday from one .school only- 
groups, service chths, elderly people,’small children, all giving 
whatever they can afforrl, from the “wjdrwv's mite’ to $200
who Friday donated $50 to the fund 
asked that It be in “memory of Geordic and Dave," 
i, The fund rcrimins open as long a.s people want to contribute —
: and that applies; to food as well Both nidney and food may l>c 
left at 'Hie Review office, 2.367 Beacon Ave,, Sicittcy. Toys 
; should be left at the three Sunnicb Peniusuin fireballs but many 
;; ;;; them here rtt t!te office ■ and that’s
■!■■ :v:T




A public meeting will be called late in January, 1983, with the in­
tention of having seven local residents named as an interim board of 
trustees to replace Royal Trust Co. as the legal owner of what is 
commonly referred to as SANSCHA property.
The land is in fact still the North Saanich Memorial Park, and is 
held in trust for the residents of Sidney and North Saanich. It has 
never belonged to SANSCHA, and SANSCHA has no legal standing 
to negotiate concerning it.
The move was initiated by 16 Sidney and North Saanich residents 
following publication of an article by Norman Wright, who was 
described in 1964 as the “sponsor” of the trust plan, objecting to the 
lack of public participation in present negotiations over expropriation 
of part of the property by Sidney.
Wright called for turning the trust over to the councils of Sidney
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and North Saanich and in an advertisement published Nov. 10 in The 
Review, the committee stated its aim was to bring about a vote on 
substituting the two municipalities for the present trustee. At a 
meeting of the committee last Thursday this intention was changed. 
Instead, the group, which is to be enlarged under the name “The 
Committee of Friends of the Trust”, will seek to have an interim 
board of seven trustees elected to conduct future negotiations arising 
from expropriation and also to prepare a recommendation within one 
year concerning a new trustee.
The committee is acting under a provision of the trust agreement 
signed in December, 1965, between the now-defunct Sidney and North 
Saanich War Memorial Park Society and The Royal Trust Company.
One of the members of the committee, John Kingerlee, signed the 
original agreement as secretary of the park society.
The agreement instructs the trustee to use the proceeds from any 
expropriation to purchase substitute property, but there is an ad­
ditional clause under which either the trustee or any 15 residents may 
call a public meeting to appoint a committee to select one or more 
substitute properties.
If this provision is followed, the trustee is then to conduct a
People qualified to vote at such a meeting are all those on the 
provincial voters list in “the Electoral District of Saanich” v.'ho live 
“north of the present north boundary of the municipality of Central 
Saanich.”
Concerned that the trustee has not chosen to involve the public in 
this way, the committee is taking action under another section of the 
agreementwhich allows any 15 residents to call a public meeting to 
vote on a change of trustees.
This requires the assent of 75 per cent of the residents present and 
voting at the meeting, with no minimum number of voters specified.
Kingerlee states that the whole purpose of the trust was to have the 
property kept for public use in perpetuity, and that the committee
wants the park to stay where it is, and to regain the expropriated land.
'Dissati-sfaction with the performance of the trust company goes 
back to 1969, when $24,000 was paid by the provincial government for 
land expropriated for a new intersection at Beacon Ave. and the 
Patricia Bay Highway.
This property contained the cairn honouring men killed in the two 
World Wars, and the cairn was subsequently moved to the Sidney 
Town Hall. Kingerlee contends that Royal Trust should have 
prevented the moving of the cairn.
Orginally the park contained 7‘/z acres, but part of it was taken in 
1961 for the re-routing of the Pat Bay Highway. With expropriations 
since it is now down to 41/2 acres.
The trust agreement was the subject of considerable opposition at 
the time it was arranged. Rquiring a 75 per cent vote for approval at a 
special meeting of the park society, it went through by only two votes, 
and was termed a “betrayal” by the president of the Saanich 
Peninsula Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion.
Later a petition was circulated to have the decision reconsidered. 
The agreement was not finally signed until Dec. 31, 1965, although it 
had been approved more than a year earlier.
Meetings are currently being held between representatives of the 
Royal Trust and the Town of Sidney concerning possible alternative 
properties to exchange for the expropriated land. Eric Sherwood and 
Dick Leigh, past and present secretaries of SANSCHA, are taking 
part in the negotiations as “advisors” to Royal Trust.
SANSCHA obtained an appraisal of $484,000 for the 1.2 acres 
involved, but the town has not agreed to this figure and in the 
meantime interest is being added to whatever figure is eventually 
decided on.
These meetings have been held in camera, but Sherwood said 
Monday that he would not take part in any more meetings that are not 
open to the public.
owes
North S a a n i c h A1 d, J m 
Curnming has championed 
: Metchosin Capital Regional 
: director Shirley-Wilde following 
a story in The Review Dec: 8 in 
which Mayor Jay Rangel advised 
Wilde tOo “mind your own 
business and stay in the western 
■ communities.” ■;
; says 7 Wilde was :
: correct ; when 
municipalities should pay their 
; share of federal grants: to the 
Capital Regional Board.
Rangel was annoyed with 
Wilde and says North Saanich 
doesn’t owe the CRD any money. 
Cuhiming disagrees. He says the 
municipality has been using a
technicality to avoid paying and 
now it owes the CRD $45,000 for 
:'.i98i..;'7,.::'v:'; 7;7
Gumming says North Saanich 
reports to the CRD the taxation 
income for the year but does not 
include grants in lieu of taxation. 
Those grants are based ph the 
previous year and come in at; the 
end of the year, he Explained. 
“We pay oh assessrrients but we 
didn ’ t; report those grants: in lieu 
of taxes.
“It’s caught up with us and 
now we should pay.”
Curnming said the payments 
were not retroactive and “we’ve 
got away with all the previous 
years.” .• '
j'i' t ' '
h'KJ;:;
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Continued from Page A1
North Saanich. The assumption is that the ministry will not now 
release the foreshore lease to Wright.
Everything seems to be going well for The anti-expansion 
people but perhaps they’re not in a position yet to celebrate.
Although Rangel voted against expansion he apparently voted 
for different reasons. Sherwood and Farthing say the expansion 
is contrary to the community plan and that Wright could use his 
current 10 acres more efficiently; they’re also opposed to 
“coastline giveaways”.
Westwood is on record as not supporting any marina ex­
pansion in the Shoal Bay sanctuary area— and that includes 
Tsehum Harbour.
Rangel, like Westwood, wants to protect the bird sanctuary, 
but unlike Westwood does not believe birds and boats are 
necessarily incompatible, a fact made clear in a recent statement 
in which he told The Review he has “no problem with putting a 
marina in Blue Heron Basin (but we must put limits to it) once 
we’ve got things buttoned up and a sanctuary in place.”
And “It may not be dead for Bob Wright — or somebody 
else,” he says, adding he is speaking for himself and not council.
But first Rangel wants the area “clearly delineated — not my 
opinion but with provincial government authority — and gel it 
sorted out squarely.”
He says there are already five marinas in the bird sanctuary in 
Tsehum Harbor and he wants “the whole thing classified”.
Then I would consider putting a marina there or maybe at 
Coles Bay between Ardmore and the Indian reserve. We’re 
talking about an ideal spot, being close to the prime cruising 
area.”
A fire that started in a 43-foot charter boat moored at Deep 
Cove Marina Dec. 7 and caused $50,000 damage is still under 
investigation. Firefighters responded promptly to the 7 p.m., 
alarm but a Sidney RCMP spokesman says the boat, owned
by Jack Herbert Topps of Richmond, is likely a write-off. 
Other boats near the burning vessel had to be moved away 




Continued from Page A1 
North Saanich residents was 
understandable and there weren’t 
enough berths, he said. The 
Sidney breakwater was once 
again a will-o-the-wisp issue so it 
was imperative to provide space, 
he pointed out.
How to do it? The mayor 
posed the question and suggested 
council pick a spot convenient. 
Switching to the bird sanctuary, 
which Rangel said had acquired 
important status, he said he was 
not satisfied the sanctuary \vas 
properly protected.
He queried; if the marina 
expansion went ahead what 
happens in five years? What are 
we faced: with? Another request v 
Tor berths?
Rangel said people want space 
for berths and “that’s justified” 
but “we set about it the wrong 
way.
“Wright has said, after the 
fact, that he doesn’t want any 
more space. We'tried to get that 
undertaking before . . .”
-Rangel admitted his position 
was “ambivalent as hell”.
He said he sympathized with 
T Wright^^^^^ ” “he’s got sbrhe 
rights ’ ’, ik)wever “the; final ' 
Underlying issue is hoiw we 
preserve North Saanich;’’^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
The; mayor said he v voted 
agaiftk t^^e expansion last time 
ancl “nothing had happened to
change my view.” His suggestion 
that council hold up a decision 
for 30 days drew no support.
He told council it couldn’t be 
cowed by legal threats but 
believes a legal suit will ensue. 
“And I must in fairness say l am 
concerned once we make a
'on'it.v^'T;'
“But this is a Special case. I 
voted against when it was six to 
one — now it’s a tighter 
situation.”
Admitting he was “ori the hot 
seat’’ and “in conscience I can’t 
changemy decision” Rangel said 
he had three reservations — the 
principle of going back on 
derriocfatic decisions;; the; heed 
for berth spaced fprhoaters; and 
a practical concern with the 
legalities of the situation.
Carol concert
The Linden Singers conducted 
by Frances dPbllet present Their 
Christmas concert of carols 
featuring John Rutter’ S Dancing 
Day and Kathryn Ely, harpist, to 
be held i 8 p.hi; Dec; 20^^ 
Brentwood Anglican Chapel, ■792 
Sea vDrive, (Benvenuto Ave. to
Wallace ^10 Woodvvard^^^TD
Brentwood Bay. Tickets from the 
rectory of Sidney Music/^
Aid Jim Gumming opposedThe 
motion, saying there wasn’t a 
better place to put marinas, that 
it would do less damage to the 
environment and foreshore. “It’s 
an ideal location — there are 
other, more sensitive areas.”
Gumming also argued in faVor 
of the tax dollars the expansion 
would bring, saying the $120,000 
to $150,000 tax dollars were not 
to be despised and “would help 
pay police protection costs in the 
coming year and more great costs 
comihg in.”
Permits down
November permit values for 
the Town of Sidney were 
$473,835 down from last year’s 
figure of $1,080,000; Values so 
far this year — $2,718,417 — 
were also down from 1981’s total 
of $11,653,386.
■ Post office 
holiday hours
Post offices on the peninsula 
will be closed Dec. 25 - 28; There; 
will be no letter carrier delivery ' 
Dec; 27: and 28. All post offices 
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North Saanich council has voted against expansion of North 
Saanich Marina and is hoping to prevent owner Bob Wright 
from taking possession of the foreshore lease it earlier relin­
quished when in favor of his development. But that doesn’t 
necessarily spell disaster for Wright, who has already spent 
money on the project in anticipation things would work outin 
his favor.
;"They"still can.^”
Note that although Mayor Jay Rangel voted against the ex­
pansion at a recent special council meeting he also said at that 
time his final judgement was that “no irreprable environinental 
damage would be done if the marina expanded in Blue Heron
He later agreed the issue “may not be dead for Bob Wright’’ 
and that onCe the bird sanctuary status is settled “then 1 would 
consider putting a marina there . . .’’He also added “or maybe 
at Coles Bay. . but he seems to be saying that once he lias the 
bird sanctuary issue settled he may well vote again for the ex- 
parisidn at Blue Heron Basin although it’s likely he will want to 
press a harder bargain with Wright. T
Christmas lights on boat at Sidney wharf. Murray SharraK Photo
Above all, the holiday season should be a time for hope, and 
this year that thought is particularly dmely. J^^^ ^^^^^x ! ^
While it’s easy to complain about our shortcomings (of which 
iwe have many) and consider solutions, Canadians sometimes 
tend to forget just how much w'e have to be thankful ^for. 
Consider a few examples:
This is one of the few countries in the w'orld which is self- 
sufficient in food, and the produce is available at prices that are 
among the lowest in the world.
While people in third-world countries are living at or near 
starvation levels, even the poorest of Canadians, by com­
parison, are living high on the hog.
Even among developed countries, we rate well. In Europe, 
for example, people pay 30 per cent or more of income on food, 
and in Japan it is more than 35 per cent.
Meanwhile, Canadians pay only 22 per.cent of disposable in- 
.. come to feed themselves.
Then there are the built-in safeguards that ensure none of us 
is in real trouble. Sometimes we take for granted programs such 
. as unemployment insurance, where benefits are 25 per cent 
■ above those in the United States, high levels of social welfare 
support or the comprehensive health care programs that are 
available to everyone.
Unlike our neighbours to the south, there are few Canadians 
who cannot get hospital and medical care when it’s needed.
These programs are expensive, of course, but there aren’t 
many Canadians who would claim that the poor, and tho.se in 
need through hq fault of their o\Vn, should not be looked after, 
The low cost of education is another factor we rarely con­
sider. In the U.$., for example, a year at university caii cost 
more.;than $l(),000.x;.;.';';:.
In Canada, such education can be had for a few llipusand 
dollars, some ,of which is available in the form of government 
.grants, and Joans.:;:.
The overriding hope for this holiday season, of cour,iiC, i.s that 
the ecdnoiny will recovery, allowing hundreds oiythoiisands of 
Canadians to regain confidence as they lake their rightful place 
in the job market.
But even without a quick turnaround, we all have a lot to be 
tliank fu 1 for, and wc shou Id n ’ t fbrget it.
In response to the article, “It’s 
Mad Hatter’s Tea Party Gone 
;. Wild.
1 am:deeply grateful for the 
mayor’s comment,; “We pay 
them wliat they bill us— and \ye 
. don’t owe then any money.’’
Now I know ; where the 
loophole in ouf system is. We will 
bill you post haste.
Shirley W'ilde, director 
Metchosin electo ral area.
laid down procedures?
Regardless, with the support of 
our new Parent’s Sponsoring 
Committee it shall be bur 
pleasure at next year’s annual 
inspection and on the an­
nouncement of the top 10 
squadrons in B.G. to prove Mr. 
Cutler completely wrong: 3 
Cy/L'.i I'.x.;.':.;iv;Perry- 
; T Commanding Officer 
676 Air Cadet Squadron
Cutler
' Recently there has been a lot;qf 
controversy surrounding the 
^presentation of the McLareiT
The main point in these articles 
was that the state looked after
students..;::''-';;"".
The top few were channelled 
into universities while the greatest 
number were placed in a work 
study program in commercial or 
industrial enterprises That 
provided traini ng while con­
tinuing regu lar : schooling and 
eventually full time work; ;Every 
student, it seems, is assured 
'em'plbyment.::.
This “socialist’’ approach;.to 
education bears a; marked 
resemblance to the capitalistic 
system of Japan. But both lack 
the prime ingredient of western 
TCulthres ’
60 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 14, 1922, issue of 
The Review
Capt. J. W. Troup, manager 
of the B.C. Coast Service, has 
announced that the contract for 
the new B.C. Coast Service Ferry 
has been awarded to Yarrows, 
Ltd., Esquimalt. The successful 
tender has secured a contract for 
the complete work of con­
struction of the wooden ferry 
boat, including the installation of 
diesel engines of the highest 
grade.
Work on the construction of 
the ferry will commence at once, 
and the craft is to be delivered 
some time in May.
SO YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 14, 1932, issue of
The Review
A log cabin museum will be 
erected on the Agricultural 
Grounds at Saanichton, the work 
to commence as soon as possible. 
It will be built of logs, the hall to 
be 30 X 40 feet and finished up 
inside to be very comfortable and 
cozy with a large open fireplace 
built of stone. The outside will 
have a regular old time rustic 
appearance with a large veranda 
across the front.^^^^^ ^
This museum will be built by 
the Saanich Pioneer Society on 
the southwest corner of the 
grounds by kind permission of 
; the: North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society and a 
committee of 12 has been ap­
pointed with J. J. White in 
charge/ to look after all 
arrangements. i
.; ;.;40 YEARS AGO',;
; From the Dec; 16/ 1942^ issue of 
The Review
George T. Michell was again
elected : by3 acclamatidh i / as: 
freedom of choice. president for the North and
u. iiiw iviv.democratic South Saanich Agricultural; 
Trophy to 89 Victoria Squadron ■ wHti m............ -'.I.. ..“..-.^.x.^::::‘PTdcesse3wish::/tb;;;presefve.;:,them
rather than 6/6 Sidney Squaaron. should , we not extend these the society held Tuesday evening,
: in' tbelSaaniclf Pidheeh:
'I SdeietyT at/ the aiihual rheeting; of
mCe facts - ‘Vhp should , we not
- squadron arrant priviliges to grade school children last week, 
Everyone to his own opinion enlighten thTniihl/co*f*Hi’ encouraging students, in Log Cabin.
but Mr Culler should know the ^ ^ ^ i ^ consultation with their parents invp'&kc Airo
uui ivir c.uiitr snoum Ki.ovA lie opinions. They feel and know 30 YEARSAGO
facts before producing his thp ^^^^hers, to choose tO;spend
T thut thcy are the best disciplined
„ . , and sharpest cadets in the who ihAcp c,,h;p/.3 tr. The Review
Peggie Rowand js certainly to ovince. 1 have been their ^ " J ,h3h^ A campaign of many months
be congratulated. However her warrant officer for the past year which stretched into years came
bold presentation was on behalf .3 „ .T./ suc^-css.
of both sides of the grievance. T " might also serve to
believe Mr. Cutler only read the V-3 bring our in-school productivitiy
parts that suited him best as he is up to or. even beyond that of thein^ suii^y^n Dcsr a^iei^ ^ lUnnppp Wf the RiiscianR
a member ot the Air CadetLeague oE Canada B G themselves. 1 o Norm Cuthbertson,
_ - “ . . P ’ V ■ ' endure the .sometimes unaf- MAwh CoonSnK
Provincial Gommillee. - • ... North baanich
: ;j-lis inkuUing ;
regards to the officers of ;the
squadron and Pacific Region can
; only ' be made by a person who
docs not know all the facts. These
people are doing what they know
is right in support of the “Top
Squadron in B.C.’’, (Itis owned
letter siibsiahtiaics that), and I
am pleased to say arc; strongly
: supported by the cadets and the
: ,local:ciiizcns.: i..;.'.-,,;..
; Mr. Cutler has ‘‘doomed 676
■ Squadron to the cellar’’. Does his
statement reflect a premature
decision by;the cqmmiitcc for the ;; ; anonymous mti
;/:;..;;jbii'hcbmnig;,::.:y,eai%';;';of;;.'Wjllx'.'th''c'::;;.3;i»r;(ie|esv/^^
sf.iuadron be judged in fair magn/'ine extolling the virtues of have conjpelitivc joiirnaliSnv and
socialist (i.e. Soviet) education, Coiilimied on Pngt* AS
3
■rk-:C
fee ti o na t
namecallings,; they certainly are 
ihe best group of people; I have 
ever worked with.
They are a;:tearh. No matter 
what is said or done, no one can 






C Among (he fespbhses to my 
recent series on educat ion was an
;;;'package;;/of;;;^
a eomiminist We are unusually fortunate to :
From the Decbi?,/1952, is^e/qf
to an apparent happy conclusion 
this week with the announcement 
by eastern officials of the 
Canadian Pacific Rail\yay that 
theirmodem steamer, Princess 
Elairie, will extend , its Gulf 
Islands service to include the port 
of Sidney as soon as wharf ex-; 
tentions are concluded here.
The wharf extensions job was 
launched by MacDonald Con­
struction Go. more than a month 
ago and it is confidently expected 
the work will be cortipleted by 
March of next year.
The Revievy was informed of 
the CPR’s policy decision by 
Maj, Gen. G. R. Pearkes, V:C. 
member of parliaineni for this 
district, who has long pressed for
;
Racial Intolerance and even 
;/3yvioleincei;;js;;';on;;'':.the'.Jncri;aso:;in:'' 
Urilish Columbia, but there 
seems to be liulc the government 
can do about it.
Civil Rights r*rotcctiotv 
; Act, passed by the B.C. 
Legislature last year, is a 
toothless tiger, and (br reasons 
y: I’ll deni with |atcr that’s probably
for the best';-;
Meanwhile, racial hatred and 
violence, one of the scourges of 
' mankindi is gradually eroding 
our society.
, Item; A Richmond / house 
occupied by East Indian,s was 
letenlly guUcU by fire. An-.on vtui 
the probable cause.
Item; A cross-burning, the 
' white r.nprcmacisf, traHf«mnrV of 
the infantou.s Ku Klu.x Klan, 
occurred at the South Vancouver 
; Sikh Icmplc a few weeks ago. 
Item: An ever-increasing 
number of British Columbians 
accuse ';;iinmigraulsy':';particulnrly
111) ♦'’* *'
I . 1 y, I
A thanks to our two weeklies 
for their unbiased leporting in 
1982 of the many t,ssues troubling 
our community. One paper, 
whet her servi ng a city or a rural 
cotnnmnily. has the dangers bf a 
monopoly, but two need solid -jo YEARS AGO
support to survive. l<Vom Ihe Dec. 19, 1962, iasuc of
Thc,Revlcw; :./ 
Interior of a Sidney church was ;; 
extensively damaged by fire On : 
Monday evening, Damage 
assessed af $4,500; was caused to 
the upper structure of the Four- 
Square Gospel Church on Fifth 
Sty, when naines roared tluough 
ibb attic; Space before the alnrrn / 
was sounded.
Needless to say, the (lieory (hat settle in Vanconver lo head the best, it sets out (lu* government’s Volimicer fircmeiy^^,^ 
reduced iininigration will Ku Klux Klan in Canada. position against racial in- out at 9:10 p,m,,
biigincn job prospects for those So lei’s pass a law that will tolerance, but we shouldn’t need Wilrcd Trip^^
ol’ns who already live here, is a prevent him from returning to legislation for that. flames througlU (he glass do^^
I’allstcy. dinmigralion creates an / Canada, Failing that, let; you can ol the building. / y ;
internal /market. Eliniinafc Jhe Ku KIuN Klari and throw; its^ ; !^ agaiiisi ; bigotry. Ay ; " Fire was attributed to cleaning
; inimigraiioh and you condemny members in jail. healthy society that I'ecls secure in rags left near a cold air register
Cnnatki to tifuiurc of stagnation.^^y submiiy lis dcmoeraiic, institutions Js-y^^
sec it would be tuu only wrong but cttpable of dealing with The y tendy;for IheChristmas season,
that way.'rite rcMilt is increased dangerous in the extreme. dangers of racism without lOYEARSAGO / tx
'.''.y'l'racial iiiioicrahcc.y/;;-,':,; ■;;'-^yx''y/'':/y;:'-'iC:lf:thcu'cs'ult''of such;'lcgislation::;y;;;rcsortingto'op'prcssiye,mehns,i:'-yf^oni 'the-pccr;i3,;:1972i',;,issue;of / 
; ;y Bigots anti racists will probably were the disappearance of racial Let Droege come to Van- The Review /^ y y;
get a boost for their causc/next; lutlrcd, it would Ik jnsiificd.jhit couver, Let him install himself oh first paid fife chief
of Mealing job.s,
. :',11tcy;r cason ^;ls :;;Si ij» pi 3
economic tiincs niaktBJetqhe loolc 
;;;..i^pr;;;scapegOHis.yj^eopk,:.secT'lteii' 
jobs elimlnati.‘d ami want to find 
'"'ah'casyjthfiWCr,-.-;;
spring, Thill’s Tvlieii an avowed - that’s the Iasi thing tliat would 
racistAvill reltirn lb Vancouver; I y 
rite man I’m talking iiboui is 
Woifgang Dioege, a .I.Vyear-old 
;; ;'y'Canadian,, ;L:iii/ctn;;'yt’it'q ;;Jiclpcd;;;; 
mastermind an abonive 1981 
attempt to overthrow the 
■ i»ov(>rrim'*nf of DomiTOiMi 
■ Droege is\'currchlly;y;se'fvi hg; ay-'; 
t li ree-yca i' j ail; sen t ence y 1 n 
;y;'',;Mimicsoia;yroi'';diis;;pariyyin;;,,thc;;'y.
C,inihian invasion, ilv. In due to don't like it. rortunatcly, a.s 1 
be released in May and, ac- said iKTofc, JlLs'a pretty
Wording to his girV friend, will fcctive piece of legislation. At
happen,
yy/Oppressivc / legislation vvould ; 
have the opposite effectIt would 
fmihci incica-c ituolciimcc and 
violence. And it would snrroijnd 
; the inerClinnis ofihnired wi iIv gy 
'^^nnani'le'ld''innrtvfdohi:"'''"-''
Thal's /vGiy yi /didn’t like, t 
Civil Rights Brbtcciion AcL^ 
;;ii;was'jMscd/ntid'ihaFswiiyj', still
the Kii KIux Klan ihfbnc, Let him 
even preach his racism, no mailer 
I'lovyrepulsiye.
As for racial violence, vyc have 
' lavvs/bn,;;ihcybqoks;;tb',;dcaVywUhy
that, The Inlwre nt sick ness in 
racial violence diffei's ill nq way; 
from that of sexual of any Other 
violence.
BCfliaqs the goverhrncht will be
Don Faccy is keen to start his jq|b 
on'; JIan, I despite jaimblcs of 
discontent from-j volunteer 
firemen,
“I intend to do my'dkrndcrt to 
overcome any problems’’ said 
Facey last weekend ;nftcr reuf- 
firmailon by council of his np- 
hointmeht as (ire chief, Faccy, 
who served in Central Saanich
;al)lcy;io use the; Civil 
'';j‘*K)icction' ;'Act;;' against.; Drtfcgc:hE'- is ':stiir'basically .a; ..volunteer,'; 
and Ills Ru Klux Klan. The act yy fireman iind^e^^
/ConBniiert'nn Page AS--''-24 hours'a day;'-'-''
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more letters
Continued from Page A4
first-hand reporting on the 
peninsula. A great Christmas 
present and costing far less than 
most mundane gifts, is a sub­
scription to a friend, relative, or 
ex-peninsularite, of a local 
weekly.
1 know how I appreciated the 
Haliburton Weekly and the Banff 
Crag and Canyon after sojourns 
in the areas they serve.
G. Lawrie 




On behalf of the residents and 
staff of Glendale Lodge, I would 
like to thank you, so much 
for your assistance in publicizing 
our need for posters, calendars 
and catalogues. The response was 
overwhelming to the extent that 
we now have more than we can 
utilize at the present time. We 
will make use of them over the 
next few months.
Margaux Finlayson 






BUT DO YOU KNOW
Uf« l» lull fjf Siiinn ih«i fldvisc. 
that warn, Slijii* that piQtacI u*. When it 
conn* to Mnr;#)' thitrii ant important tdijm. 
vou iiliouki also know, i 
’ Thickwnina or luntp In hrt,\W| ot : 
';\,«ihifwh«jrn.
* Olis'louR chanaa In w.rri or innW,, ,
•, Unusual hli?«rllnaor,iiHctt<>rQ«., ,
' Na{!i)lnflcmi(jhrMh(asi!nin«Mi, ‘ , ■ '
(,)<(aiDiiraimssiW* s(i|ijs ’
iMlih orii I'l n'l.r/iiMw/r nriU impWKt! 1/ tMu net 
on iulial (iiwr know, Conwcl wriir . :,
C«'wiy»n Carii: »r Sntli'tii (.’Jiwilwn inVu'iirf,
■^Xaii.'Caiiceiv'Bc Bent«h?,^:i 
you Bet Vour tl/p frConf
' iijllnoua'*’; tlho iniornaiionally- 
khowiv scliool bl laiiguaflos’ 
has now opened a branch In 
Vicloria. m lirst iri Canada
individual and group Invtruc- 
lion, Inionsivo proBiarninor* 
alio availsbio. For tuiihor In* 
lormation call; 592-5^98,;
' Evonlng*: 6*t0,
The acting principal of Royal 
Oak middle school has written to 
the Saanich fire chief expressing 
extreme concern over the length 
of time it took for an ambulance 
to respond to a call to the school.
A. Traunweiser wrote Dec. 1 
that when a student severely 
injured his right leg it required 20 
minutes for an ambulance and 
paramedics to arrive from the 
fireball two blocks away.
Two calls were made to the 
ambulance number and two to 
the Saanich fire emergency 
number before there was a 
response.
“1 do appreciate,” the letter
said, ‘‘that a fire truck was 
finally sent and 1 wish to com­
mend the firemen for their efforts 
while we were waiting for an 
ambulance, especially since the 
student appeared to be going into 
shock.”
The letter was on the agenda at 
Monday’s meeting of Saanich 
school board, with a recom­
mendation from the student 
.safety committee that the board 
write the Capital Regional 
District reiterating concern about 
the reaction time.
Trustee Rubymay Parrott did 
not make the motion however, 
saying the matter was in hand.
BUYING .r SELLING?
For Proiessional Service with years of experience and a 
Positive Approach ...
Call Now Marten Holst
Block Bros. Realty Ltd.




Continued from Page A4 
sets out a framework of 
behaviour which may result in a 
conviction under the act.
It prohibits“hatred or con­
tempt of a person or class of 
persons, or the superiority of 
inferiority of a person or class of 
persons in comparison to another 
or others on the basis of color, 
race, religion, ethnic origin or 
place of origin. ”
An individual convicted of an 
offence under the act faces a 
maximum fine of $2,000 or six 
months in jail. A corporation can 
be fined $10,000.
The act has never been tested in 
the courts. An action has been 
launched by an individual, in­
volving an argument by two 
neighbors in Vancouver at which 
racial slurs were hurled about, 
but that case hasn’t reached the 
trialstage.
And let’s face it: even if the 
case ends with someone getting 
fined, what will the act do to curb 
the growing intolerance of British 
Columbians towards minority 
■■;.-grqupS?:;'';''
That intolerance isn’t shouted 
from the roof tops. It doesn’t 
express itself in cross-burningS; 
alone. You can hear it in the bars, 
at the work place, in coffee 
shops, at Canada Manpower 
centres.
I know someone w^ho describes 
the Ku Klux; Klan as an ethnic 
organizatiottncpj.oraoting ethnic 
goals. He approves of those 
goals. Just like the Sons of 
Norway, or a bunch of Scots 
getting together, I suppose. 
That’s the kind of disease that’s 
eating away at the proud 
Canadian tradition of tolerance.
And ho matter how many laws 
we pass, they won’t cure that 
disease. If we truly want a 
remedy^ we have to reaffirm our 
tolerance, re-establish pur pride 
in belonging to a nation that; 
detests oppression, intolerance 
and bigotry.
ilBK
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PLEASE NOTE WE WILL 
BE CLOSED FOR HOLIDAYS 
DEC. 24, 25, 26 & 27th
Bsacoii Ayto Farts Ltd.
9802 - 5th St; 656-0123
Peninsula Community Association volunteer workers Muriel 
Campbell, left, Noel Smith and Sidney Lions member Mike 
Sedliy ftdck ChH^tm^s fbod dnd tops id W
hampers. Goods were donated by peninsula communities, 
store space loaned by Hon Low of Sidney Super Foods. 
Parkland grade 12 siuddrits decorated ihd fbdm.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Renew (extend) a subscription to the Review 
1982, and receive three BONUSES.
FREE classified VOUCHERS . . . VALID FOR ONE IHSERTION 
TlON PERfODPREGULAR VALUE $9;00.
Donald Patrick Jackson, 2843 
Rita Rd;, Victoria, was sentenced 
to almost: niiiemonths in jail in 
Sidney provincial court Thur­
sday, when he was found guilty 
oh four counts of driving while 
impaired along with numerous 
V,'other,; charges;V".j:' :;v
Jackson, 22, was also found 
guilty of assaulting a police 
officer, refusing to take a 
breathallizer, driving while under 
suspension and failing to appear 
in court.
That same day in court Wayne 
Owen Martin, 21 of 316-948 
Esquimalt Rd., Victoria, was 
fined S300 and seven days in jail 
when he pleaded guilty to driving 
while under suspension. Robert
Al ^wcott, 23, of 9867-5th St. 
Sidney, pleaded guilty and was 
fined $250 for having over .08 
■alcohol level.;j;-;
Last Tuesday Campbell Wilson 
Black, 35, of 9650-5th St., 
Sidney, and David Langtry, 23; 
of 1590 McTavish Rd;, Sidney 
we re each fined $300 for dr iVi ng 
without insurance.
1A7nfer
WINSDAY” TICKET FOR FUTURE DRAW;
‘SUBSCRIBER BONUS DRAW” (THESE DRAWS 
WILL RUN EACH WEEK FROM JANUARY ISM983 TO DECEMBER 31,1983).Each weak we will select at 
random the narnes of five subscribers, and publish them in the Review. When those subscribers present 
proof of their identity at the Review otticB they will each receive one l'WINSDAY” ticket.
All ‘‘WINSDAY’'Tickets’w opened at the Review Office in order for the Review staff to record the
■ ■ ■ our subscribers.
.'5'' :
■fe',
' \ i , '''
ED Senior citizen rate Lj f 5***^ ’^ pw ai'e olflfiil' than
Postal Addross 
Postal Cods i; 
:PAYilNXr::
•ij
T d :A.: * , *•
■■ '4 I *■'. * ■. # .4 > f. ■* ■■ *" T * *■' * ■ ^ •CL. *'
At this time of year and in areas 
subject to heavy snow conditions, ’ 
you will see special signs requiring 
that your vehicle hay© good winter- 
tread tlrea or carry chains or, in 
some case, that chains be mounted. 
For your safety and that of other C 
motorists,TheseTignsTre 
■.;..,,authqn/'ed by law..,„
During the next tew weeks, random 
‘ Checks will be carried out by the: x. 
ROMP In probjem driving areas; 
more particularly the Hope- 
; V ; princoton, tKe Squamish Highway to; ' 
W Canyon, but
including Other sections ofToad bn i 
' Vancouver Island and the rbst of the
i ; p^
The operation will bo In conjunction 
with tho Attorney Qeheral's
and
; other police traffic checks. Drivers 
of vehicles not properly ©quipped 
may be turned back or charged.
:T^ Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways is doing Its best to clear 
snow and niaintain our roads in 
: winter tb make thorn safe Before • 
driving into snow orbas, make sure
winter tires and ‘ 
j. are carrying chains to make your
and sanding equipment sometimes 
opbratihg In cohcfltlons of limited ; 
visibility. Their flashing amber lights 
. are warning you to use pxtrenae, 
caution and slow down. Make sure 
; alsoJhat you bbserve.'speclal 
signing and directions ot flaopersona 
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Landmark owners
By PEGGIE ROWAND
George Strieker has been 
waiting several years to develop 
his property at the foot of Beacon 
Ave. and it seems he may have to 
wait a little longer.
Sidney council Monday night 
tabled third reading of a zoning 
amendment bylaw -- which 
would permit Strieker to con­
struct a commercial-residential 
block — following objections by 
T. West Estates, for the owners 
of the Landmark Building on 
Beacon Ave., and lawyer John 
Pennington, acting for T. West.
The proposed development 
would be adjacent to the Lan­
dmark Building.
West told council it had cost 
$l‘/2 million to purchase land the 
Landmark Building stands on 
and a further $10 million to 
develop it. He said his firm had 
carried out a survey of the area 
and land available and “we 
contend as a re.sult of zoning 
regulations and the community 
plan there should be no more 
commercial in this area.”
. He claimed therC; was currently 
a surplus of commercial land in 
Sidney and said if the rezoning 
took place V'damage may result
to T. West.”
Pennington said the proposed 
rezoning — as far as it relates to 
property beyond the shoreline — 
is contrary to the community 
plan. He explained the portion 
beyond the shoreline is marina 
and zoning would be changing 
the permitted use of the land to a 
mix of commercial and 
residential.
Pennington added that when 
multi-family property is located 
near the shoreline the lowest 
density should be closest to the 
sensitive area, “Here we have the 
highest possible density close to 
the shoreline — the shoreline will 
have to be “nudged” out to 
accommodate it.”
He said there was no parkland 
dedication, and told council it 
“would not be lawful to pass the 
zoning bylaw as proposed,”
Robert Menzies, 2520 Beacon, 
said Strieker’s proposal was 
important for the development of 
the waterfront in Sidney and 
charged the town did not support 
the marina community very well.
shortage of marine park areas 
and nowhere for visitors to tie up 
boats and pointed out Strieker’s 
proposal would bring people to 
downtown Sidney, would provide 
moorage and encourage marine- 
related businesses to locate 
downtown and provide jobs.
Also speaking on behalf of the 
rezoning was P. Shipley, owner 
of Marina Court on 2nd St. who 
said he supported Strieker’s 
application.
Strieker’s plan includes a 
45,000-square fool 40-apartment 
terraced block with stores at 
street level and underground 
parking. Some 180 berths are 
planned for the marina, there’s a 
concrete way for bigger boats and 
plans for a marine shop. The 
marina also has parking for 128
cars.
A . ntimhpr. rvf Vtpiro
- - ........................va J Clx V40 XtU. T V
gone into receivership and fallen 
onto hard times,” he said.
He said there was a major
Strieker proposes a public 
walkway and said his plan would 
provide both temporary and 
permanent employment.
Some members of council were 
concerned about the legalities 
brought up by Pennington and 
legal opinion will be obtained 
before the committee of the 
whole discusses the rezoning 
again next Monday night.
All outstanding tax accounts council the house is non- Aid. Lang said it was an
^f°L P’r°P^rties other than conforming because the lot is too isolated case and“ there’s
residkihtial properties occupied by small for the house. “The house nothing vve can do; 1 see rid
the owner will be referred to the is fine if lived in as it is but some reason for referring this case”
town’s solicitor for legal^a^ people want to make revisions to while Sealey agreed, saying staff
Aid. Jim Lang told Sidney it or add to it — and it can’t be had indicated they couldn’t see
council Monday night. done.” any way round it. "
And for those properties not Sealey said she could also see However, Burdon and Calder 
referred to the solicitor, letters serious problems would be supported a motion to refer the
will be sent advising of legal created if special zoning was matter to the committee of the
action if accounts are not paid by permitted the non-conforming whole for further discussion and
Jan. 31, 1983, Lang .said, house. . council agreed.
He told cotmi^the towm was
owed a considerable amount of :^S!St^sflE»5538«W!5jsssw5S5SK«i5sssJ!5S5j®sjsa3S5335gcjast58S3iw$ja^)S0E3as6T^  
money in taxes and pointed out S T&liS CHRISTINAS
had been little response 2
from commercial properties «
whose owners had already been K
sent letters saying the town 
needed the money. ^
Lang said the 10 per Cent 
penalty had already been applied g
arid warned the^ ‘^ ride an-ft- ^ 
ticipaled was not there” for some w 
people who feel they are riding on »
a low interest rate. 2
Jnothermews
•Aid. Stan Bamtprd bfouglit; ^ 
illegal parkinjg and congestion at 
Sidriey wharf to council’s, at-r w 
tention saying^^^ s p s
regulations were not being en-; S 
forced adequately. Mayor Norriia K 
Sealey said she had heard the S 
same complaint from men from , 
local fisliermen’s grounds. |[
. The matter will be referred to 
Sidney RCMP for action.
„ . . w for 48" X 80" doors
• lU'porlinB as rcprcscmalivc u, a
the Vancouver Island Regional ft
IJbrary board Aid. John Calder ^Actne Sliding mirrqrdooriSyeteras 
said through various pioposals g foaiuriiii^ Aomo xvorld’s flnost 
; the VIRL; budget: short g hardware. FrarneB come In
been reduced by $62,OOt), leaving S ohampa^jne ^old, ivory, walnut 
$151,000 outstanding. S woodt^aln or exclusive warm
8,bra8S;'finlsh]-Ghoo3Q olear or
Be said agreetneni ; had beenli  i ju itcmc i ; lino k tinted tnirroit Delivery and 
,cad.«l on iiuTcasuiB Hn^, ||nstaUatlon extra,
except vfot qld^ a ft
I*
: accounted for a saving of $13,0()0 
arid the i coiitiiigency fund hrid\ / 
been reduced by ^25,t'K)0,
■ ■ •■■4 ■
i,
Calder said librarians^ bad ; 8 for 78" (188,8 cm.) olosot.
;'vkMrecd to take leavcof abscncciOv.''^ '.kk, .■ k"
lidded the bbard had not yet | Organizer System With purchase ;
heard from ilie Canadian Union S of M
of iniblic Empibyccs
w noyir With Aome hanger bars,
Answering:; q : question frqnr k S shelves and drawore.
Aid . l .oyd nnrdon, Calder said if fi 
braiibh libraries were to close 
' Mondays and tw<y junior staff 
r.,. workers wererJaidof f:;dbqs©
savings wotiid make up thd S Oah today iorfbeeln^home eaUmote OF viBitoursbowi'ooml^^^^^^^^'i^k




k; „ wnierfrorif'properiy ,on_isi'Street
'.;k::;!vqn(l';;;wants:::;Jto;':;scllj'jia|;;askcd!:'l;:^
eouncil'':::iO:>.esiabiisir.-a::;-:spcciaf 
yoning for bet properly ik .
-■.k:-::would:' erioble'^:'anyone.to;:know<:.:..8:*,:';:':OOORkSYSTK!Mb.^^'^k:ii o
■■-k: "<.inctiywhaLeriuld'''be'-done to o'rkV'"||k:::vk':'':.v'.k..i:-,k.;,i.:.,:':;s"
:kk: lyiilV’.thck,property'*4'‘"“■k'b'd.it's;:kk«jr,:kk-::Call'IhciB'
-k;,,k^.::;ri'nlikciy the to,wn caiV',help h'ct‘,,^,'i,k‘k;.:
#7 Keating Cantro 
6809 Klfkptntrlrfkr'Cr^fi::
Saanichton, BjC.
Call Todav OlSCtlSFbr Free estimate OP/"4PPD
IIMITPP
Mayor;:,,: Norma Sealey'.q old „;;
?181 Wcittt Saaiiitth Sitl*
'In Iteautiful DrftntlMeb«i;niay:
.......................................... ................
:k' k9 aVmi:4^'p,in, tf e DeUvcIth
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By Lyall Riddell
As this is the last week of 
regular league bowling until after 
the new year, Glen and Betty 
Wilson, Russell and myself wish 
all our bowlers a very merry 
Christmas and a happy and 
prosperous New Year and good 
bowling in 1983.
Top bowlers this past week
"'■Bowling*—
were, in the Credit Union 
League; S. Mobey 760 (303), E. 
Russell 659 (244), L. Bob 653 
(244).
Ladies League: M. Isdahl 642 
(313).
Legion League: T. Green 656 ( 
276).
Commercial League: G. 
Parker 885 (336), C. Powell 707
(295), Barb Paulson 707 (285); 
Golden Age League: Pat Niven 
673(240).
YBC Family-Twosome 
tournament winner, mother- 
daughter team; Tana Pleasance 
1283, mother-son team; Rod 
Pleasance 1283, father-daughter 
team: SandiTait 1285, father-son 
team; Spencer Hazard 1327.
Texaco blasts 
Radio Shack
Bantam hockey action over the 
weekend saw Harbour Te.xaco 
blast Radio Shack 11-5 in a game 
that featured three hat tricks.
Shawn Cator and Dean 
Hamilton both scored three goals 
for Texaco while Maurice 
Baldwin replied with three for 
Radio Shack.
In another game Sidney 
Movers held on to first place by 
dumping Cornish’s 4-1.
Neil Patterson, Dale Nord­
strom, Dana Grieve and Dave 
Bukover scored single tallies for 
the Movers. Lone goal scorer for 
Cornish’s was Pete Wonsiak.
The Bantam House league 
standings are as follows: Sidney 
Movers 11 points. Harbour
Texaco^ 9 points,^ . ^  8
points. Radio Stiack 4 points.
Grade 6 boys' floor hockey 
for winners, Mrs. Adams' 
shutouts during tourney.
Food bank
Next collection day at Deep 
Cove for the Mustard Seed Food
Bank Js^ :'Dec,., 18,: a....10947
Maclrdna Drive.
tournament has been running at ROMS for past month. Goalie 
class, was Dean Irving, shown here completing one of few
Rick Smith Photo
James Redfern scored a pair of 
goals including the winner late in 
the match to spark Peninsula 
United of division 5a to a come- 
from-behind 3-2 victory over 
Lansdowne Whitecaps in a youth 
soccer game played Saturday at 
Stelly’s school.
Landsdovyne scored with only 
40 seconds gone in the game 
before David Doyle converted a 
pass from J ames Redfern and 
Jim Street at the 15-minute mark 
to tie the game 1-1; Lansdowne; 
regained the lead and were ahead 
2-1 at half.
The second half belonged to 
James Redfern as he tied the
Bring your family and make this Christmas a 
more like the ones we used to know.
1. Return bus transportation from Sidney or Brentwood to a Cbristmas Tree farm just .south 'of Nanaimo, y 
? In-transit snacks, Jun;and\entertainmenLT;;;:v''','':T;T;:j.
3. A big old fashioned bonfire, weinerjroast'and hot chocolate atJhe tree farm;: -; ;
: 4,, Your choice of one of the thousands-of cultured or natura!,spruce, pinO or fir Christmas Irees on the Jarm.- 
5.:, a .ride in an;old tashioned horse drawn ..sieigh or huggy, (Some limitations on use of horse and sleicjh/fauggy/)
■ T :. ::6;-A lot of:Old Fashioned Fun, maybe:even SNOW!I ■
ALL THIS For a family of four for only
(Please note: increase or decrease yoor family at rate ot S9.50 per seat )
Tickets from
.:Ti k
i cl ne y.f,TT 656;T56ji; v;'
Hj'nnlvv'ntvi -• 652">‘A'.il
then notched the winner on a 
good pass frm David Doyle. 
Goalkeeper Todd Jakubowski 
was selected as outstanding 
player for United.
Also on the weekend in,
: division 4G; Peninsula Warricirs 
were edged 3-1 by Wcstcoast 
Bays Uhitedv Bdthi teams piayecl 
: well as the; ball ’mpiyed quickly; 
from end to end, but; long ac­
curate; passes; by Bays United; 
i defence to their forvyards tip'ped 
■; the scales in their favor:, ; "
;■ Thei Warriors Ione goal came 
off the: foot of Bruce Underwood 
after he’ was set up perfectly by 
Graig Stevens. Warrioirs mid- 
llelders Andrew Thorton ;and 
: Kirk pdrion had their, best games 
'■:,:of thcscason.;
Rovers, llian ks to a hat trick by 
Mark Flitter, recorded a: con­
vincing victory over Bays United 
■,.WcstcoastTy; a'score of'5-0.
Tim Byford, with a long free 
kick that just dropped under the 
bar, and John Irving also tallied 
for the Rovers.
Jason Griffin in goal, Darren 
Hughes and David Monnette on 
fullback and Peter Buitendyk in 
attack were outstanding.
The Peninsula Dynbmites of 
division 6c dominated much of 
the play in midfield but were out­
played around the goal net and as 
a /result wepe defeated 4-1 by 
Lansdowne Biaz;ers. ; h ^ ■ / ’
Tran Howard scored the 
TPynomites only goal when;he was T 
set up by James Brambell.
Two goals by David Birdsall 
Jclinched a 3-2 victory for 
Peninsula Tornados over Cor­
dova Bay Ravens in a division 7a 
game played at Centennial Park.
Lee Rogers, '\\'ho notched the 
other goal, and fullbacks Dean 
Henderson and Craig Robson, 
were chosen outstanding players.
9; west played a -q 
aggressive passing game to shut­
out the visiting Juan de Fuca; 
''Clippers/l-O.
Jeff Gordon, who scored the 
only goal of the contest, along
goalie Bob ; Garpentei Were 
/ selected as Pittst anding piayers. *
Sharp gpalkecping by Prospect; 
Lake Eagles stopped" the 
Peninsula Cougars of division 9n 
; cold in: their tracks as they were 
: ■:dcfe:itecl'2-p;;.
Although the Cougars played 
an excellent passing game and 
had more sltots on goal they 
failed to; convert pny op- 
■.'■;:pbru.inhiesjriio’goals:'
it was
In girt'^ soccer aclicui over «hc 
;;weekcnd';,;4l\e'k,Paii,n;!hihl^
Jb 11 ’ s.; de§hi e *■; 0 u 14:1 Ifiy i ng , a nd 
':hu Cshoo.! ingl he O'pposit ibh' lofil' a 
'-’■stii'iecker/UO O'ti k;Bay;Acdrns,'''■* /'■■
A.lihongli noi blame has been 
/. "directly;,pinncci:;oh(hk:bld'.'g^ 
Je\v/ Snnirfetts : atimiuod: they 
;; ( were dist racted when Santa Claus 
arrived during ihc soccer match 
:;;:;piayed;iu' S,anschnTljt|l.
INViTATION TO TENDER
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Irldivldiihl tondeijs are;invited lor thevlnstallatiqh;ol 150inmjh; 
PVC Water and.NorrikRoaj/jealetl;;: ’
jenders in separate envelopesmarked ‘ITENDER Cromar ■
■ Road Waterrhaih'T and^ - Norris Road Waformain’';:
Vwili be received at the oidee of the District of North Saanich up j, 
;;tp;.4;00;p..mhlocal;time;December 29';:R982.::;;;,.;;/'
/ The work involves the supply andJristaliation ol approximately, 
iRbOiJTioterS'Ot/yvaterpipekvalVesj'RydranfSTja'Tniallboosteft;- 
istatiodRnriR3'sOvico:connocttonsdor;Cn:»marToad;:.,artd 41R;;'. 
r.mtfit0rs,of;watorpipev.valve,sv liydrantSRnd' jQRefyice conneC'
:,;;jjOnS;JOf.;NorTiS..Road,,;;::T;';;/''':T;:;":;:;;;::,.;";:.';;Tv;f;::;.:.;:;T:i/;;;;^
/Contract document^ will Rfi; aviRlable/al l 
; Dlstflct./1620 MllfsRoad: Sidrioy, B.e. on or,after December / 
:: 17:;19Hk.
; Tenders nuiht ho accornpanied by ttsflspGcIlled bid
'■'tnhyabkr m'thkT'l)*!lrint'Of"Nnrth'Fnanir:h i/':’"*:: /;/,/:^/-.
D.W. ASHBY'
Dated Ibis /th day of December tOS?
/■■kw.
c,{
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Two men
Eight businesses in the Beacon 
Plaza were discovered broken 
into last Wednesday around 1:20 
a.m. after an RCMP officer on 
patrol noticed a door of the plaza 
was smashed in. '
A Peavey Decade stereo 
amplifier was lifted from Kev’s 
Boogie and $42 in cash was stolen 
from Norgetown Laundry. The 
other six shops broken into 
reported nothing was stolen. All 
eight stores were entered by 
breaking glass windows and 
doors. RCMP have no .suspects 
as yet.
In other police news:
•Two Sidney men have been 
arrested by RCMP after they 
apparently entered H and R 
Motorcycle Sales, 9752 4th St., 
Sidney, sometime between 5 p.m. 
Wednesday and 9 a.m. Thursday. 
They helped themselves to a 1982 
Honda CB 650, $135 in cash, a 
couple of riding helmets and 
various other motorcycle ac­
cessories.
Charges are William Clifford 
Lucas, 19, and Kerry Lloyd 
Jernslet, 18.
Lucas is also being charged for 
breaking into Victoria Inter­
national Airport and stealing
$429 in cash from Budget Rent-a- 
Car early Thursday morning.
•A small hand-held electric 
acupuncture machine valued at 
$450 was lifted from Sidney 
Physiotherapy Clinic, 309-2453 
Beacon Ave. around 11:30 a.m. 
Wednesday. The machine went 
missing while the clinic was open. 
There are no suspects.
•With the approach of the 
holiday season, Sidney RCMP 
have initiated traffic roadblocks 
aimed at detecting and preventing 
the incidence of impaired driving. 
Random checkpoints will be 
established on main and
secondary thoroughfares 
throughout Sidney and North 
Saanich area for the next three 
weeks.
During the past weekend more 
than 500 vehicles were checked in 
such roadblocks. Several 
motorists were charged for a 
variety of Motor Vehicle Act 
infractions, the most common of 
which was failure to utilize 
seatbelts and either lack of or 
invalid vehicle inspection cer­
tificates.
No impaired driving charges 
were laid as a direct result of the 
roadblocks during this period.
Central Saanich police set up a 
roadblock last week in con­
junction with the counter attack 
programme and checked some 50 
vehicles. No impaired drivers 
were found, three tickets were 
handed out for minor in­
fractions.
However at different times 
during the past week oneimpaired 
driver was caught and four 24- 
Ifouf siispensibhs were given but . 
A two-vehicle accident oc­
curred Thursday evening around 
7:30 at the corner of East Saanich 
Rd. and Pat Bay Highway 
resulting in $1,500 total damage 
to both cars.
Central Saanich police chief 
Bob Miles would like to remind 
motorists that during the foggy 
weather they should turn their 
headlights on and slow down. 
During the holiday season drive 
defensively and if you are out 
celebrating the festive season 




Pictures not available for: 
LORRI KIRK — 656-1295 




Parkland’s .senior boys’s 
backetball team extended their 
undefeated league record to 4-0 
by winning two games last week. :
Last Thursday night Parkland 
hosted; Lambrick ; Park, :;deferi-^ ; 
ding champions of • last years ; 
Island “A” High School 
Tournament, and easily defeating ■ v 
them 68-42.
Kevin Ottewell with 16 points 
and Steve Hodges with 13 points 
were high .score,r,s for Parkland.
On Friday night Parkland 
avenged a loss to St. Michaels 
University School in the final of 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Invitational “A” high school" 
senior boy’s tcjurnameni by 
squeeking past tiiem 67-66. 
f SM U led at hal f time 41 r:35 and ; 
then pulled ahead by 10 points 
before Parkland pourd it on in 
the; . fourth quaflbr. Kevin 
Ottewell continued to shine as he 
; dunked 26 points to highlight a 
; spark! ifig comeback performaiicc f 
by the Panthers.
Ot tcwcl I d id a good job 
. defensively as . well, effectively : 
shadowing SMlJ’s towering 
centre, ; six-foot six-inch Eric 
Kidd. Scan Dexter, also with a 
■strong game, contributed 14 
points for Parkland,
Parkland also played two 
exhiltition games last week.On 
Monday, Ladysmith, who will 
host thit; years Island;“Ab high
"''school"' ':tourhamentVwore''"'"'at..'
:;lhu',l<janp;/a ltd: 1.1 psei/: Path her
;;p'Kevin'btlewelf-hgain'was Jiighb 





lYom Edmonton, who previously 
patticipated in the annual 
■ ;dh> j i c e'tne n ■' '■ '■ ■ H i'g h ''v'ySciVo ol-;
■'rburtiaincnl: in ; W 
Parkjand,::,, :l'oiV'':'.;a'y;;'',,fric'ndly,;: 
exhibiiion game.
As a result dt 12-minufe 
;, (|iiariers played inbead br^ t 
: usual lO-minute quaricrs it was a 
high scofing affair with Parkland ; 
cchting out bn lop by a score of 






system of distirtetion B Cuddiy cat | ^95
Audio componentcabinet 52-983 ‘
. has a malamine finish ; Terrier -g <r*Q5
in handsome sylvan oak i
; :paft6''n. Full length
bronze-tinted tempered 0) Raccoon | g95
:; g ass d 00 r ppps b pe n a t 12-971 a O
a touch. Hidden casters. E) Country l^ouse
12-975
F) Pekingese
‘^ ..... , ^ . . V.. . . .. X -
A TI
(DloP N0nu.USTnATtD)‘
Big sound for 
the smallest automobiles
; four smallest AM/FM stereo Cassette player is " : '
V perfect for compacts. Vertical or horizontal :, ,
mount lo fit most imports, compacts and Gfd f i
output. 12-1802 : i •






The ultimate video game! Tandy* 
vision-One ujiCs Intelllvlftlpn car*
'.triilges. '
I'hrill ypyrfaniiiywiiti ihptiitimi'i)o;QhrTstrhfis gill.arid high ri?so.i,uitpn colpi.H',,R(ocist()ri continilfirgivnij,
rnnrlvvi'ilnn Onof Chnllnrifin il lo n nntnn of (onthfilC j lifn-llko on-scrnftn (iiDvCmohl in IR Hirnc.lionn WhlvT rty iHio  P,rip' llohrio it t  a rjf'l^f’ bf l otbfill' ; lite-li Pon-R roo ’njo hni nt i I rlir ti s, ith :: 
) .pr hockoyi dhffitjd iho'cndh ngfiinst spneo cregfurps,''bohisOlpifVptMi'.of l■mhdh(■^lp cPntrollors; i.'ns Vngfls ■:::, 
"wagp bftttlo tyi iHoMrts'-'it's hPursol furf Feliturdfl =; Pokor.nnd iBlftckinckPoriridgOj'Ifkoypnd ovorlays ‘ '
' wioo si3l(30t,idaoi;floirinsv-outsiftnding;soiini:i of.foclK,::; InRlmbtlorm; *“
Attaches paaily to any 
I, Opuiar/ TV, Uses 6cells
low-priced or opiionalAC adapter,
i'.,i
:I*pSTAL:rHCyijl,EM'fY 
Undelivernbte mail is n cons* 
|»ni fill obicm: for post »| 
'iyoikers,:ani:,l.enc fhit is cahly 
avoitletl with a ; littli: i care. 
Undel iveniWc tnWl Is mail that 
t'lintiW iMteiiuse .'.it
'Uor'i' nni figifr'';n viiffir'icnf' or 
■■'■cPrrect;iuldri}ss;:;ls Achi.to ad" 
drcssctfs who have movixl nitd
,;,'whl)'' 4" fiij w.iHliiig'adds«;.t,L 
prohihilwJ dcltvciy by lawif is 
rcfusctl by the addressee, or on 






for Hours of enfIrtaiitinrient
(t) IhffClrortlc'spoirt* ■■In'""
, onoiPiny hookey, bnskoiball, roccor. liiD 
4^1.,"rtlayorkf clisplny. Unn<}9V co!,f: fiO' Asfi'
H) D»lux« I.CD comptiterlied choBt, Both 
b0(jlnriar«ancl nsph inp mastors will enjoy
igs'X ,. ' pirtyioy nt W bh'ill tovoii*, t■M»^Ul(Mt^ 0 AA' cpifn Of optional AC adaptor :
.Entcrtaining:I"!pliday Buggy
Non-Htojf) lurrybu! 
v/ilt lovoi Aqroat gilt 
or {docking slut (or 
Us0s2'‘AA" colls
Corvolto Stlnnray, Slip ; 
i:: YY behind the wheellYdrlvo*'forward, 
loft or rigid.'Roquirns Y 
, ;: , two 9V, 4 "C" colls, OOiSuvn
0 & C) Nluvtnrtg Cobra racera. „
head r«cos,;tnch:cnr roquiros■*■:■'.■;;■■;:'' ' ■ 
3''AA!!. two 9V colls
\ .Bj'Mustnng Cobro,:27MHzi:wbf)7r.;::,
; Cobra. aflMHz lin-sarB
\ ' \
■: ■ ■ ‘■■■ ramn rha'Ck ,Wi inv rrfWf,ni >rrirf* m •«., ■■'
■ ''iKsfi'.* i.'K'.Kjtl M,(>(;iiy7(rMi (tVirbitnii'ii M.',; ■,:': ,■ ■.; t;' ';■■■"■';.
piiM# rififtr'Miii .fTwfts ‘■:";-r'' Y'
. »i lh(H inciikoii O'lilv W* If* iwl tt»W(ti(wlyp6()iH''i,' . .
:; tiffin 1. Ml m fif-hwuym Tiftriy Y^ttkO^'iriAWL'iHaA ■;V7d;upi)uM,', T N'tlfff'’■'L, V'.i;' Hfil iH'yy u --t'tpk-- ifd” mOI inClVlM^U,
''ifri'lA«»t'Ot'hbrwlnp $tft|od
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AinHOKi^f,r»'."DtAi,th,' , . . . . . . . . . . . ............
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RECIPEB
WANTED S ’
Send us your favorite recipes NOW! We need them for our very 
o\wn VANCOUVER ISLAND COOKBOOK to be published soon.
Absolutely no obligation. Prizes to the best 5 original recipes.
Al( names to be published along with recipes.
Reply to
Box Z, Sidney Review, Box 2070, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5.
REWARD FOR THE RETURN OF OR 
INFORWIATION LEADING TO THE
OF
One Tex Tan Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan color, 
some tooling, double rigged. One Miller western saddle, dark 
brown. Older style initial “T.C.” carved on back; one pair 
tooled tan saddle bags. Missing December 7 or 8.
Call 382-2305, or 658-8810
Young shoppers at multi-family flea market, held at St. Stephen's Church. All proceeds go to church hall extensions.
r""' ... . Murray'Sharratt PKoto'
The Cabinet Committee on 
Einlilb^ment: D^elppm 
urges B.C. employers to 
take advantage of funding ;; 
assistance through two hew 
winter job creating 
programs: Effective 
immediately, a hew Winte 
Employment Program and a 
Communi ty Recovery 
Pfograrn (a joint initiative 
with the federal 
government) will help 
^e'rhpldyerhhm^'l^'h^'vv^job 
These programs, combined 
with the expansion of 
emp] oy m on t d e ve 1 opin en t: 
programs already in effect, 
will provide an additional 
I $X5 million in provincial 
Employment .Funding, 'I’his 
gives B.C. employers belter 
pppprtunitiesdhan:eyei':.:i;;:. t 
'rhefore' to: crealiejobs' for:'.'/ 
;::::iirst-tiihe,;ehtrantstntp:th'b'";:''








Ministry of LabPur*^^; :
Hon, Bob McClallarid, Mlni»ior
frprn thp
is available to all B.C. 
ernplpyefS ' Business^ 
fafhuhg sectors will benefi^^ 
Special priority will be 
given to new eihployment 
ppportuhities which 
stimulate the growth of 
high technology iridustries. 
Projects which ihcl u d e 
Gommuhity iin prdyemen ts 
suchTi s::the:; fenp va, t i 6 n/p f;'; f: 
town halls cmd com^n^ 
centres, employment for 
wprheh^ih'''n6hdradit:i:ohal;::::: 
;:;::jobs;Traihihg:ith’The:^:'^j.'.::'::;4;
disabled and on-the-job 
, industrial training will also 




Division of the Ministry of 
-Eabdurhas:,prpfessionaj'' ^;'
;, sta f f Thpf f ices' tlir&u ghovi t 
_ the^province', ■These,pcpple
reread y':tp::assi St
e m pi oy ers i n ta ki n g 
advan tage ;of" the 





Contact any of the 
Ministry of Labour offices 
listed below, or make use of 
the toll free number/ 
;zENiTH:22io:-:y''::'\^;;y;y':^''':hi: 
for further inforrhatioh.
V Continued from Page Al ; 
from tlie co-ordinator of in­
ternship programs for the faculty 
of educatidn at the University of 
Victoria suggesting Saanich stop 
paying interning student teachers 
$200 a month as it has been ' 
doing, because Sobke district is 
unable to piay ^hb ihsrns.
Last!/year 12 interns were 
placed:! in! the Three! secondary ;!j 
schools. Over an eight-month 
period this vvould cost $19,000.
Superintendent Claude 
Campbell commented that there 
would be less chance to be 
selective in choosing students if 
they were not paid, and 
Kristianson suggested they might 
not be available at ail.
: ^‘We have gairied beriefit frorh^^^ 
this program,” he said. “Why 
; give !it up ! because Sooke ha!; ! 
foolishly gotten ! itself in ! a 
financial bind?” (Sdoke teachers 
are getting a substantial raise this 
year as part of a multi-year 
contract.)
The board voted to! continue ! 
paying the internL
•Royal- Oak vM 
Association i nformed the! board 
they were “very! surprised” at 
low pedestrian! counts! obtained 
early this year by Saanich police 
at the West Saanich/Pipelinc Rd. 
intersection, and asked that the 
situation be rc-assessed.
‘'As parents and teachers who
see the! interplay between 
vehicular traffic V and young 
cl]ildren, we are very concerned 
afciout our children’s safety,” the 
''lettersaid..-^'!'^:/'';-
The board agreed to ask the 
police to take another count. - 
"Education Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm vvrote to the board 
that he Coiild not, recommend a 
special grant for Pender Island 
children attending Saanich 
district schools because ‘‘it is my 
understanding the Pender Island
Parkland secondary schp.pl 
because they .believe that its 
program is superior,,to.that of­
fered by the Gulf Islands 
secondary school in Ganges.”
Trustee ’’ ‘ Vi,ci,bi, ..om- 
tr.oiued that the minister’s un- 
derstanciing was incorrect —iUhe. 
students attend Parkland because 
they : would have to board all 
week to attend school in Ganges.! _ 
Trustee Rubymay Parrott took 
note of a published report that 
some programs at North Saanich 
middle school had been curtailed! 
because of finance cutbacks/and 
asked what programs these were, 
as nothing of the sort had been 
reported to the board,
Gampbell said the comment 
pro bably re f ered To !ex- 
iracuricuUir activities. The board 
voted to have a report prepared 
for the next meeting
l.OWFTt M.MNl.ANn
Abbotsford
201 - 2630 hourquin W,
' V2S 5N7' !833-7T97",' .
'!'Hnrn«by/!!-!''! ,!;■:!!!
■19,16 Way/!:!
>:V5C-t)6 , 291-2901! ,
■:',ChiIHvvack--;;--■;;■:■-"/ 










, 200, 1626 Ricliloi'
" Viy 2M3' 763-9241!:!/
Nelson ■





'■■.Vernon . ...■^’ "./■j/ ■■




) 101 :• 1180 Ironwood Rd, ! 





!/: 238 FrahklviV St, :/'■/■//■/'■.■//.^, 
■..',V9R2X4:''/733-6683/!,!/!:!!!/!
: Victorid







ton k4th Avt!!/Plaza 400 !
:!V2L3H9!'/;564-6l2p ;■;'/;■ !/:;!,
■■-Smilhcr#';/^''
Bag 50(X), 3883 Secottd Ave. 
:VOJ2N0 /847*4229'
.'/Terrace ■!. ./'■;,/!!/,
1 Ht Floor, 4.3481.akelse Ave, 
V8G IPrt 633-4997
Williams Lake ' ;
33 .' 2nd Ave South 
V2C.3W3 398-8258
,iV'v
!,Vn.i!iatJitivr ,if thi> CAl'inri Cfimn>iner’rm Fmjiloyitrti'nt tJovrlapm^nl, 
:i l6n. Gtac(^.McCarthy,,:Cliairihari;;;,/■:!■:''■,;!
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The Linden Singers present a 
concert of Christmas Carols 8 
p.m. Monday at Brentwood 
Anglican Chapel. The group, 
formed in 1979, is conducted by 
Frances Pollet, who has worked 
with Grassroots Theatre and 
taught music at Parkland school. 
Several peninsula residents are 
members of the choir. Featured is 
the premier performance of John 
Rutter's cycle of Christmas 
carols, Dancing Day, with 
Kathryn Ely, harpist. 
Representative literature from 
four centuries of music from 
renaissance to contemporary is 
also slated. Tickets at Sidney 




With a long tradition of steady 
growth uninterupted by the 
current recession, Ellehammer 
Industries Ltd. of Sidney has 
recently expanded, adding new 
equipment, a computer system, 
and four new staff members.
Prices 
Effective: 
Wed. Dec. 15 
to Sat 
Dec. IS
Home of SUPE^ savings!
fn Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS; 
DAILY 8:30-6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO Lif^iT QUANTITIES"^ 
WHILE STOCKS LAST "
plastic packing material — 
mainly plastic bags for retail 
outlets — and has established a 
solid market throughout the 
province since the company was 
founded in 1964;
General manager Gary Wilson 
says the company , has also 
developed a -market in 
Washington State in the past few 
years and is currently pursuing 
prospects in the Orient.
Increased sales have been 
matched by an increase in staff 
size — from 40 to 60 in the past 
five years.
Wilson points to financing by 
the B.C. Development Cor­
poration as being a key factor in 
Ellehammer’s growth, with a 
recent low interest loan of more 
than $60,000 covering a sub­
stantial portion of new equip-
“A’ BEEF
T=BDN£
“A” BEEF ‘A” BEEF FROZEN GRADE“A”













L merit; acquisition costs ! ;
‘Supporting solid operations 
like the^'makes all sorts, of sense; ! ;
when we talk about economic 
recovery in the province,” says 
Paul Palm, director, business
fi nance d i vi si on of the BGDC, 
‘‘We participate with small 
businesses in all regions of B.G. 
and although it niay just seem to 
be a few jobs here and a few jobs 
there, operations like this help 
strengthen the industrial base of 
the entire province^ and they 




































The corporation TroYjdes I;' 
financing for business start-ups 
and exparisioiv in the ; 
manufacturing, processing, high 
technology and related fields.
In addition to its own cori- 
ventional lending operation, 
BCDC administers the low in- 
icrest loan assistance program 
and the recently nhnouheed small 
business development fund bn 

































! Matthew ; Howcj has been 
: awarded an findergraduatc 
scholarship from Ihc Rotary 
;!'''^7’'mmdatiom;bf;v''Rotary^;:Tnter';fi 
national for the. 1983/4 academic 
ill year. Howe'.w music
; educat ion at; Toccon Falls 
CollcgCi Toccba Falls, Georgia, 
Rptary Club
,;,;spol<esmah Ur.'Bill; Cross.-
Howe was sponsbred by 
il Saanich, Rotary. He graduated 
from Spectrum Cornmuhity 
school In 1979 and was best all* 
rountl student. He Is currently in 
fourth year of a five-year B, 































RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS
■OCEANSPRAY::''I;-̂
CRANBERRtSAUCE
;39Titil:L''. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Hilary Colley is $1,000 
richer after entering a Royal 
Bank Junior Olympics 
athletic event and contest at 
Panorama Recreation Cen­
tre earlier this year. The 
ll-year-old youngster of 
7999 Larkvale, Saanichton, 
received a scholarship in the 
form of a $1,000 term 
deposit which will mature 
on her 18th birthday and a 
$25 calculator account. 
Above, Hilary with Nelson 
Young, assistant manager 
at Sidney's Royal Bank and 
Vi Muir, who vvyw with the 





Corner Pat Bay Highway & Island View Hoad
SPECIAL PRE~CNR§B7MAS SME
UNTSLpEC. 24th
EGG NOG 1 litre .....................
SOUH CREAM 250 mL ..............
CALIFORNIA SATSUMA MANDARINS 
9 !b./4.0 kg bos (While quantities last) ............
ONIONS 50lbs./22.7 kg ...
CARROTS 50 lbs./22.7 kg ........
CARROTS 25 lbs./11.36 kg ... . .
ANJOU PEARS .....................
APPLES Red Delicious .........











Suite #3-2417 Beacon Ave. 
V (upstairs above T.D.^'^B 
SIDNEY^ B;C.
4 FINE SELECTION OF BOOKS FOB
Thank you to ail our customers near and far.
JANUARY 9,10,11 - 8H0WMART, FOOD AND N. FORUM,
NOW IN THREE BUILDINGS SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY!
Close to 300 exhibitors will present, for Save money on air fares, hotel and 
the ’83 Spring Season, exciting hew meal bills and taxis. Find just about all 
items and displays that mean extra, you need, first' in Vancouver;:
^'early profitlor'ycu.':',
:;buy EARLY, GELL EARLY!;':'/,HOURS:,:
You’ll find airthe new items and best Sunday, January 9 f — 10 AM - 8 PM
deals at Canada’s best early Spring: Monday, January 10 10 AM r 8 PM
buying event, the VANCOUVER SPR- Tuesday, January 11 — 10 AM - 5 PM 
ING GIFT SHOW.
STRICTLY FOR THE TRADE. NO CONSUMERS.
Saunich, and 
Saunirh Pcninaulu








The music is traditional and 
some of it goes back to the 6th 
century. The dancing is 
disciplined, lively and artistic. 
Combine the two and you have 
Irish dancing and Delores 
Gaynor —^ who’s just opened a 
school on the Saanich Peninsula 
— is Vancouver Island’s only 
teacher for this ancient art.
The petite, blue-eyed 39-year- 
old Gaynor has a soft Irish voice 
and is as lively as the dancing she 
teaches. She was born in Dublin 
and first came to Canada in 1976 
at the invitation of the Alberta 
Government, to teach Irish 
culture in Edmonton and 
:Calgary.,;f
After; three months suc­
cessfully directing workshops in 
dancing, TSaynor decided she’d 
like to stay and spent the next 
three years in Edmonton,teaching 
dancing to some 50 students, one 
of whom represented Edmonton :
: in ' Irish : dancings wdrld^^^^ 
pibnships in j979rplacing eighth.;; •
At that time she was the first 
j-person from western Canada to 
place in the world event.
Two years ago Gaynor made a 
brief visit to Victoria and decided 
this was the finest place to-live. 
Since then she’s been teaching 
dancing in Victoria and has some 
30 pupils. She chose Sidney as the 
site for her new dancing ac- 
cademy because she holds her 
Fcile (festival) Victoria here 
annually df ; SanschaT Hall,; an
as far away as the prairies, 
eastern Canada and California.
Her pupils are popular at the 
Sidney branch of the Royal 
Canadian Legion on St. Patrick’s 
Day, so much so Gaynor says the 
Legion books her dancers eight 
months in advance just to make 
sure they’re available. And her 
16-year-old daughter Lisa is , 
currently western Canada 
champion.
Gaynor takes boys and girls ; 
from four years. First she teaches; 
them to walk correctly,:^ with ; 
hands held; at their sides; ;This >: 
means putting the heels together 
with toes at a 45-degree angle, f 
The basis of the dancing is heel to; 
toe and is quite unlike Highland ; 
dancing, she says.
; Gaynor ; says tap ; dan 
originated from Irish heavy shoe 
dancing and square dancing also \
derived from Irish dancing.
“It’s a wonderful form of |
natural exercise.,’’she says. ®
The music has an Irish-French I 
connection. In the days when , f 
Ireland was ruled by chieftans, _ I 
some were deported to France I 
where they wrote much Irish \ 
music for the French court. 
Bonaparte’s Retreat', Madame- |
Bonaparte and The Downfall of | 
Paris are all examples of the \
“connection”.
Gaynor teaches Sundays, 2 - 
53:30 p.m. at St. Mary’s Anglican
Church, Cultra Ave. For more 
information on classes call 
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MON. - FRl. 11-8
SAT. 11:30-8 SUN. 12-8





12 pcs. CHICKEN i 
1 Ige. box WEDGIES 9503





9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY I
:: 1: :; :>Chicken «Riby:»BurgerS;V;::,::-f:l^ 
•Soft Ice Cream |










Chinese & Canadian Food 1
. OPEN'won ■ Ihuts <1'30 - Midnight I
Fn -Sat, 4 30-1 30 am Sun 4 30 8 30 pm |' ' Delivery with niinimum order ' ' |





IN THE ^ ^J^^^IoDGE
I FAMILY DINING I
First Class Meals - Fast Service









Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sal. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm 5— 656-6521
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon, to Fri, 9 am - 9 pm 
Sat 9 am-10 pm Sun, 9 am-9pm
GSG-AllS 2359 Beacon Ave.
{ ^,1 ' '' '■
i''
, t i ^
Tuesday to Sunday
, 1:,': (closed jot’lunch. Tuesciay);: ;; j
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 
Tho Now Sunday Brunch 
Reservations 656-3541
V, Ciihlne franf;alf)c
OPEN FROM 5 
7 DAYS A WEEK
Vyest Saanich Rd. bf 
: ,•;' Royal Oak Sliopping^.C^^^^
■yC^p: ]},■..
i ' t ■
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 








SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS 1
1 L III iuuuy .jji u 1
1 OVERLOOKING
1 BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD DAY
1 Brenklast, Lunch ft Dinner Daily
1 Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
1 7172 Brentwood Drive 652-24B
" OPEN DAILY Tiios ] thril Sdlurday "11 i 
11:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m. :
6807 - 4tli St., Sidney 1 
TAKEOUT 656-6722 |
I^PPER INN
Dl QPPPlAI 17lKlfl IM QPAKnniV-^iQT
,,":Silvei:Di(|igonV'Restau^
.M urrwIMLI/.MvUTIv or/if Uln,/ <V □ 1 IrAiN
1 CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
1 ? OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH ft DINNER ‘
1 2S5S Bovan, Sidney
H . "On Iho Walcriront"
Chinoso Food at ' 1
ROiisonablo Prices 1
DAIIY lunch SPECIAL 1'
: '’i.RicK,UP:ft 'i4KE'OUT I '
2470 Beacon 6564812 j
1 FAMOUS CIIARBROILED STEAKS
rH.'^i'"'':-Cnlny”Oijr:;'24'itenTi$aiad'’'Barl
pBaysljpfe 1
^' FAMILY RESTAURANT |
i ,■', ','TAKe^'Our ORDERS
j IN THE DEACON PLAZA MALI.
'.-J 1.2321'Boa'cfln'Avel'l'Mjlj'S IB ftev
1 SSS*4822
w_ UrhN UAH.Y 11 A!v) »0I» ffl
ft Chinese Food H
'It".■;l::DiNh'iN''OUR: lAKfc'OUT:.:',-:; i
1112 Vetditr Ave., BrcntviMd Bay §
''^l"'’'::-':';:l;';652-3622 |
1 oeYSsifl ■ f
1 CTCAK- n wnwm HniiSF
i Evening Olfdng in
■ Fine Mcriitorranaan Traclillon '
H ’ ■’' '' ' ’’ ' ' ■f4''fr>'“'1iiiif«,''''1'4V'i'' 4? it'ifirMfii'i ■' ' '“
" li ■"'■'' ‘rr 1, s»'t. 1, aip:;:;:,v,
r H , ''miiivtUdiM M isotl Y«*ti Piiti M64M?
5th A BFACaW ................. MIY
® COUNTRY 1
Ttmi KITCHEN j
^ Brentwood Shopping Plaza |
Homostylfj Cocking A Baking |
' "'"I'iit'Oid'lachionod'PriceT':/ ‘"'''''("I
t: :.tT'vTT:77 p.i«. 1
SyitiDAY T9IBOUGH THURSDAY TO DEC. 23rd
MQUSAKA with Greek Salad ... ............ ^7.5©
10 oz. NEW YORK STEAK......... ......... ms©
8 oz. SIRLOIN STEAK.............. . . . . . . . . . . .^8.5©;
',;5ALm6n;steak,"';':'.'v'.:;'.:i'V^ P:Pm.mm
Vt barbeque chicken......... . . . . . . . . . . . *7.50
(Above dishes include Salad, & Potato or Spaghe’tti)
LARGE PIZZA.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :..«2i©00FF
MEDIUM pizza ..................... ,..*LOO OFF
ALL PASTA............................ .. .^1.0© OFF
THElVlAMAGEiVlENT
AMD STAFF 0B: Mut




Archer Wolsnor TV 
Sidnoy Hobby House 
Tho Cal’s Whiskers “Purrloci 
Fashions'Vll, I'; iv j , 
Aladdin Travel ; 11
Old Country Rontals^^^^
The Witch’s Kitchen 
, Rimpac ' ji'j'
Al8*andor4ane Men's Wear 
Paul's House of Portraits 
Christine Laurent Jowetlors 
"'jiarvey’t:;Bicvcles';lj'iv;''.?.'r,,r(' 
Sidney Home Hardware 
Island Fuinilufo Marl ^ ^












■■plnk:Kltten^'Salon,i'i:;;':/::j, ‘ V.ii; 
; Sea-N. Shore'Decor'',';:v: i;
Sidney Nows 
Sidney Tny Shop 
-'Jii'rnplno' Mouse'i'l'
- Radio'Shack j-I";'





Sidnoy Prntoftionol Dry Cleaners
::::Sldney Gilt Sitop':';:.:,"',;; P'piPP.




Wishes to thank the residents of Sidney.,f.qr their, 
response to our
aRANP OFENiNd
ON DECEMBER 2n(i last.
We look forward to serving the Town of Sidney ar 
the Peninsula People in our Licensed
In the near future.
CpyPppP:Me^^
a Happy New Year
DIANE & PAUL
2554 BEVAN AVE. “ON THE WATERFRONT”
656-2924
miDAy 0£C£M6ER 31, 8:30 ■ 2 s.nt.
Donee to Capital City Ramblers -- Country and Blue Brass
NEW YEAH^S EVE PAHTY
Includes Donco and Midnight Smorg, Champagne and nolsomakors.
$60,.00/coiiiple
new VEAB'S eVE PARTY AND 
ACCOMMODATION *9s.00/*oMpl.
now INCLUDING CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST
' ^'I^/I^IILIMITED TO 40, COUPLES 
RESERVE EARUi TICKET SALES ONLY
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Christmas is fast approaching 
and ‘’extraordinary” is a good 
word to use for the response to 
the Spirit of Christmas appeal. 
At the door of the PCA 
Christmas Fair, Sidney, the Lions 
took in $540 plus a carload of 
food piled to the roof; schools 
such as Claremont are calling to 
say “Can you pick up 28 boxes of 
food?” and on it goes, with
Central Saanich Lions started 
on a new project Saturday — this 
time to help the district’s senior 
citizens. Members are laying a 
concrete floor and erecting 
basement walls to a house seniors 
will be using as a meeting place.
The house, which formerly 
occupied the site of the new 
library in Brentwood, was 
donated to the Central Saanich 
Senior Citizen’s Association by 
the municipality but has been 
blocked up while awaiting 
construction of a new basement.
With funds short for senior 
citizens. Lions stepped in and 
agreed to do the work. And 
they’re even considering com­
pleting the basement interior 
together with electrical wiring 
and plumbing, says Lions 
spokesman Fred Clarke.
In other Lions news:
• Members have a Christmas 
party planned for 1 p.m. Dec. 19 
at the Lions Den, 6994 East 
Saanich Road. This is the time 
when the club’s Old Town Crier 
wears his red suit with white fur
trim to help Santa accept gifts for
the needy and underprivileged.
• And on Jan. 13 represen­
tatives from West Vancouver 
Lions will be attending Central 
Saanich Lions first meeting of the 
new year to accept an equestrian 
trophy last aw'arded in 1947 and 
unearthed by Ed Campbell. As 
well, Freddy Ball will be on hand 
to return to visiting club members 
some equestrian trophies he won 
several years ago.
An added attraction to the 
meeting is well known local 
champion rider Bo Mearns.
FOR THOSE WHO COULDN’T GET SEATED FOR OUR LAST 
WEEK’S SPECIAL TO TO OUR FULL HOUSE, SANTA HAS 
ANOTHER SPECIAL:
jum^ Y mmi dec. i sth
- RESERVATIONS REQUESTED - 
SERVED BY SANTA’S HELPERS
$C95WIENER 
SCHNITZEL
SERVED WITH PAN FRIED POTATOES & VEGETABLE
Regular Menu Available
2359 BEACON AVE FOR RESERVATIONS G56-4115,
■X'i : X
donations and requests increasing 
every day.
A call to 656-0134 between 
8:30 and 4:30 will ensure action. 
The amount gathered may well 
more than meet the requests, but 
the public can be assured that 
nothing will be wasted. The need 
will go on even after Christmas 
and the Lions may well take a 
leaf from other communities who 
have initiated services such as a 
food bank for those in real need.
However, at the rate names are 
coming in for hampers, every 
item may be used to brighten up 
this season.
The response to the toy 
has V also beerv : 
tremendous. Understandably the 
toys range from brand new to 
“useful but in need of repair”. 
Unfcirtunately time did not 
permit the repair of all toys so 
those in charge have decided that 
after selection from Santa’s Toy 
Shop has been completed, some 
toys will be set aside for repair 
during the coming year and some 
^will be put into the Peninsula Old ; 
and New Shop for sale at a very 
; reasonable price so they may be 
/purchased and restored by 
parents who; would prefer to be 
able to buy and not be given.
There will also be a good 
selection at the PCA office for 
those who did not know about 
Santa’s Toy Shop on Dec. 14 and 
who are still hoping for a 
.“Santa” right up to Christmas
m




Lions will''be working on 
hampers to the last minute so that 
everything will be as fresh as 
fresh as possible. The number to" 
call if you still wish to be on the 
confidential Christmas list is 656- 
0134. Oiie hamper per family is 
the only limitation.
lady who
responded to the request for a ‘ 
bird cage which will enable; a 
' , shut-in to have the pleasure of a 
bird’s cbm'panyL'^.S///\;:;;./'/"/,.;,:
A volunteer is needed who 
/ would like to write letters for anS 
; elderly person who lias art actiyeS 
mind but can no longer do her 
own writing. For this, or other 
interesting ways in which to; 
volunteer a few spare hours, 
please call 656-0! 34.
TEEi479-2066 or 479-6711
TWO dollars NINETY-FIVE GENTS FOUR DOLI.ARS NINETY-FIVE GENTS
a:::;/;.^:;;ApaT0;MAIS0N
THREE DOLLARS SEVENTY-FIVE CENT'S
0YSTERSTE0RENTIISJE
'THIRTEEN^DOLLARSFFIFFY.CENTS TWELVE DOLLARS NINETVdTVE GENTS : v: :
/ /FROM thirteen: DOLLARS NINETy-FIVE GENTS
1; *










Fll-'TEEN DOLLARS FIFTY CENTS ,,;:THiRTEEN:;Doa,ARS'NiNirrYdTyE:cd'NT:sT,^
VEAL OSKAR
FCTLIR'l'EEN DOI LARS NINFITY-FIVE CENTS
: A T-W(!>T)bLl,ARS:NINETy-FlVE GENTS
:'iILET/OF/toLES
lUJiVEN DOI.UaRS TWENTY-RVU C'liNTS
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:businesschourS" WEEKLY DINNER SPECIAL
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Interest in
Interest on pre-paid taxes in 
the municipality of Central 
Saanich will drop to 9'/2 per cent 
for 1983 follo\yjng a motion 
made by finance committee 
chairman Eric Lewis Monday 
night.
Lewis told committee members 
the drop of 2‘/2 per cent from last
year’s liigh of 12 per cent reflects 
the drop in the national interest 
rates and brings the interest paid 
in line with other municipalities.
The total amount of pre-paid 
taxes is “not significant" ac­
cording to staff who said the 
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Lorena Clements, 8, and Lance Webb, 7, ice fairytale castie designed by Mrs. K. Blohm for grade three students at Brent-
wood L> 4.. # 11/O’* . ' Murray Sharratt Photo
council
14.4
For only a few dollars you can send your seasons 
greetings to your friends in the Peninsula in The 
Review's Christmas Wish Edition, Dec. 22.
(All ads must he prepaid, drop in to our offices af 2367 Beacon, Sidney, TODAY, 




(ohe column by 2 inches, about 30 
words plusyt.)
A motion supported by three ; Sherwood and Westwood — have^ 
newly-elected raldermen and the A
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Santa knows where you can find
ll'U
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with a card ^ gift from WrapBows
Ware
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Reg. 1 79 each
SAVE 1.00PAC-RSAN
BOOR COVERS











and you may purchase an assorted i 
package of stickers worth 5,00 for § f ‘
only
'Wdi^have'ia: terrific' selection !;57
SAVE.74
Garfield
. ■ ■ jStf'f
PUFFY , r , >
■Stickers 5-" « ■:
warm a heart 
light up a face 
tickle a funnybone 
surprise a child 
mend a quarrel 
renew a friendship 











When you care enough to .send the very best.
All your wrapping needs 
in one package. ■




































CUDDLE BUNNIES; AND SNOW BIRD 
matching AClJESSOflIES INCLUDE NOTE CARD HOLDER • BULLETIN BOARD 
;; ADnnES!5 book • KNICK knack BOX • PENCILHOLDER * DESK PAD
’-1'














''A: great'' gift ::id^ 'on; fill: with good;
" ■^ for' a Special ~ GhrlslrnasTreal;.
NOW oFr'
50 sq.ft. Reg. 5.09......................... ^,5
b JUMDiO VALUE PAPER - 75 sq. it Reg, 4.99........................ 3.!
c ICONOMY FOIL • 15 sq. n. Reg, 3.99......................... .......2i!






















_ _ _ _ ____  - I, DEC. 23 - OPEN HimiTLY UNTIL fl PW!
"FHIDAY DEC. 24lh - OPEN fliOil ftM TIL 6;30 PM 
RED. STORE HOURS: MON. -SAT. 9:00 • 6:30 Como visil us in Bronlwood Bay
' ' , < ' ' h i'.: .iM If I'l'i .'y I%v#7T
rv''W.iVvtP'i$'f77''^si^oii#Yi7'iifffcit.' 'i" '*<wwiwwi'Mii'ii^int i
iiwwe*ww»w«*ypi!iw#i












TOTAL PRICE WITH Cf^CIlO 5
-■■■40%:0FF: ■ :
THE SUPER SOUNDERitmi $199,50
SX-B000::.V.-".^.'':
; I IM| Diliii;, li'.iiu|iiSi iibi Ifuiil lll
Uiil idtHijV'.ti.ifm/Hjinciiimmij iriKinsiiy 8(n[|)(! liashi'/’iile.: y 
ir'C(|t,v hill)! ohifO'ii'biil 'tfc|l)jli(!;ivy'(!(iiyy:
miilOI'V JilHl.t,(U5lHis;'}Ui(l ;i tilflllfifl tfllilisiOll' jifllOi t,iS;)r 
llift t<>|i trliHlllvilv ,111(1 ilCflK.'lhy IS IWlCdlh’llV 'iXfifll'lO’' 
R^Nn^^1 li, I) 00 hicl" RAhflf: iR rt'fiO taOwnB . a , ,
8:30-S:30 :ALLiHAlS^iN
HEATER vibrator RECLINERS 
LAZYBOY ROCKER RECLlNERS 
TUB CHAIRS -^ MAPLE PLAT
9818 - Sth St., Sidney, B.C. 6S6-6313
DOUG & .I0VCE & THE STAFF 
WISH YOU ^
Merry Ctiristnias & 
Happy New Year
ANNUAl BOXING DAY 
“JUNK DIVE’’ 























FREE DELIVERY ®TEHNIS TD SUIT OAC OPEN TILL 9 FRIDAYS
2S13 BEACON AVE
r ,iy,Tir» -41,..... ^ Wf^WWW|Wip'P!^P*fi!(|'‘!"l - "-.-I--," .1^, ' I , I ,1 I t , , 1,1^', 1,1 iM ,) I'l'll, »\H» I ''ll m J)iii‘li|sM
1**1 Il .......-'i.SHLSiIwNil













Slf' -“-P"''I ^ I
^00 RAMBLER
Flirt i
Grey and Black 






: Black,; Navy and 








•tv •-"..•yftK ... X'"■ ''•••;'









^00 i MIDTOWN :1-;
Chariot.






v. ; .'; Black,; Blue,Tan'
; and Burgundy v'T








; Black, Broyiin; 
and Navy 
Smooth Leather;
. ACT I '00
FABULOUS
;::: :! Blacki Brown;;;








v ’Blackr Brown r i 
and Navy





Black,* Brown ' >
: ; and Grey Suede
;'%Loalhor';'';;:;i;:vL
v'ilil
',T'- ■ ■■ '
NOT ALISTYLES IN OAK BAY STORE 






iL, V 4 ‘





m B AR B EQU E C H 1C K EN |„ » 3.09
$1^80
v.f|. k*
36 years of Shoe FxperiQnce;jo;SBrvfe Experfence trsorve yoii;
"i-
BLACK FOREST HAM ii..‘5.10 
ORDER lYbuR CHRiSTMAS party TRAYs NOW'





















2385 Beacon ftve.; Sidney
';;;L Moit/tlirY 8«L;9:30'iw..S:3iT e.W.L.V'
658-5822
i;22i5;0ak‘Bar;Ave|
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THE STAFF WISH ALL A 
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS 






UP TO *$40 VALUE





:2^\'rciSTr2mS'nted ANY STIHL 028 OR ANY STIHL
baffled mufller , 032 CHAIN SAW
STIHL
10” RED TAPER CANDLES . .. . . onsale
9” CHRISTiVIAS CRACKERS 10’s Reg S6.50 per box . . .. .SALEPRICEONLY
NOW IN-GARFIELD COFFEE IVIUGS . .only
GARFIELD T-SHIRTS - ADULT & CHILDREN SIZES
LIMITED STOCK tfF^^ ^
“RECYCLED PAPER” CHRISTIVIAS CARDS . . . /
box
THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELLING CHAIN SAW.
FOR THE PRICE OF THE 
SAW THE STIHL PRO-KIT IS 
YOURS ^AT NO EXTRA 
COSTI ‘Extra cutting chain 
•250 ml. mix oil 
•Extra spark plug 
•Chain file 
•File handle 






QPEH 6 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
97?3 - 5th St, Sidney
m'S 'M:-.
o^a saMajaB^ent s a^a
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Parkland
■ H '•
By Wendy Laing 
Many thanks to the staff and 
student body who gave in the 
“Spirit of Christmas”. The G.R.
12 classroom hampers were 
generously loaded with food and 
gifts and money tins were rattling 
through our school effort. We 
hope to have helped make the 
season jolly for many families in 
the area.
® In addition to a foster child, 
Parkland has make contributions 
to another worthy cause. 
Operation Eyesight is an in­
credible organization, which 
through money donations is able 
to give the gift of eyesight by 
operations. A certificate is 
returned to the contributor after 
the operation is performed. A 
guest speaker from the 
association visited our school 
Dec. 8 and presented an in­
formational slide show.
• Santa and his sleigh and 
reindeer (and heads of Mr. 
Browne and staff intact) made 
the front page of Contact’s 
Christmas Edition. With stocking 
staffers for each teacher and the 
regular superb quality of the 
many articles, the journalism 12 
class deserves to take a bow for 
its best paper yet!
• Entertainment of the week 
included an exceUeht pef- 
formance Dec. 7 by the UVic jazz 
choir, which was enjoyed by all.
A fine workshop was presented 
to the band and chorus students 
atParkland.
® Yes, we do have a gobd 
supply of animals here (black 
Panthers, of course), but how 
there seems to be a wooded forest 
growing! The arriyal of the 
student c o u n c i 1 e n o r m o u s
Christmas tree with lovely lights 
compliments the spacious main 
hall. Our library and office are 
also decked with a tree, boughs ^ 
and ribbons — a neat touch for 
Parkland.
• The upgrading of our gym 
facilities was one of the main 
activities last week. It is now 
.equipped with two new end back-
boards with basketball hoops. 
These boards can unfold to lie 
against the' wall so the gym­
nasium can be used to its 
potential. The removal of the 
older boards was a safety 
precaution and we now have the 
workings of our best basketball 
season yet.
• While speaking on this sport : 
the senior boys basketball team is ; 
calling upon the public during the 
holidays. The guys f are to 
compete in an invitational 
tournament in Edmonton early 
February and tlieirf fundraising
, includes doing: odd jobs. If you 
need anyextra hands anytime call 
656-6566 :hnd they’ll provide 
;f good service.'^ :'f, :ff ''';f
Gibson's Studio made a visit to f 
the school Dec. 7. Setting up 
professional sport team photos 
was the order of the day and they 
were taken in the lush tropics of 
the courtyard.
• The Josten’s class ring 
supplier was present Dec. 8 
selling his goods. Many oohs an^ v 
aahs could be heard.
.* Results of our fabulous air- f 
Ujind competition wilt be an- 
i\t)unccd in January,
; ; Around Christmas thank yqtt’s
By Ian Carpenter
Stelly’s is getting into the spirit 
of Christmas by giving food 
hampers to four needy families in 
the area. Each will receive a 
turkey, a box of Japanese 
oranges and other canned goods 
donated by students. We hope we 
have made Christmas a happier 
time for the recipients.
® Members of Stelly’s .swim 
team recently competed in the 
B.C. high school swimming 
championships at UBC. Brenda 
McGuire made a big splash by 
receiving the gold medal in tho 50 
m. backstroke, fourth in the 50 
m. butterfly and seventh in 
breaststroke and 100 m. medley. 
In the 4x100 freestyle, the relay 
team which included Stefan Van 
der Boom, Martin and Mike 
Winkel and Chris Staub, placed a 
very respectable lOth place. 
Congratulations to all our 
champions.
• The junior rugby squad 
played for the first time after a 
long break and ended up losing a 
close match against the Parkland 
squad. Better luck next year guys.
» Stelly’s welcomes Robin 
Cook back after a three-month 
long tour with the navy in the 
South Pacific.
Stelly’s had a fantastic time 
last Thursday night when we had 
a Christmas Dance. Everyone 
kicked their heels up all night 
long only to find it had a
• The senior boys’ team did 
not do as well losing their only 
game of the week to Lambrick 
Park. Both teams are now' idle 
until mid-January and are 
looking forward to the break.
» Our film schedule starts up
again in January and during the 
month we will be starring those 
great favourites Bainbi and 
Cinderella. Schedules will be 
available at the school. See you 
there.
Stelly’s thought of the week:
This is the special time that every 
student has been waiting for — 
Christmas and the holidays. It’s 
the time to be spent with family 
and friends, to relax and have 
some fun. From all Stelly’s, 









di.sastrous effect on their 
the next day. But then 
w’hai better way to get 
Christmas Spirit than to 
dance?
* Stelly’s senior boys 
basketball team recently held a 
tournament on the weekend. The 
SMU Saints downed Parkland 
Panthers 62-47 in a close final 
game. Third place w’as given to 
Southgate, congratulations to 
Paul Harris who was named a 
member of the all star team.
In regular season play, the 
senior girls basketball team won 
both of their games this w'eck, 















to follow the trend c 
■ Dn behalf of all at Parkland, 
we extend special thanks to tlie 
5 many' businesses, orRanizatiohsi 
S parDits, etc; who have eombine^^^ 
tlieir efforts ' to hell) make an 
excellent start of the first I'our 
niqnihs of this school year, And 
the season’s greetings to everyone 
bn the Peninsula —' have a joyous! 
and; stifC'NeW: Year ^''
■'r'HportHscene;'! '■,!■!'
Parkland swimmers competed! 
in the B.C finals recently and 
swam like winners. Great results. ; 
! Senior, boys Jbaskctball nuidc:; 
an excellent showing Dec, 3 and 4 
by placing 2tKr in the Saanich 
Peninsula ihvHatioual basketball 
lournamcni. They were barely,: 
defeated by; arcli rivals S(, 
Michaels for tdiv spot . lb Icagbe 
action Dec. 0 the femitrnlled nver 
Lam bt ick Park 68«42 wi i h Kevin 
,:'OUcvvell scoring:! 6TolniR!'''':ftv::,7
Senior i girls played a great 
game against Lambrick Park and 
cdilcctcd their first victory. Jane! 
Moss lead w
!aieryl''Tlclcher,!was:4errlflc!,on,
: defcncc.!.thc; final': score 'y/iis' 23,-;:
22, a close but rewarding gamel
(AS: shown: BUT. 
' :IN StEREO)!: :,
'i-UM8NARiV!PEO!VK
World’s only tubeless camera:
• M.Q.S. irnago sensor no slicking, no lag, hp burn-in • FI,<! • 6 x t : : 
powm /.oortiV * Macro: capability, :• Auto/ManunlTrls., •: 1" electronic: 
view finder. • Electronic cletachablo wlowflndor, • Rornoto oamora 
oporntion with optional yK-CK15V viewtinder dHteiision cord, • . 
Instant Review (With VT-6800), • Intorchangonblo Ions capability. • : 
Earphone jack for playback sound monlloring, * Shoulder rest or hand , 
hold cnpnbllitv.: ■ .. '
mM8WAR VIDEO VT-6800
24-MONTNS PARTS WARRANTY
, !t;P firodes, », Wirfrlnss remote gontrol (with VT-TUGIl) Including visual 
'finarch, vi)rifil)lo:slow.rrH:»iloh, frofMatrarno,:<riiirift advance, channel: 
:,r,filoci control, play, alop, record audio dub, flower on/ofi control, and 
j : tracking confrol. • (nstnnl (liiividw.lsolllty (whon iJsnd with VK-bfiSO 
;'«hd VK-C?000).: • Video Insert Editing/• VIderj;Assemble Erllting.: * 
'Sound-on'Sound- ^,Bnttory in0ter.:* |!power saving:(tinutlon"(with k, 
‘ Hiiftchi t;'nmei«s); * Mrrrtiotv, • Three-Way- powertAC power (with '' 
/ -::tuner:VT-rUM!VT>TU6t.; oT with AC:Ad9ptorAV’W! DC power (with' 
- Its battery parik! Car batlni y fwiih optional rsnr battery cord VT-CCyo),
: «/'• Auto Channel locKdurIng rar-ording/•fDulltun,video enhancer, • '! 
(:Miovii’BrflCprdino wjih T-,160 * ,Feather feuch controls, • Oil damped;','
90tr elect. • Weight R Kg (approx,) with battery, s pimensiorrVVxH'x 0,
; pea X 10(t X 257mffl, • Ail,>1 speeds (Sf’, LR Si jif’) recording end 'IU1 (IM
/ ptaybrmk. Ruiii-in video ehhancer■ ■











Buy your fertilizers now for 
next summer’s gargen: The price 
for Agrigro, 13-16-10, ther 
fertilizer most recommended for 
local gardens, is presently $11.95, 
but in the spring is to be $18.95 
for a 44-pound bag (20 kg.). You 
will save yourself a cool $7 if you 
will buy yourself just one bag of 
this stuff for Christmas. “A
present to me from myself” sort 
of. . .
You may or may not have 
noticed that I am trying to keep 
these columns short, (not easy for 
me) but I know that everyone is 
terribly busy right now with no 
time to sit around reading garden 
columns so . . .
More today on flowering
houseplants you may buy or be 
given for Christmas. Last week 1 
was talking about the azalea. One 
thing that should be added is that 
azaleas are almost certainly 
indoor plants and are not 
designed to be planted outdoors 
directly into the garden to flower 
there.
Certainly they should be put
out in their pots for the summer, 
in a shady spot, watered and 
fertilized out there and brought 
back in late August (covered in 
buds, one hopes) to flower again 
in November or December.
SEATTLE- WEHiESISAY DEe. 29th
01^ ICE
RETURNING ON THUKSAY - DEC. 30th 
IHCLUSIVE (BASED OH DOUBLE OCCUfTimTS TO SHOW, ACCOMMODA- 
nous, IH THE HEW “SHEHATOH HOTEL” DELICIOUS BUFFET UPOH AR- 
RIVAL, FERRY TOLLS; A SIDE TRIP TO “SOUTH CEHTRE" MALL
BUS DEPARTS 0545 FROM STRATHCONA HOTEL AND 0615 FROM SIDNEY 
TRAVELODGE ^
Another plant you may get at 
Christmas is a chrysanthemum. 
If you buy or are given one, it 
(like the pointsettia) will almost 
certainly not be one plant, more 
likely four or five . . . all 
scrunched up in one small pot 
. . . beastly!
Please make sure all these 
plants receive their fair share of 
water. 1 find watering them from 
the bottom, using barely warm 
water, gives them all an equal 
chance.
Keep your plant(s) out of direct 
sunlight, water frequently, and 
fertilize once every two weeks. 
These may be planted outside in 
the spring, cutting the tops back 
to about three inches. They 
should flower in the garden next 
fall, and be taller than they stood 
in their pots -— greenhouse 
growers have ways of keeping 
these plants small enough to fit 
nicely into the average living 
room.
Something all of us enjoy at 
this season is, a cyclamen plant. If 
you are the fortunate recipient of 
one of these beauties, try to keep
; - By Lydia Stewart;
More than 300 students at­
tended a semiformal dance Dec; 3 
at Claremont; Eyeryone agreed it 
was a great success.
. Dress rehearsals were held 
Sunday and Monday for our 
pantomime Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs. Opening night was 
Dec. 9, and everything went 
smoothly.
The play was thoroughly
it as cool as possible but I don’t 
advise putting it out on the porch 
(no matter how sheltered) for the 
nights; it is rather a tender plant.
Maybe you could put it in the 
guestroom and turn the heat off 
in there. Hard on any guests, of 
course, but they can always get 
an extra blanket!
Cyclamen enjoy filtered 
sunlight, moist soil (water from 
the bottom, please) ;and some 
houseplant fertilizer every couple 
of weeks. When flowers fade, 
take each blossom and give it a 
sharp tug, and it will separate 
from the bulb with no muss and 
no fuss.
When the leaves and flowers 
fade and die back store the bulb, 
still in its pot, untill fall. At that 
time commence watering and 
fertilizing and away we go again.
Years ago we used to throw 
away cyclamen when they had 
stopped flowering, knowing that 
the chance of their ever flowering 
again was pretty slim. This may 
still be true, depending on how 
much the bulb has been forced to 
flower at what (to a cyclamen 
plant) is strictly the wrong time of 
the year. We have had quite a lot 
of luck with saving ours — the 
bloom is not as profuse as the 
original, but rather lovely all the 
same.
The Hawaiian- ginger is in 
flower. It is more like an orchid 
than anything I have seen before, 
and smells like gardenias — 
Hirh;^if is sirhply deiighiedi arid 
so am I! No more battles about 
bringing it into the house . . . 
next fall he will be urging me to 
bring it in earlier and offering to 
carry the pot all by himself 
(Heriiia, here we come!)
What is that makes some 
individuals happy with nothing, 
whilst others seem unhappy with 
everything? My belief is that 
there is a great deal of confu.sion 
about the definition of hap­
piness. It’s as if external events 
and possessions were crucial for 
the stale of the inner world and
enjoyed by the audience and the 
cast would like to thank Cordova 
Bay ;elementary school students; 
for participating as animals.
Many students thoroughly 
enjoyed a noon Christmas 
concert by Claremont’s junior 
and senior stage bands. The 
concert also involved singers and 
was repeated for parents on 
Monday.
The fund raising,.committee 
has candygrams underway. At 10 
cents a message, candygrams 
have proved very popular and 
profitable. The student council 
— which has had a tree donated
inner peace.
This situation and thinking is 
understandable for small children 
before they can grasp and 
discriminate between I and Thou 
and happiness derived from 
external or internal 
manifestation. But after puberty 
failure to make such distinctions 
is extremely naive.
True happiness is personal and 
individually created from within 
and not by external possessions 
or limited to external conditions.
There are essentially four 
cornerstones upon which to build 
a personality to realize one’s full 
potential for happiness and 
which if developed will sustain 
one throughout hardships en­
countered in life.
Merely understanding the 
terms will not change the person 
or how one currently lives and 
adapts to life primarily because 
insight does not necessarily lead 
to change the habits of life. The 
issues at hand are self-respect, 
confidence, moderation and 
individual growth;
Self-respect is remaining faith­
ful to one’s convictions and 
behaving towards oneself and 
others according to the best 
kn o wl edge and ; si ncerity d f 
convictions of; conscience.; A 
eommitmbnt to truth, honesty^ 
andy integrity should ;be t 
guiding principles.
Confidence is manifested 
i through dndependarvce 'dhd The 
ability to perceive options for 
given conditions as well as the 
ability to deepen or to release
oneself from a given relationship. 
To be able to appreciate the 
beauty of an object dr a 
Relationship without being ob­
sessed with its possession.
Moderation as an ideal does 
not imply self-denunciation, self- 
denial, or exaggerated modesty, 
but rather strength to be self- 
reliant, loving and charitable.
> Indvidual growth as 1 refer to it 
implies a strong concentration of 
(thou-ness) or breaking out from 
one’s own prison of selfish 
thought and deed. The ac­
cumulation of knowledge for its 
own sake is useless and can even 
be a detriment if not shared freely 
and openly with others.
Growth in others because of 
one’s sharing is one of the highest 
ideals anyone can strive for, 
because through others’ growth 
we also grow.
It is through sharing freely 
with others that has contributed 
the greatest achievements in 
scientific, artistic, or idealogical 
activities and subsequently led ^ 
mankind into the civilized state 
he now finds himself.
In order for mankind to 
progress further he rriust learii to 
exhibit and exchange -with 
worldwide communities the many 
facets of his uniqueness; and his 
individuality. Only when- this 
exchange takes place without fear 
of retribution or ridicule can any 
of us live truly free and happy.
Do you have a problem; are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of 
your children?Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is. a 
; psychologist diving :f in r Central 
Saan ich. /I.? a communi ty service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur- 
batoff c/o The Review,<’Sidney,
. R.O. Box,2Q7Q.mL 2S>5..i.; .
to them ;-T has erected it in the 
main haih; and each; homeroom
representative will be decorating
■it;'-'
; Homerooms are continuing to 
bring goods to fill their hampers 
and have decorated the boxes 
with paper and ribbons. /; ; ;
For more than a week posters ; 
have been up all around the 
school. They ask; are: you 
civilized? TheytreL>ubH 
Claremont’s Annual Civilized 
Con t est. The contest wi nner wi 11 
be announced Dec. 14. Con-
:■ (Royal-()ak;;Middle; Scliobl);
abo u t a di sp 1 ay wh ich consi sts 6 f 
art, music, and other languat?;es 
as well as current cvcnis;^ ; w 
■ Students and staff of 
Clarcniont School wish air a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
Ncw-:Ycar!;
ByKim Linekin 
Oak; middle; school; 
participated in this year’s 
peninsula cornrminity Christmas; 
hamper program and many items; 
including; food, ;clothing,; and 
toys were donated.
The girls’ vol leyball tou r- 
nament held Dcci 7 at Royal Oak 
was dominated by Ml. Newton 
Both their; grade 7 and 8 teams 
captured the pennants which 
were held by Royal Oak last ycar. 
Royal Oak tmd North Saanich 
playcd-wcll,;■
Coming up;; in,
J anuary is Slave Day. Tliat's 
where the girls and the
compete for slaves. The girls put 
money in a pot specifically 
designated for them and the boys 
put money in a pot for them. This 
goes on until one day when all the 
money is counted and team; 
members with the most money in 
the pot arc named slave owners. 
Boy or girT slaves might be asked 
to clean out lockers, carry book.s, 
tic and untie shoelaces, ctc. F.yen 
when you lose and you’re a slave, 
it ’ s St il 1 lot s of f un -- and j t ’ s a 
great way to raise money, ;
On behalf of the RoyaltOak 
staff and students, 1 wouId 1 ike td 
wish all Review readers a merry 
Christmas and happy holidays!
A possible change in the 
boundary between Saanieh and 
; v1e(dria sch6bl districts ;is being 
discussed;;;; by; i;u;uouinuttcC!;;';qT;;;;, 
; rcpreschtativcs of the two^ 
and Saanicbrnunicipality. A 
At a meeting of the committee 
Nov. 4 it was;sugges(cd; sopie ; 
students ill the Burbank area 
; were having to walk three- 
quarters of a mile to Royal Oak 
middle school and then go by bus 
to their elementary schools when 
they live onl^f a safe If) or 15* 
minute walk from Norihridgc 
school in Victoria district, ; ,
;A ; motion; proposed by
; aldermen ;John Mika and Hal;
" Knight from Saanich reebri#; 
Amended the two school districts 
.study (heir boundaries in the 
; Burbank area ''and any other 
boundary changes tliat may be 
nctclsisai(:d_;;tb»;;a;!'rcsui(';;'of;;tSic 
Indicated in";
Saanich official; ctunmunliy; 
plan,
;;;-^y;;;Whcn; a-;1ctter,;j;romvSa«0'ch,; 
■'"■"''"was"' read ; at- ;Moriday-S;'school■■ 
board meeting ‘urging action oh
Tlic matter, chairmaiv John 11^^^
coiiuiieiilcd the; Saarnch; hpard 
wOitldn’t mind such; a discussion 
; hilt it should concern the whole ; 
border, not just one area.
Trustees expressed ; ohjcctions 
that the meeting at which the 
resolution was passed had been - 
called on such short ;noticc that 
none of them could attend. 
Sccretary-ircasurer Ross Ingram 
and plant siiperintendent 1 Ians 
Schneklcr were the only Saanich 
district reprcsentalivcs. 
;';;;;"';Tlierc;lwere'Twb';furthcr.;catise;;;-^; 
for annoyance,; Meetings had 
ht'Ch cahecllod previoiisly when 
Victoria tniiitces coiddn’tmake 
if, arld;ii VicipriiCtrustec had |)cen; 
elected ciiainnar) for; the year,
„ „ whcti^U'jTiiujdlmyc: becn;tbc;tuTn; 
'""ora'Saanicli'irustec.;; -;;
Saanich schonl hoard is 
'■■-;,vSfisidf'rinp''' Tiirnlhp ■’■■ somh-^ ’■ 
; ■;,i^anted';, property ■! hto;;cbmintt ers, 3;; 
Inn isn’t suie whether it wants to 
01 vviuild he allowed to.
T wo ago the hoatd
;3;;approvcd'i;"'buytng;":'T 2;,';TmaU;;;; 
compniers for S36,f)00 with funds
Trbmliiysurpliiyettpilal'abcourit.";;;^ 
Monday the boaid wa.s 
ppti de ri n g ;a n ediicai i Ori ni i ri i s try ; 
pr'ess release flaying bbards syqiild ij.; 
;; lie lia 1 lowed; 'to; ir a lisi fer' phrFb f ■ tjie;; 1" j 
morrey they get from sclliitg^a 
leaslhg ; ;!iurplus buildings or 
property from shareable accounts 
ihib on-sharenblc accounts.
mean shifting the 
money froin an account that 
. belongs iriainly to lire provincial 
government (0 oiie that belongs; 
to the /school district —; biu;. 
Trustees werenh at all sure tire 
offer could be taken at face 
vnhre. t
;Saaiiich district Iriippen* to ■
; haye;'$l,65;0(KFfroru;,th(3;;|f!ale; of;;.;'
property bn Brooklcigh Road in 
';;,i9Bi,'';of;:yhich;':!i;32,(i(K)‘:«httd:,bc;; 
tfansferred ; tinder the ; new 
arraiigcmcni.
■'■'■"•■''■'■Tntslef*■"■'Gorry’'''"■’;Kristbibsorv'"-
;:i;sug8csted: that''fvcrliaps the money;;;; 
wiild Ire bettef kept^^^^t buy nibrc 
.;;; property.';;! i»;;;tiic; md ;;ihc .'bbard;;- 
;;;dccid'cd-;;to;;ask .appibvid'' locrhc '^' 
;;'tran;sfcr,;;‘';;wHlibiit;;T'dcciding.''-. 
whether to actually do it. ;; ; "
m
'’3 T-'rT'V'' '■■'■'■
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anjjone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
98I3-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a. m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-1247.^
the
Eastern Star, has a: Christmas 
turkey bingo set for Dec. 15 at 
;M Masonic Hallj
Saanichton. Admission $1, plus 
one free card. All welcome.
. Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For rhorfi'information'call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Save The Children fund 
Christmas cards are on sale now 
at the Jumping Mouse Book 
Store, 2456 Beacon Ave., Sidney.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 
years. Clublibuse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7 -11 
p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
activities are free and ho 
registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries w'elcomc. For 
more information call the PGA 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and 
pick up a program at 9788- 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood elementary 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days. More information 652-4580 
'or 652-153d,//'^7:.-
The Kinsmen Mothers’ March 
is seeking volunteer marchers for 
the 1983 March campaign to be 
held Jan. 24 - Feb: L Call 
K ins m e n R e h ab i 1 i t a I i o n 
Foundation at 383-1323.
The December Christmas pairty 
meeting for Victoria Business and 
Professional Women’s club will 
be held starting 6 p.m. Dec. 15 at 
the Imperial Inn, Douglas at 
Discovery. Program: Santa’s 
silent auction; Resevations 477r 
2691.
hv-vTregnant: and::.wbnderihg-what;; 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188 
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to bowl in the
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
Industrial and other St. John 
Ambulance first aid courses 
available for registration. Call 
388-5505.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p.m. 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6098.
The Peninsula Group Singers 
welcomes new members. If you 
like to sing or would like to learn 
to read music with a friendly 
group of people join them 
Tuesday evenings at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Legion Hall on Mills Road. 
No audition required. For more 
information call 656-3366.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join US or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre,.' 
sponsored by CMHA and the 
comrriunity, meets Mondays 10 
a.m. - T " p.m. in M 
Vaughan Birch Hall, Flan- 
dicrafts, fi 1 ms,'
recreation, light lunch and ah;: 
opportunity ho meet Others: For 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 pirn, or 658-5414 week- 
days’.:, v':::;"''; .7::
The Saanich Peninsula 
; Toastmasters Club how meets; at ^ 
:7:30 pim. Tuesday;:evehirigs: a 
i Central: Saanich municipal: hall, 
1903 Mount Newton.
The Sidney-North Saanich unit 
of the Canadian Cancer Society 
plans a holly sale Dec. 18 at 
Beacon Plaza.
Holly will be on sale at the 
Candyman store on Beacon Ave. 
from Dec. 1 The holly is supplied 
byhhe Sibhey-Nbrth Saanich unit 
: of the: Canadiah Cancer Sqc^
and costs $2 a bag.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dance 
Club. Call 652-5524.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you. No 
dues, noWeighing. Meetings are 
Thursdays at 8 p.m., at 9788-2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.
The Greater Victoria Music 
Festival will be held April 21 - 
May 9, 1983, and the syllabus is 
available now free of charge at 
the Victoria Conservatory of 
Music, U Vic’s music department, 
Nelson’s Music Centre and 
Berriie Porter Music. Deadline 
for entries is Jan. 22, 1983.
Anne Sherwood, practicing 
psychic healer in this area for the 
past 15 years and a member of 
the national Federation of 
Spiritual Healers in England is 
now accepoting new patients. All 
conditions treated but having 
best results with muscles and 
bone condition. No charge 
whatsoever.
Sidney Foursquare Church — 
children’s church and morning 
worship is held 10:30 a.m.
Four Seasons Musical Theatre 
third annual gigantic book sale 
takes place Jan. 29 and 30 at 
Crystal Garden. Donations of 
hardcover and records are being 
taken now. Call 385-3424 for free 
pickup.
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings in the three-year-old 
class. Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Creative play and 
social interaction in a happy 
environrnent. For rnore irt- 
formationcanKellyat 658-8467: 
or Pat at 658-5027, '
Make yourself a Christmas 
present — join Central Saanich 
Recreation Department’s ladies:
: aerobics classes Monday through: 
Thursday evenings 7 - : p.m. ::
More information 652-4444.
The Bluewater Cruising i 
:: Association meets;: the : second :: 
Tuesday of the month at the 
Maritime Museum, Bastion 
Square, at 7:30 p.m. The 
December meeting features slides 
and pictures of the 1982 Victoria 
Maui race. All w'elcome, guests 
$3, members $2.
2436 BEAGON: AVE PHONE 656-1411S
'sitejmmed
A nine-hectare (23-acre) stretch 
of Grown land in Central Saanich 
has been donated . to Central 
Saanich for use a public park, 
says La nds, Parks and Hou si ng 
Minister Tony Brummet.7
‘ T he I a nd w as formerly 
designated ::green: belt land and 
has been used [by: the Saanich; 
Historical Artifacts Society for a 
museum and farm Tar: public 
viewing,” the minister says.:
“In keeping with provincial
governrnent policy, under .which 
lands for public use are provided 
to local jurisdiction as a free 
Grown land grant, the society will 
continue to use the site, but if will 
be Jiv: thq: jurisdictibn bf the 
district authority and designated 
for park purposes;’’ MLA^H^^ 
Curtis says.
: He comrhehded the society for: 
“a commendable job” of 
preserving an important part of 
the area’s pioneer heritage days.
AQUATIEL PBT
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TWO NORTH SAANICH
men who took up the cudgels this 
year for residents against high 
property assessments won 13 of 
the 16 cases they tackled
Edgar Farthing and Bill Powell 
together appealed assessments 
for people who felt unable to 
handle their own case and suc­
ceeded in lowering taxes for 
them.
In his own case, Farthing’s 
appeal brought a reduction of 
$90. He says the reductions may 
provide a lower basis for next 
year’s assessments “so the 
benefits may continue.”
TAKE IN SOME SWEET 
SONG by Parkland school choir 
between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m. 
Thur.sday in the Travelodge 
dining room (no cover charge). 
Youngsters will be singing 
Christmas carols and are fund 
raising for band trios.
THE JAYCEE SANTA SHIP 
blazing with lights is a treat for 
children but we agree with Marge 
Donaldson who points out times 
for arrival and departure in 
Sidney leave much to be disired 
and should be changed next year. 
Most children are in bed at 10:30 
p.m. when the Santa Ship arrives
at Sidney wharf and are still there 
at 5:30 a.m. when it leaves.
THIS WEEK — Dec. 13 to be 
precise — The Review celebrates 
70 years news coverage on the 
peninsula. Our first paper was
printed Dec. 13, 1912. Look for 
our Dec. 29 anniversary birthday 
edition for a nostalgic view of the 
years inbetween.
THIS PIECE submitted by 
Sidney’s Jim Lang.
We no longer grow old 
gracefully; years of experience 
are not always valued. Instead of 
using the wisdon of age to help 
solve our problems we have 
turned the aged themselves into a 
problem.
Our preoccupation with youth 
has made us forget that often 
people considered too old have 
the youngest ideas of all.
IDA MACKIRDY FROM 
Duncan advertised in The Review 
recently for a housekeeper and 
was surprised that despite high 
unemployment she didn’t receive 
a single answer to her ad.
Young Hilary Colley, 7999 
Larkvale, Saanichton, entered a 
Royal Bank .lunior Olympics 
competitive event at Panorama 
Recreation Centre earlier this 
year and also filled in an entry 
form for the Junior Olympic 
scholarsliip contest. The eleven- 
year-old has become one of 10 
students across Canada to receive 
the grand prize — a .scholarship 
in the form of a $1,000 term 
deposit which will mature on her 
18th birthday and a $25 
calculator account at the Sidney 
branch of the Royal Bank, 
more to come
r \ t J' ’ i' jc^
Santa
visits
. • ■ i ,v 9s
i'ki’*'
Santa Claus will be riding up 
and down Beacon Aye. Saturday 
2:30 - 3 p.m. in his own special 
sleigh — a cart drawn by a 
donkey. Santa’s appearance is 
followed immediately by another 
treat for children —- a Children’s 
Christmas Review by Four 
Seasons Theatre, to be held 3 - 
3:30 p.m. in Sanscha Hall. 
Entrance fee adults $1, children
50 cents.'.:'
r Santa makes another ap­
pearance at the end of the review 
and Paul’s House of Portraits 


















Santa will arrive by boat for his 
annual visit to Brentwood Bay, 
landing 6:30 p.m. Friday at the 
ferry wharf, Verdicr Ave.
Santa will tiavcl by special
sleigh to: iJrehtwoodTVillage via;
Verdier and visit all the shopping f 
are a s: i n t h e V i llage w he re h ot 
chocolate will be served.
Xdn Saturday Santa will be at 
Brentwood United Church where 
he will be pleased to seb ; all: ' 
children froiri 1 - 3:30 p.m.
Santa’s yisii has been arranged::: 
by the : Breniwood Business' 
■Association,.fi'-''-;'b.f,.: b"'b.
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carols Santa proceeding Up & down Beacon Ave,: In donkey cart,
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. A : very :=successful and; -en-;- ^ 
7"':, J'pytdtlc'b Ghrisl'nias ■!’::diitncrb.'\vhs":' 
b appreciated by abdvn l()0 people 
,;:':'DecL .9;:' aib,.:'lbb:senior, pbcitizensb' 
7 ; cent re, 1 n ttildj t itnv t if adebgh t fvi! b 
:;::rm,eal p:hos,ted: .by;:: N p,"i'.A5::; Sidney:
Old -Age, Pensioners’ 
■'b^yOrgalvizatidn i'''';;and''b:cddkbd,:::'::by:- 
: ;cn pabie;: St a I'fa I:: Si 1 ver: ;:1,'hr ead svy: 
Robert a Dtiitbar led bv'crydnc t n; 
v Chrislintiscarpis and simgs,
■;;b b,:.'.'- .Diiii'iin'i''.was;bfollowetibby"Jalk;s'.'.:
: from guesti Mayor Norpia Sealey. 
and BCGAl* bottrd inetnher IJuVe 
;:Loxtttn,,bwho':..has:;:beciV7No,:',25' 
OAI^ president during the past 
.'7d. wo .years'.
Cnpithle ntasicr of ccreinbnics 
; Edith Sniith intipdijced people at 
b the head table, wlto all received a 
:''bb;hc,ariyb;.7fouitdb:b'o.f'''''dipplatlsc'.:;: 
b Included were excctnive htembcrs 
Gladys McDicken, Doris Bpsher, 
Rev. Ray dlorsl'icld and Mary 
I.nhan, and twi' oihei Silver 
'I breads woikeis.
Highlight was tlte ralTle of: 11 
boxes of chocolates* plants and; 
ornaineniH, These were dottated.
GAP hiaiK'h No. 2.5 has gieal 
;'.^:iho|.ies",:..loi:::;,l 984' '■ n''.s::'.'23t.l»..M..tm-,.„ 
:'';ivivers[vrybybaV,.:Heveri:iibiake"Otii.;, 
dinners were delivered to itcople 
unable to get out to the hall.
:.:;'b'':T!hoco|atcs:::;and.7;Coo,kie:':'packets': 
;; :bb. wc)^;: sbtifj pi lircc'test hthhbsbbbb'""
1 ‘ .m.
SANSCHA HALL
Ghildren’s Christmas Revile pr 
by Fdiir Seasons Theatre Group.
■u:,v.y5,gr,t|.4'
. ............ . I    ...... fi. ll.V,!, i t ..ViVi* 4'..i,t . . ...   
(A. '4^ 1 ?ii'. ,1 \ ,1b,Til vl' (iT . ‘
^ ,:7',?!b;
...^ .,,(,..',,..,1 .1,... r .. I,I
"SoriQS, ,
, ' nioc1(.Tn (bhrisimas songs, Wc3lt'Disney
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This September I took the 
opportunity of returning to 
school to complete rny high 
school education. 1 attend 
the same school as my two 
teenage sons — Parkland 
Secondary School, Sidney, 
B.C.V';v
Until 1 went back to 
school, my feelings toward 
teachers, schools, and educa­
tion in general was basically 
the same ignorant thinking as 
that of Mr. vander Zalm.
After sitting in classrooms 
for the past month, listening, 
being taught, learning and 
being encouraged, 1 have a 
CO m p 1 e t e 1 y different
^■outlook.;.'-:
All the staff — especially 
the teachers — ha 
ever so king and helpfuk The 
teachers'go out of their way 
to let students (myself includ- 
know they are there to 
The teachers are 
available in the morning 
befpre^classes, they give up 
their lunch hour, and they 
are available after school — 




Does Mr. Vander Zalm 
have any idea how a school is 
run? Why did Mr. Bennett 
appoint Vander Zalm 
Minister of Education? What 
qualifications for the posi­
tion does Mr. Vander Zalm 
possess?
It ha!s been more than two 
decades since I attended 
school. The educational 
system has vastly improved 
in both quality and quantity 
hot Only in the material 
avilable but in the presenta­
tion of the material — by the 
teacher.
it is highly impressive how 
the teachers (so far) have 
been capable of maintaining 
their professional attitude 
and outward calm in spite Of 
the tension; and worry 
BEIT! w hy s h oil Id they con- 
tihue to give their all only to 
be shafted?
Bill 89 must not be passed!: 
It is i unjust, undempcratic: 
and exceeding the bounds of; 
reason.
If we, the public,'allow Bill 
89 to be passed, we are as 
guilty as Mr. Vander Zalm
and the Provincial Govern­
ment that is rushing it 
through parliament without 
proper srutiny.
Consider the implications 
people —- especially you 
folks who are unionized — 
your contracts won’t mean a 
thing! Parents — our educa­
tion system stands a darn 
good chance of being set 
back at least a decade. Stu­
dent — you stand to lose the 
most and 1 do not refer to 
extra-curricular activity.
Folks! Let’s get together 
and stick together on this 
one! Get on the horn, write 
letters, talk, petition — 
whatever it takes to get this 
issue resolved in a just and 
d e m o c r a tic m a n n e r.
Students, you can tip your 
part by supporting your 
teachers one hundred percent 
^-i;: d oh ’ t; :;cause: y ou r'p; (pur) 
school and teachers any enri- 
barrassment — just back 
them one hundred percent—^ 
vpthey-.deserve'it!
; Luc k y y 0 Li n g 01 i V e r; T w i s t!: 
He didn’t get much to eat but 
at least he didn’t die of star-
Mrs. Margaret O’Flaherty 
2139 Bradford Avenue 
Sidney, B.C.
But that’s what could hap­
pen' to Equality ^ education in 
;B,C. unless the system gets a
reaspnable share of the pro- 
vincialporridge. r
B.G. ; government educa­
tion- grants- yat 32.6^^: are;; 
about half those of Alberta, 
at 62.11%); Manitoba provides 
54.2*Vo; Saskatchewan 53%; 
Ontario 50.6%, according to
B.C. Scbool ^Trustees 
Association figures.
Statistics Canada figures 
indicate that B.C. has the 
lowest;'; percentage ppf Ppert? 
sorialP income provided for; 
taxes at 7.6%. The highest? 
4Newf6uhdlandPwithT2t3%.|:
GET FOR Sr?
Saanich householders-are paying, on average, .S161 in net school taxes per year 
towards local education; about 81 cents per day for 200 days at school. What else 
can you buy’for 81 cents? Check your shopping slips.
1 loaf of bread (16 oz.) at 90 cents? □ □
1 14 oz.’can of fruit salad at 89 cents? □ □
1 dozen medium eggs at $1.35? □ LI
1 350 gram packet of corn flakes at $1.29? □ H
I package of 40 coffee filters at $1.29? □ □
500 grams of spaghetti at 98 cents? LI !.'J
1 lb. of utility frying chicken at 97 cents per lb.? Cl [J
Paper towels at 97 cents? 111 □
One cup of coffee in Royal Oak restaurant at 90 cents? iJ Li
One bottle of beer in a restaurant at $2.15? Cl □
1 packet of cigarettes at special carton price of $1.09?
the same packet from a machine at $1.75? □ L,i
One hour’s babysitting at $1 an hour? C! □
lh4r
bpf'.y-
AI food prices, many ‘‘on special ”, are tr 
inlSaariich, 1 ^
stores:
cuts cure costing ys.
Do:: yoyk'no w iwhcst;';
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At a recent home and school meeting iLirehts 'vrhT asking 
‘Xije \ye going fplhavcSihiVpc^
cavrytrtg on as: usual. ;;i; ;;i;;' p ;p‘;;; ppp ^ i;; few
Mrs. Arlene Box 
.Saanichitnr
lars,
In each case the answer was, “Wc will try!” How can we go 
on expecting the same cnthusiasiic iloiiation of our leachers’
time if we aren’t prepared to pay Ihc bill! As a professional to a handicai-iped child niy jolrhas
Kay Barlow 
Cordova Bay School
: G O V FR N M E N1'- H FS’I'K AI N’Ll
, ........ .c'' 'z ; 11''X-.x,-"---,' :-v..---..x;PP':;1Pp::;PcpStudcn)S:'-;;w'ithPpspccia):;dearillngp;ldiffictijticspliavcp:::,speciaic
My ohildien are inlincnced by the cutlnicKs m the leacher jcopauly all hall. educational neetls. fhey require daily individual gnidtince to
Lpupil ratio "Llbncteachecdivided^a^^^^ 1 ■ ‘ ......... . . . . x ... , . .
, . , , , - ........................ , ,
1 would like to point out the obvious -- that teachers arc another aide s. When tins prov(;(.l impossible, it was deciticti ntaking this end impossible to reach,
professionals—• ubsohilely commilletl to their calling. that 1 be split between two schcads ami make a round-trip of ' ' ‘ ‘ R. Spencer
.lust think how many of us can direct or lead 10 oi' today’s eight miles merely to toilet another child, Parkland!
children ( never mind 25-30) for one eiglil hour period, never Meanwhile, I am direaiened hy ilu' pmiv’ct ol' having my , . . , . .
mind every day for ten months. hours halved and these hours spreiul Ihroughoiil (ho dtiy. As ttn Indian I lot^k upon ilhe ptovincial manipulation and
We are expecting ton much! ' 'rhorofore, Ihc child I am serving siands to lose Mipimit in discrimination against teachers with aniiisemcnt; as a beginn-,
It would appear teachers are not only carrying, the financial IML, and in outside play as well as individual help enabling teacher I tremble at the thought ol layotls aaoam angered 
responsibim bul they tire acting as a shock absorber - ahsor- her to complete her schotd work. 'mcortam fiilnre contaminates the qmihty ol my work
bing the dips and dives in the educational environmcml and I'lcr .succo.ss iiischool wotild sul'fcr for the sake of saving a MtivisUriderwootl
:,'r .
f X.X X,xx.y . ■; y. >;;;yX'X' , "X- X'-.X x'-'X xlt:- ■ X,yy: ^ ;X , x x-^, y, x,y- . X.:yx- , yy^ ,y ^ A fT-'y .L.,,xy., ^ , ,,y,„ S
Contact Mr. yYander Zalniv Minister of Eclucation an x:;P;-p.x;-Your?M.;Lx;A;.pisr,;:L'-k.;-;v. pP::;'-:pl:pP'r'..:P::'X;,;pv;PPpp:Py;;;:;:: f:P
you want an end tq education cuts. P:y::;.;'Mr.,: Ciirlis,
Member from Saanich and llic islands,




Victoria, It.C. V8V 1X4
Victoria, IJ.C. VSV 1X4.
Phone 387-3751
Soered Party Constitiienev
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March needs volunteers
It is late on a rainy Saturday night, and all you want to do is 
get home to bed. Suddenly, from nowhere, a vehicle appears and 
crashes into your car. The next thing you recall is waking up in a 
hospital bed, unable to move from the shoulders down.
Each year, many children and adults become permanently 
physically disabled as a result of accidents and disease. No one is 
immune. How would you cope with this problem if it occured in 
your family?
There is an organization which British Columbians can turn to 
for help when a family member becomes disabled. The Kinsmen 
Rehabilitation Foundation supplies technical aids, patient care 
services and equipment loans for physically disabled people 
living throughout B.C.
In January, the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation conducts 
the annual Kinsmen Mothers’ March, a province-wide fund­
raising campaign running Jan. 24 thru Feb. 1.
“With the help of thousands of volunteers, we hope to raise 
more than $1 million to meet the growing needs of the disabled 
community. Volunteers are also needed for office work and 
telephone recruiting,’’ says Sheila Manifold, Victoria Unit Co- 
Ordinator.
“Kinsmen Mothers’ March owes its success to the terrific 
response and hard work of all the volunteers who help us year 
after year’’, she says. Kinsmen raised $140,500 in the Greater 
''ictoria area in 1981, plus $5,000 from Sidney.
If you can help the 1983 Kinsmen Mothers’ March, please call 
Sheila Manifold at 383-1323.
By Wendy Laing 
Need a break from all that 
Christmas shopping and a chance 
to relax and rejuvenate your tired 
body? Whether the answer is yes 
or no. Panorama’s pool is a 
perfect, pleasurable place.
A new session has begun 
during the week at the pool. 
Noon swim is now featured from 
11 - 1 p.m. Flavc a spare lunch 
hour? If so, take a quick dip and 
you’ll have a whole new outlook 
in the afternoon.
Everyone welcome sessions run 
7:30-9 p.m. and all members of 
the family (sorry no pets) can 
enjoy a good soak^^— try it alone
or with friends. Swing on the 
Tarzan rope, swim lengths or 
steam in the sauna and whirlpool 
any evening for this category.
It seems North America has 
finally realized it’s healthy to be 
fit and trim and that there are 
many methods of staying in 
shape. The centre’s water 
exercises program is not as well- 
known as the sneakers, shorts 
and smiles work-outs, so pay 
•close attention to this session. 
Whether you’re a fitness buff or 
not, this class is great. The work­
out is super, as water provides a 
cushioning support to those w'ith 
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Taking this class is a unique 
experience — try it out for size. 
Great news is that in addition to 
10 - 11 a.m. (Monday - Friday), 
and 1 - 2 (Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday) classes, there is a new 
time. Water exercises beginns 
about 9:30 p.m. during the adult 
swim from 9 -11 p.m. A con­
venient time for many.
Hockey is incredibly popular 
this time of year and swimming 
takes place all year ’round. Now 
if you were to mix both together 
what would be the outcome? 
Right! Underwater hockey. Yes, 
this session is back Saturday 
nights, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. for 12 
years olds and over. Not to worry 




Sidney and North Saanich 
Garden Club plans a meeting 
7:30 p.m. Dec. 20 at Margaret 
Vaughn-Birch Hall, 4th St., 
Sidney. In place of speaker three 
short movies will be shown: 
Gardens of England; Herbs, Use 
and Tradition; Indoor Plants. 
Visitors welcome, Christmas 
refreshments.
An underwater hockey in­
structor introduces the skills 
during the first few sessions. 
Games are played with a specially 
designed hockey stick and puck. 
A mask, snorkle and nippers 
must be brought by each player 
and there is the regular admission 
fee. A challenge for the high 
school set to accept.
Smart to Start is another new 
program offered to older children 
who are not comfortable in the 
water — especially in a class with 
4, 5, and 6-ycar olds. In this 
unique program, orientation, 
front and back crawls and 
preparations for a regular swim 
class are taught. Class times are 
Fridays 6:30 - 7 p.m. and 
Saturdays 11-11:30 a.m.
Final program to highlight is 
Synchronized Swimming. This 
fine art of body control is for 
those who hold a “blue level” 
(junior equivalent or better) 
certificate. Sessions are Mondays 
and Thursdays 6:30 - 7:15 p.m. 
Fee is $28 for 12 lessons and the 




ill The Church By The Lake gil pli ANGLICAN
■ ELKlAKi i,, , M BREHTWOOB
SIDNEY I COSyiRflUDITY I PARWWEH
RLLISilCE^ BAPTIST 11 than wealth and a rich
........ .. .... ..... _ ..........................
8;ooa.m . . Said E Shepherds & reindeers, angels & drums, 
Communionmangers & mistletoe, kings & snowmen, stars &
stnderits
Masonic Hall
SaanjcjitoR 1^ & Sunday School
63 Pat Bay Hwy. estate. ; : : •
• Sunday Euripides
10:30 a m. ;.||;
Morning Service p|
792 Sea Dr.
' Brentwood Bay 
‘Jesus Christ is Lord’
9:45 a.m............. Teaching i|||| . t'-'"’ i||ii|
i.:T;U0p,‘a: ni T j|Fa ml i y r s hi Sg
' - '• Wednesday
:,m.
 |:p|
Dp.m. ^ Home Study ip' Rev. Funk
Groups U 477-6957
Further information ill 
656-3d17
SIDNEY
:.TT:00 a:m.; ...... g snowflakes, angel choirs & silver bells, mangers
(SundaySchool'Y & decoratlons, Jesus & Santa, pageants & par- !
:&;,Nursefy)-I«s-i|+i
iliHE 'ill
ties, incense & stockings, God & man, peace &
iB A very warm welcome awaits g confuslon, joy & pressure, frost & fire, simplici-, - 




® 7726 W. Saanich Road
Resthaven Dr., Sidney ||:i 8:30 a.m........ Sunday Mass
M
^..GOSPEL i‘
.9925 5th Street ||| 
Sidney, B.C. |||
Sunday p
1^ 10:30a.m, ,.. ; .Children’s ill: 
IP Thurch & Morning Worship ||§ ;
6:00 p.m. Eyening Service |||; 





noise, beneficence & indulgence, giving & get- | 
ting . . . anticipation & realization.
THE PARADOXES & CONFUSIONS
SERVICES 11 eT Ci l!7a»CTLIt<? ii Office; 656-3544;
19:30 a.m,Saturday Study * .. XLlilWlSt b iI m ''iii \ 656-3057
:i 1:00a:m,:V;:, ,; -;Worship: ' ii
17;3Q^p,nT:,Wednesday Prayer' ; : TiH
TOOab Third Stir Sidney ^
Anglican-Episcopal
7008 W. Saanich Rd. |||
Brentwood Bay;'. • ;' . Pli':,
" ^ Lct’s Stand back and remember that there IS a
II 7:00p.m........ _.Evenirig ||. rneanihg to .Ghnstmas;: let streiriemben
* ......... Fellowship III recognizing the “pivotal point of history” . . .Wednesday
ALUARE-WELCOMEi;:




Money K. |||: fi/ B ;||||,7;30:p,m;;r Wi. tho hi’rfh r\f r'hrictT' -
Saan Prayer Meeting iillili Ultlll Ul Uttitbl.
MaSlii il '=«to,«Nords.r<,m
It was;
some 250 youngsters at McTavish 
and Sansbury schools when they 
decided to collect enough food to 
fill four Christmas hampers. 
Organized by grades 5 and 6, 
.students’ target was hampers 
filled to the brim with complete 
Christmas meals — including 
turkey, Christmas cake and 
drinks.
Youngsters were so en­
thusiastic some parents reported 
.their children were going to the 
family larder daily and helping 
themselves tq food, a spokesman 
for the Parent-Teacher 
Organization reported.
Pupils finally collected enough 
food for eight hampers and had 
decorated boxes when they 
discovered their project was 
doomed — the hampers would 
contain perishables and couldn’t 
be used, they were told.
So instead, the two schools 
7 donated everything they had 
collected to The Review/Sidney 
Lions Christmas Fund, happy in 
the knowledge the goodies would 
still find their way to families in 
need. And they’re hoping the 
boxes they spent some time 
decorating will also be used.
A Friondly Family Church ’
St. V:
I A^Ucait'Chuixlhj j|
" 9686 - 3f(i SL
;NORTH SAANICH. bUnOciy , x ' L. W:i:vF,
^ Ativoni iv ' Serving^rafisaanich,. || Ag the wbII knowH carol stresses --” ‘ ’Gb(J &
.n r,-rn~-i |i||, g • QQ g. p,/ ; ■ H 01 y ; n D r c ! TD p A o p 11 oH U : ‘:: ': ‘' Ka T A;,t H;
^11 Eucharisl*- ' MS IjFlFTI): :• |||
, i’:30p:m.......... i,oasons|||' uBi/fifflw, < li
.;: . & CarolsJl'll:.iWOAD y/' ‘SGB’ *
(NoUi. No, tOii.m.Ffervice)
,# 1
11 ners reconciled^’ . . V ‘'born that




8:00^,11),’V;7: . ;T;Eucharist:|||| aFonidoriarninatiorintcFij|ori:niPotino:^|;7:!'’''^^
■ jilii
GOSPEL CHAPEL
jfV Woflnosdav Y 5506 Oldliold Rd,
LuchaS^:'’ Sundays: 7 ; 7;:,'jl::;: ChrtSt:Game;^
purpose is recognised as the "pivotal point of 
' death & resurrection of
4'On p.m , Carol 9:45 Rommurtlon , ■ Wodnnsday (Vv P,hri*^t
i 4.. ' I.. 1 .: ■ k.l.t/Xiv : 4 ^ r ^ li ^ ■ * ■... > I"* mm S li # - -..11'?.:. t'-tX A ' ‘ ^ ' ."ik . , y • M . ■ ' ■ . ... I.'.tlil.i*; ' t.* ' ^ ' • ' ■ ' F'. • 1 ■ J |p.V .1 I ;.' I * . i V % • ., i.^ ....... . ''i"' i
:Mr,7;30.p,m.:v 7 ■■ Homo.Bible.s :.,.y■
V-'^ Sludtos iVJ
;|||;Tho Enri'of Your:S0arch for
;,:s aFriwndiy churcii Let's back Lip and assess our values. Let’s ask
:cbrifimied:
Snrvlco (With Chnli M''® 11:15 Ftt'tiiiy .iw
Anthfrins 8. (.’intJif! Sumo i Sfirvico '
(locoiatmgj Pastort«tm Bo-'.Alton| I
nun''' rrr Ynnci• |Il](tvr‘ Cdcil f3ir:kin,*:.oh (652*3301 j, David:, ■ t*j!^]j'|
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^"7'':;7:7;: Y'-Suppor 
7:00 p.nT:, - ...Christmas' 
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The proviricinl'virologist, Dr.' 
7 p^ Keltyls,; has confirmed th^ 
flu cases for this season on 
the specimens sent from two 
Victoria residents, say.s A, S. 
Arneil, regional medical health 
ofricer,
Tlic rtu is Type A Bangkok 
7 (!I3N2)a it has hccii;ardtihd:l^^^^ 
hi:.; spmeY:hfecip;fquryears'hq 
is included in the vaccine for this 
year.
Dr. Kcttyls reports lliis flu is 
also now being reported in other 
areas of the province on a spotty
: ,||| '1 i;00.H;m..:;A:,;.; ;.Armoirito(:l 056-3213.,:' Res.: 656-1930:.i
7 pi 6:00 p.ri'i777: . ::Riblo. Ministry ; 'ST. JOHN’S
______  . .. THURSDAY . - two wnti suMirh hojii ;
' "mttisri BiblG:Study.':|i 9;3o:a',n'u.\:'
" km ,jLi . ' CT .pAlin re
. . ^ .'.'Preaching Iho Chrisi-Life p| : :,
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MARINA PARK 1 bedroom suites pric­
ed from $44,900 to $64,900.
SAILVIEW 1 bedroom suite, fireplace, 
$59,900.
THIRD STREET 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom suite, $59,900. (Only 3 
blocks from Beacon Ave.)
Call KAI JACOBSEN 








You can still beat the Dec. 31st. 
deadline and own your own 1 B.R. 
Condo for $5000.00 down and just 
over $400.00 per month. DON’T pay 
another month's rent — call me for 
details on this immaculate unit in 
Sidney and enjoy the pride of owner­
ship —- you must act NOW though, so 
don’t delay!!!
LARRY PRUDEN








2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney,, B.C.
656-5511





EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
p.m.  tf
TYPING, my home. Edit reportT,
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates. 
656-4564. 694-4aC183
MAJOR APPLIANCES repaired by 
professional serviceman. Microwave 
testing for radiation leaks. 10% discount 
for seniors. Sidney Electric, Gerry 
Evans. 656-0449. 964-51
MAFtTlN“HOUSE RAISING, leveling and
dry rot repair. Basement and fouin- 
dations. Free estimate, 478-7970. 1084- 
50 ,
GET CAUGHT UP for the holidays! ! will 
doyour ironing. 652-4916. 1181-50
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE has 
openings for 1-5 year olds. Handicapped 
children welcome. Hot lunches and 
snacks provided. East Saanich 
Road/Wallace Drive area. 652-2472. 
1161-51
CRYSTAL CLEAN-UP SERVICE. 
Wallpapering, painting, yards, com­
posts, attics, windows, general main­
tenance. 10% discount for pensioners. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. CallJohn, 656- 
9669. 1155-52
5TH YEAR UNIVERSITY STUDENT 
wishes to tutor. Handicapped people a 
speciality, $5 per hour. Pleasecall 656- 
)1074 after 5 p.m. ̂
CARPET INSTALLATIONS. 20 years 
experience. Old carpets: ,re-fitted,: 
Reasonable rates, free)estimates. 652- 
9882 after 5 pirn: y 1223-52
J.R.’S HAULING and cleanup. Han- 
dyman’s skills, odd; jobs, reasonable 
: rates. Phone Jim anytime after 5 p.m. at 
: .479-8494Y:-;':-:V'^:;,.::,-V ■-;') jY.::;;-1290-4'V'.^^ 
HOUSECLEANING, well experienced,
: good;ireferences.^^ ^H 
sportatioh: Brentwdod/Sidney:-areas.
■' V'"i'652-1068r. ^‘':V 1291-51’Y.'
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. ~—nn~ir
Kitchenettes;: dishes, cable TV: Free WILL: DO HOUSEKEEPI^. smali ^bs^^^,
parking,: maid service. Available weekly r 
and monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551. hour. 656:6705. , i, ;
JOURNEYMAN will do woodstove in­
stallations, furnace work, roofing, 
flashing, ventilation. Custom metal work 




DIAL-A-LETTER. If you have had to cut 
back on your secretarial staff but still 
find you have occasional letters which 
require typing - Why not try our shor­
thand-by-phone services. Confidential, 
guaranteed professional presentation. 
Reasonable rates. Phone Sandra, 656- 
5344. 1127-51
GREAT TRANSPORTATION. Good 
runing. 1969 Buick le Sabre. Tested, 
$1,150.656-9266. 1327-50
79 AMC, AMX V-8 auto. Cruise, factory.
tilt, mags, sunroof, anti-sway bars, 
spoilers and more. $6,200, offers, 386- 
7557, local 265. 1329-50
1970 PONTIAC TEMPEST,~iow mileage.
runs good, $500 obo. 656-5477. 1303-
'51
1958 VW VAN, very good running, 
original engine. Michelins, bed, tested, 
good condition for the year. $1,500, 
offers. 652-1305. 1239-50





18' CORSAIR SLOOP with moorage. 
Must sell. Best offer. Call Tuesday to 
Saturday, before5 p.m. 656-1170.
10 89 -50
9 1/2 HP JOHNSON outboard, ThoTt
shaft with tank, $275. 385-7031
evenings. 50
ED^’B^T SERVTcE^ 2238 Harbour
Rd. Sidney, Winter Special. Haul, clean 
and antifoul your boat for the new 
boating year. (i.e.)T7 ft. boat $95; 20 ft. 
$130; 25 ft. $159, everything included. 
Also, ask about fiberglass recon­
ditioning. Ed, at All Bay Marina, 656- 
0153. REs.652-2333. 1283-T
SACRIFICE SALE. Near mew 20 ft. Bill 
Garden design cruiser. Mahogany lanks 
on white oak, fiberglass over cabins and 
decks, self bailing cockpit, atomic 4- 
power fresh water cooled. Sleeps 2, has 
head. 2 years old. Value $20,000. Must 
be seen to be appreciated. Sale price, 
$12,000,652-2211. 1305-5,1
$64,500. 2 bedrooms, plus large utility, 
very celan. 3 blocks from Beacon. 
Private: 112-653-4558. (Saltspring.) 
12.38-5 0,:".
SIDNEY. Low priced fully serviced lots 
from$31,900.479-6058 or479-8987. 
.Yl'2.5.0:.-5 0':' :
SIDNEY: Immaculate, close to all 
amenities: :> Ideal :r retirement home/ 
landscaped, good garden, vvarranty in 
effect;656-7392.: , :1307-T
:F©r.FleBit:
1974 MGB, good condition. Tonneau 
covers, 73,500 original miles. Offers on 
$3,900. Will consider trade for 
economical 4 door. 727-2731. 1034-50
MINOR AUTOMOTIVE REP.AIR, 
and paint work. Reasonable rates. 479- 
3178,1014-52 
'74 FORD F 250, new rubber on white 
spoked rims. Canopy with smoked black 
glass. Well maintained and in excellent : 
condition. $2,995 obo. 656-6596. 1190- 
I I
TWO 78x14 - 4 ply polyester ’oalanced 









1963 CHEV BELAIR as
656-659l':;Xv'"/:::Y"'-'^'-':'"^
is: $300. OBO. 
: 1274-51
1969:FORD TRUCK/$900 or best offer. 
652-1210 evenings only. 1295-50




'79 :CHEVVY;VAN, standard 6 cylinder,
tfri: ; PAINT:;::Y0UR;: m low mileage. Offers to $5,500. 656V
rr7i :before/Christmas/ 652-1210 evenings T- 9391. :: : 1323-tfn ,
GILBERTS liARINE
BRENTWOOD BAY
Boat rentals. Covered boats, $16 hr.,
.'$30:per;day.:,':V'''-:.,,
Marine Ways, special winter rate, 30 
ft, boat; i n/0ut :4 8 hou rs,, $60.: Extra 
daysVSIS per. day,;
Buoy available for moorage, also; 
alongside"moorage;fbf;30:ft,vboat:;x.;
652.2211
WANTED: Heavy-duty rototiller. 
Preferably "Howartd”. Reasonable, 
good condition. 652-3802. 51
UNEMPLOYED SO SELLING: Colour TV, 
Electrolux shampooer (extrs); deep- 
freep; exercise ’oike; oil space heater; 
:homemovieset;skates;rabbits.652- 
:':3802v.'.;,;" ',51
JACK OF ALL TRADES. Drainage, 
carpentry, painting, gutters) garden 
maintenance will do it; all.: Free 
estimates, DAP discount. Call anytime. 
;;727.-2372.-X:;;/::,; .,;/:'.';'5i.^ 
XAS NEW, Excellent Bell Howell Sound 
Movie Camera; quality proiector; screen; 






SIDNEY;: DUPLEX. ; 3 ;; bed roornsX,,!^
baths, fenced yard, fireplace. No:pets, ______________________
references. $585 p.m. Also, same as THE , REFRIGERATOR specialists, repaii'
above with full basement, carport. $650 a|l models. Fast service serving Sidney
p.m. 656-4066. 1234-51 and area. 386-7557, local 265. 1326-50,X;

























A beautifully maintained home on a 
quiet cul de sac f'/z blocks from the 
beach. This new listing features three 
bedrooms and tv/o bathrooms on the 
main level; ah;ac|ditiohalbedrdom and;:
' bathroom downstairs, a recreation 
room and two sundecks. Separate 
workshop 16x16. A first-class home 
in a good location. Realistic at only:. 
$116,000
ERIC N. GRAHAM 656-4489
WATERFRONT COMPLEX
/Quiet, iop-flobr, 6ne-bedroom unit |n; 
;'adult orientated condominium com­
plex/; aidjacent/tq; ; niarifia.; Large 
siirideck / with / western exposure.; 
Building: has many amenilies in- 
cludinq controlled entrance, elevator;





;ofia llar(io;;;'sunnyf: Jot'/'Tlose;.:: to, 
;c!pwntown;8lclneyX3: bedrooms,: main 
Ttalh plus ?. pincn onuuito, ilnir- 
mopnno windows, liroplace and 
garaqo.
$81,000
washer, fireplace, drapes. lt  only, 
no pets. References and lease required. 
1 bedroom units, $450 p.m. 656-4066.
MODERN 3 BEDROOM no "step
bungalow. Available Jan. 1, 1983, lease 
if desired. $600 per month. 656-6277, 
home; 656-8419, work. 1272-50
|SID!»IEY5EI.ECTR1C 
Gerry —- 656-0449 
e Specializing in Refrigeration 
• Major Appliance Repairs 
•Microwave Testing for Radiation
DISCOUNT for Seniors
2;BR HOUSE,: $375 per 
;2552 Evening sonly:: :
month, 656/; 
1270-.5b
X/ BRIGHT; ONEXBEDROOM basement 
;;suite,/ all: utilities; included, available ,
; immediately. $325.652-4824. : 1257-50 
SUMMERGATE VILLAGE. 3/4 double/ 
X ' wide/ modulaq home,/1100 sq. ft; 2 
bedrooms, I'/z baths, sunroom. 45 yrs.
3 B.R., SXS duplex, Available Jan. 1, 
1983 . $550::pef month. Close to schools. 
Chi Id ren a nd 1 pet a I lowed. Ca 11 J udi,, 
Century21;656-4000. ' X / 50
ROOM TO REN’? with■pTivHeges.lIob
;;;;;per;mqntH; 656-6881 evenings. 1315-51 
;; ATTRACTIVE, 1 bedroom, Deep~Co^
Unique, functional, economical. $700 
' p.m, 389-2976; y ; X . ; ;
:IRearEstate;'
PAULliYATt; :650^315tl
; GORDON HULME:ltd; 
656-1164
COTTAGE OR TRAILER; suitable for 
year 'round living wanted; Rent ;lo 
purchase prolorred. Anyvyherc on 
Ponipsula. Please call Glen, 65'6-5325 ,
;n;9 2;-5'0;;.//;',;,;;:/, X:;;;;;'/:
CpIl^lAN^G lopidrig'lor i 
apartment"Irl Sidney.; Can pay $300 id: 
:;i350,652-4068qr65G;7592X a 1281-50 NEW_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _____ ,AND ./:REPAIRS; ;:ronovatiohs,":
;; WANTED JO RENT, small;studio space ;/v/;0 Frodx:
, X for artist; Must have Avater supply, X 
'' Sidneyaroa,;656-2807;:/;;;;;";;;-';i279JO,X::;'
' ' WA^TEptTpluracro to lease or loastvtd , 
own, Saanich Porrinaula preferred. Call
1304-51
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
NO. I TOPSOIL and bark mulch, U-haul 
; WWO deliver, ;c709 Oldfield Road; 652- 







j '(ii./'j' I •
I
SHOREACRES : COVE WATERFRONT 
STRAT<<^ development Four; superb 
;|ot» /.-withprptocllva,:, covenarit;..,, mi. 
dergrbund seiwlCes; 2516 Shorflacros 
Road, Sidney. 1116 52
■wNo6w-;;isup;'”;'ieoii(ur";tiee^ 
.'waterfront' Ipt; oh .'MaRic; Lakh, 'approx.: 
T/2 acre, :jncludft 18 ft. self'coniained
MATURE BABYSmER rcxiulrcd Tor i % 
year old boy , Saturday frorti 9-6 pirn, Our
;::,homo.:656-l766;:/;'/.''Y;:.."/,;/::X5o'
wish to thank all liidso who submittod :
, ipplicatioiu; tor; thO; position of Clerk I;
; (l.ibrary AideJJntrSwily's Socondaryjj;
' School, 24 hours per week, 10 months:
: per yoar;;otloctlva Jan. 4/83; Please bo 
" fidvisod that this position has now tjcon 
tilled. Your application will bo kept on file 
; for a period.oT3 .months and 'Welcomed.';
for any suitable Vacancies that may arise 
; in; the (utufb, R.s; thgramX Sbc.- 
"Treasurer." i : ■''"■""1322'50'/'''
PREjArOirpFb'CLASSiFIEDSX^^^^^^







■Ntimbor of X :
jitfflillbiiai; /^ 
Insofllons fif x 





•:-4 W ecros Elk take region; Urge cedars,: 
::.two^/smaH:::i>bnd8,.::l62,000;.;:eiSh.,: 







p'Hva cy ,'hf My. tdm. hhme; .C 5 0 7.1T 3 .Xr.;'
;x721'32ftO, 1154-4;
f... .Mi1((r5iUhfir,i)tlH)r,'f,'
iri'fl.W ni'isX (irt.i ;
''JwiXniifi TO
N {(ici'vou.eiit/ ,: 
;■ JJ ■ t1 TO (Ml* "
ifiiiwinw
Wednesday, December 15, I9S2 THE REVIEW
PENINSULA DIRECTORY






2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5551Hinch6Y( & Co. certified general accountants;
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normaily 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
.or for the saie of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
LE C0TEAU FARMS
PRODUCE
APPLES — EXTRA SPECIAL
Take advantage of our low prices and 
free delivery. OFFER a box of our 
home grown apples to your family and 
friends for Christmas. Top quality 
graded Macs, .20c lb. Spartan and 
Golden from .18c lb. Kept fresh in 
cold storage.
Le Coteau Farms, 658-5888
SHERWOOD’S Government certified technician r'aH ■E'irir» ' 
TV-RADIO with 35 years experience in Elec-
ironic Maintenance and Repairs, L /CLINIC
T.R. 8KITT 
EUECTRICIAW











2072 Henry Ave. Sidney _ (Home) 656-0652
EXCELLENT BRICK/Stone work. 
Experienced, reliable, reasonable. 
Specializing brick panels for airtight 
stoves. Full tractor services (rototilling, 
blading, postholes, etc.)652-3802. 51
NOW TAKING ORDERS for gingerbread 
houses, $15.00 to $20.00.652-4293. 
1299-50
KROEHLER TWIN bedroom suite. Beds 
with headboards and footboards, 
dresser, chest of drawers, night table, 
$500,656-4542. 1298-50
Thorne- Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
Excavating & Tractor Work
COMWiAC AUTOWSOTIVE 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 MCDONALD 656-7144
PARKROAD or656-3012
FOR SALE 78 Ford Courier pickup truck 
with canopy, excellent condition. Sell tor 
best offer or trade for car. 656-1358. 49
CHAINSAW. Husqvarna Rancher 50. Six 




on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!





: ' : 656-2921 ■. 
656-0434
WILL DO! Wallpaper, painting, yards, 
composts, attics, windows, general 
maintenance, 102 discount for pen­
sioners, will organize your garage sale. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call John 656- 
9669. 50
GIVE GOLF CLUBS for Christmas. Used 
single clubs, or sets, refurbished as new. 
Cut down and balanced for children. 
652-4917. 1316-51
USED ACORN FIREPLACE $175 in- 
stailed; 5 HP go cart $90; 27 Model T, 
mint $7,000' 63 Corvett $8,500. Glen, 
479-8520. 51
LARGE ROLLAWAY COT, as new 















Mon -Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sal. 7-3 p.m.
McCLARY WOOD-COOK STOVE with 
warming oven & water tank; hand made 
"Yari" classical guitar; piccolo. Best 
offers. 384-8075 Pager #1579. 52
2 PRS. ICE SKATES: Xmas tree, $5; 
hood hairdryer: Hondaline luggage, 
Honda backrest, 5 Comet chickens, 








2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut but, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!
656-2221
HEAVY TIRE CHAINS for Valiant $ 10. 
Fridge, works, $30. Chrome/glass coffee 
table$18. Antique loveseat frame $25. 
52 -
RALEIGH MITY-MITE bike, excellent 
condition, $65; large size soft spring 






QUALIFIED CARPENTER available for 
anything rom new consturction to small 
repair. Graeme, 384-8075 page #1579.
■'52// ■"■.^ '/,
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store. 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. ha-tf
FOR HIRE — Student M^hanic to do 
tune; ups, oil changes and other small 
jobs. Call after4;00 o’clock, 656-0248.
,'52 ■■/■::.
WATKINS GREAT PRODUCTS! Buy or 
sell. Callme, Eileen, 656-7884. 866-52
GENUINE HAND-MADE Moccasins, 
made to order. Ideal Xmas gifts. Get your 
orders in now. 652-3084 . 922-50
•Certified Body Shop <»Rsijiiator Repairs ^Insurance Repairs
•Auto Glass ®Frame Repairs •Courtesy Cars Available
Reasonable rates;
■'.';/:; ./ 'Westcoast-. :•■/;■■■
■ Carburetion/Go.:lhc.//;///://'
Propane Vehifle Conversion SpecialiBtS
/;'/:/;/ 652-2814//.."/://'//.’
Keating Industrial Park &
/ W 20% Off alt parts on vehicle Gonvei^ions for/December.
Propane Vehicle Conversion Specialists •General :Reapirs
•Certified Mechanic •Tune-ups/Ga/soline;& Propane/ /
•Government Certified Shop •Brakes
FLASH! New Year's overnighter for kids! 
Let a trained babysitter tend your 
children this New Year’s Eve. Hours: 8 
p.m. - 10 a.m. Snacks and/breakfast 
provided, transportation available. 
Competitive rates./Phone: Debbie; Beil 
; 656-7868, Lynda Nairn 656-2717 / 52
TWO WOODEN CARD STANDS, approx. 
4’x2’x4,‘/2T Ideal for seed display, cards, 
brochures, etc. 658-8810 after 6 p.m.
please,'/, ■ /'''SOi
Contract or Hourly
PHIL LAI^BilCK EXCMMi^G LTO. /
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT v BACKHOE
including;
•Sewers ■ ®Watermains ■ ,v ; , ■ 
^Sewer Hookups -Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 




”■■//-/Excavating'Ltd./ // T^IELOS R.R.1, Sidney, B.C.
Trucking,/Excavating/and Backhoe Work/, ; //: 656-3159/■./,/////’
25% OFF SOFFITS, Aluminum Siding, ‘ 
vinyl siding and sectional gutters. Also 
canopies. For your free estimate, call 
Ron, 652-9834, / /: / ■ 5^
NEW KEMORE fridge, manual defrost, 
10 cuV ft., white, $300/ curtain 
firescreen, brass finish, $10.652-1036.
12 20'-5'0 v'''"',:/
TYPIST. REasonable rates: VVill edit. 
Pick-up and delivery. 381-4179 . ; ; /5d
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR HOME 
COMPUTERS - now available! Programs 
for busiriess, school, engineering - write 
Alpha - Omega Computer Services, 6286 






•backhoe service // 
•plowing, cuitiyating 
\ & I'otovating ; / 




/1970 V.W. FASTBACK wiil sell as is orfor
parts. Best ofer. Phone Hal at 656-4206:
EXPEmENCED CARPEN-TERS availabie/ /




/Converts to openJfifeplace/Heats up to;/ 
;i200i;Squarefeet:^rite;Miles Industries// 
i Ltd ;/i29 3 - Ma rihe Drive:N /Vancouver/ / 
B.C. V7P1T3. Phone 112-980-7116. na-
LEWI3 SEVIGNY BiteiCII®E BACKHOE
2320 AMHERST AVE. with LOADING
EXTENDAHOE sewer STORM DRAINS 
4 in 1 WATERLINES / / /
1 - Windows - Floors - Carpets
OFFICE CLEANERS ' S ■ '
FREE estimates;
Bonded■&Tnsured '• Gutter Cleaning.
STRONG, i AMBITIOUS women/requires/ 
work. Will do heavyduty house cleaning, 
walls, windows, gardening. Has own 
transportation for errands. 656-9368.
BEAUTIFUL TOP QUALITY 100% wool, 
hand knotted Tibetan carpets;; imported 
from Nepal, mostly vegetable dyed. Size 





ts, Diggina. 50 in. 
Rotovator,





1978 i RCA COLORTRACK /19" solid / 
state, remote control, with stand. 
Excellent; condition/and/buy/at $400: / 
656-4542. 1289-50
DARK RANK MINK jacket, appraised at 
$2400 . For quick sale $1/100 ; 656-327 7/
1288-5i
'r i ',Ws , vT I'L I 'f./.',; t, 'i.ii - ,V: V .4'* -V'. Wr.Oa, ^ f ' I ,* IS i,';t ,i S ‘ '! W j'.< *,.* V: 2 J 'L
BART BUITENDYK
■ Long-Time Sidney Builder ; 
Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMATES
/^lall 656-4915
; Noyv specializing in Finishing Carpen- 
//try,; Cabinets /and Built-Ins,/Rumpus 
Booms, Repairs, Additions, Custorn-/ 
; / made Window Shutters;
KEVBM CURRAl!i /
Carpenter & JHolHer
Quality Work — Free Estimatos
/Renovations; ; additions// finishing 




- riwniHU4<'T .iiAv.FF,w rv-Y J
OLSICNtR/UUflDCH 
SIDNEY, O.C: 6561708
CAMERA; 110 Minolta S.L.R. zoom, $80; 
Muskrat fur jacket and hat, size 12-14 
$165; portable 8-track with radio $40; 
Columbia bowling ball, silver,// ten 
/pounds $25; 658-8458; // 1286-52
/1 MAGES; Ha ndmade a rts and crafts on; 
Beacon/ facing/liquor; store. Compare 
/our jow/prices and find sortiething for/ 
/everyone; 656^6414. / ;/ / ///1284-4
Butier Brothers Supphes ■




8:00 am- 5 pm 
9773 • 5th St; Sidney
"^656-5541"'"^"'^^
TUES,-WE0.‘THUR8, 
GOLDEN AGE DISCOUNT 
ON RENTAL ITEMS
CARPETS AND DRAPES. Will swap for 
fi rewood or touch up pa int job on ca r; 
656-2646. / // /12
:;:////:;:'^
Individually designed
Foundations • Brassieres • Medical and Orthopedic Supports CAP DI^OtlNT
Mrs, Joria Komoroci, 982 Lucas Avo., Victoria 727-2372
CEDAR FENCE POSTS for sale
2260;/, :■,;/'"■'//'//',/;/.'//:: :,•"//:'";■.//:■/,>/'
65 2 •
BANDAK SHOES for all the family, 50%: 
replacement on/S-yr: warranty. Shoo 




16134 McDonald Park Road
/fj*A';Hu8(jvarria';''// ■';''/;;Piohcer':; 
■AO//''://'-^'rfSKiG/r7.'7'1’>1; MOn/;
Repa i rs to Lavy n nriowers, // / 
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc.
^'656-7714/ TOSAtv
34 GIFT SIZE COLOUR PICTURES from 
your favourite negative only $2 plus/a 
su rprise gift to you with this ad .Send 
your negative and $2 to Sooior Studios, 
; 88;: Shorbrook: Street,/; Winnipeg, 
/Manitoba. R3C 2B3. na-BO
1 NECK / •COMMERCIAL'RESIDENTIAL 
*NEW CONSTRUCTION •ADDITIONS 
/ •RENOVATIONS-FARM BUILDINGS
CONTACT JOHN KEWNEOY - DAY OR EVE. 652.2394
LBTTLE IWIOUNTAIN;/:;Wd0
$e tying Saanich Poninsiila 
•General, Contrnctinn 
‘Mlllworh •Joinery 
• Ronovalinns ;•, Additions 
■^ •SMALL JOBS WELCOME
479-4847
/ / Como In and sQelmn as ho does^^' 
most ol his ropnirs on the prnmisos.
—RoasonabiG Pricos—
Wh also soil walohOH, rings, 
jowollory and gilfwaro
Lon’s J0W0II017 
Royal Oak Shopping Centro
479-4333
HEINTZMAN PIANO and bench, $1,700, 
Butcher /block / table, ',2/ thick padded’ 
cihairs;/30''x36// $215;/Srri(ih Corona;, 
dlectric typewriter, portable, $ top. 658v
;‘1'350../.’/■,_^,/: '/;.///:■/:/./..:,///////■ll24-50;





ELWOOD E. THOMPSON COMTRACTOR LTD ,
: Concnilo Dtlyov/'iys Conrrnio Walorproollng ; ;/; , Sidowalks ;
’Fish Ponds’” / "if ' //'/, "/’// Quarry Tilos/: / ’/’ /;,,/ Homo'RenrjVaiions /
. ...... :ptibiio 6B6.-3881.:for;FrGe^Estim8ib/'/'-/:/-''//.//^//.^/;/
FIREWOOD/CUT//TO/ORDER/ Cedar: 
/: posts ahd/rails. Select/tree;,fal!ing./65,6/ 
,//; 4213 *13 8 7: tf;
Canada's lahwcf display, Wholesale and
retail. Free catalogues available..Nor-
burn Lighting Centre Inc,, 4800 Bast 
HastinB.s St,/ Burnaby, B.C, V5C 2K5, 
>^'//Phone299-0666 tl'^
STAMPS.
:$5 :and;WeTi;5er}d/,you,S0 stanips with
catalogue; value $10>/652.p554//
red yllas maple desk, $65; 14 peel (»ak 
/dihing / rbbrtrr suite/ 8/chairs,/ $;3,t)00;; 
/colfee table. All excblloht condition, 656 • 
5950, 50
$4C^
CHTtMEN’^ BOWtS, at the Jumping
Mouse. A groat selection of good and 
l>eautifij| took® lor/all ages. Beside t|ie 
Royal Bankbn Beacon; /^^^^^^^^^^ 5523'tfn
§Bl6 SHOiV 6HAI1 carpotFig and otner 
iTiisc; turniture, excellent condition, very,
/standard" MANUAirfltoiTiington
typewriter;//set of Columbia en­
cyclopedia; 2 'vinyl kitcheh chairs; 2; 
single Hollywood beds; boginnor's 6 
/St ring guitar; pjiir boy's Icoskotos, size 2; 
pair boy's soccer bools, size 3; piano 










"reasonable, 656,2?31, /;/;/;,/ / 1261/50 , 
BED :CHESTERFIKlLO 'as^newK "$176;’ 
656-7794. 1259-50
tTiWXGE'lNANdlobd corulilioril700
■■ m.'fc52’;4C70/" /"''/' ;









/fov urmns tsrnvicc lli
:SI«)WEY f SWE:’’P11Pi<3UBSHER;:C
•Fire Extinguishers Sales & Service •Automatic Minpo Hiilon Syslams^
/•RficharilngallTypos,;/■’/;;/:;///,/, ;’/r,///;,/^»Hvdro»tatlc:;T06llnfl;;::,;/:/;-/’”’;:;.^-/
Call 959.1721
t;0ll4 McDwwW M Rd., SWnoy, 1,C.
/■I/'
■"WTBaSID ■ 160, “iSoopir’liil.'
Jtelmet' 410;' Girl’s' sixe 4 3‘iskates 1,5 
Kids table end 2 stools 120. Full set;
.MAN'S 3-l*lECE grey wool suit, size 46,
UN»Ee(t)Ll)7?
/i Cari'l ;decid0/whai 
them have a hoaiihy choice wiih a / 
lOifl Ceriific.iio Irom
SIBNIT KITURM rOOBS
Ilimjurance Glairris RrSfiiplIy Handlotl 
.,, .M8rt(io,,,Aulo;a.''8»loty'Glass',/,- /■/,’■,,:->/"/ /'/.//,,;..//:/ IlKli.'ii 4l« •»
WintfO'/r mass Miirwr. ...-J*®”
windshields Ihsialiod '■ McOBlllId Pirii ;Rd.
;.//




2394 BiACON AV£NUE Rh. fiSB-OOU
PENtNSULA DIRECTORY
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r Pets & i ; ". ................................ .... : ■
Livestock Announcements Announcements
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR ONLY ^20 A MONTH
NEW FISHER TYPE wcsod stove, $350 
479-3475 or479-6990. 1232-51
H 0. GUAGE TRAIN. MosWy new, cost
over $900. Buildings, track and ac­
cessories. Sacrifice at $700. Will only sell 
complete set. Phil, 479-9400. 1224-50
MIST HAVEN Riding Academy offers 
adult and childrens English riding 
lessons, flat and jumping. Well-schooled 
horses provided. Close to Sidney. 
Boardingavailable. 656-3167. 942-
4 □□83
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call usat656-5537. tf
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your slone, masonry and marble supplies, cemeni and concrete mixes, etc 
We will supply rnalerlal and inlorrnalion lor Oo-ll-yourseil,
l^isceiSarBeoys
Wanted
OAK MEADOWS. Lessons, breaking,
training and boarding. Indoor ring, 
special Hunter-Equitation Clinic, 
Christmas Holidays. 479-6843. Tape 
message if no answer. 1184-52
COMPARE OUR PRSCES 
Open Saturdays Phone 652-0522
WANTED: Automatic washers and 
dryers in need of repair. Also,wanted. 
Snap-on mechanic's tools. 652-3000 
1180-50
OLD COINS, medals, military badges,
and German war souveniers wanted. 
Private collector pays cash. 721-1692 
1163-50
REGISERED ARAB GELDING, 15.1 h.h.
age 5; plus 3/4 Quarter, 1/4 Arab, 14.1 
h.h. age 2. Also English-and Western 




RIARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For 
pleasure, commercial and fishing
656-5633
boats.
DRAFT HORSE EQUIPMENT WANTED:
A chain harrow (not “flexible or 
toothed"), a long (Canadian) style 
walking plov^, wagon, a riding buggy, or 
any other equipment. Please call Mike 
Openshaw, Clam Bay Farm, North 
Pender Island, 112-629-6313. na-52
REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan
Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan 
color, some tooling, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older 
style, initials "T.C." carved in back. One 
pair tooled tan saddle bags. December 7 
or8. Call 382-2305. 52
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 tf
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in
TALENT PLUS ENTERTAINMENT
magazine. Coming January, 83. 
Highlights articles on the entertainment 
industry, television films and dramatic 
presentation, including promotional 
stories on artists and their work. Sub­
scribe to Talent Plut Entertainment 
Magazine, only $10 per year. 317-620 
View St., Victoria, V8W1J6, 1308-4
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR CITIZENS
programmed meetings, 1st and 3rd 
Thurs. each month; drop-ins every 
Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd., Saanichton tfn
Births
aRED FACTOR canaries, good singers.
656-3194. 1278-50
England’s finest. Very moderate prices
652-9318
RECIPES WANTED. Send us you7
favorite recipe. To be printed in Van­
couver Island cookbook to be pubisihed 
soon. Absolutely no obligation. Prizes for 
the bst 5 unusual. Send to Box Z, c/o 




your life? Overeraters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are THursday.s 8 p.m. at9788 
2nd. St. Sidney. 656-3674. tfn
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every
Sunday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. For info and table 




' ; '656-2731 ■
WANTED: Young tender goose (dressed)




REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan 
Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan 
color, some tooling, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older 
style, initials "T.C." carved in back. One 
pair tooled tan sadle bags. Missing 
December7 or8.Call382-2305. 52
LOST; Lady’s gold ring with large green
peridot stone. On or near Beacon Ave., 
Friday, December 3rd. Keepsake. 
Reward. Please call 656-2092. 51
TABLE TENNIS (Ping 'Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Further 
info. 652-4580; 652-1531, tfn
Legal
liiotices
HERBALIFE WEIGHT CONTROL AND
NUTRITION PROGRAM offers weight 
and inch loss, improved general health, 
vitality and energy. Mr. Duncan, Box 
860, Peachland, B.C. VOH 1X0. Phone 
112-767-9617. Distributor inquiries 
invited. ^ na-19
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group 
meets regularly. To join us, help us, or
/ : SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
Paper Hanging
656-4487 6S6-5646
itifsg / :.;;: "free esti^ates;^
GOlUiON aREtl OecoratiHg''
Wallcoveri^s ®56-4397
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9 - 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. 751-tfn 
GIGANTIC pre-Christmas Sale. Excellent
new and used items. Toys; wicker; 
pottery and more. Saturday, Dec. 18,10 
- 3 p.m. 9609 Lapwing Place, Sidney. 
■l'319-50:-;-.- ' ' ■
IS THE SMALL, thin white cat I
frequently feed, a stray or is it yours?? 
Please call 656-6693. 51
just for information, call 656-4842 after 
5 p.m. ffn
SAVE THE CHILDREN Fund Christmas
cards are on sale now at the Jumping 


















U-CUT LOGS in pile, $35 cord. Cut 
blocks, U:load and haul $50; also alder 
/and slab wood; 652-2445. : 924-52
FIREWOOD. Alder, mJpie and fir, un-
:split $80vcord;;s()lit ;$901 Discount ori ; 
“olume.; Also dry :fi“ 
spriiig[sland, li2-653-9240:i 829-4/83
THOUSANDS OF FEET OF ACOUSTICAL 
TILES AND TEXTURED CEILINGS need 
to be cleaned, become an applicator of 
our unique process for an investment of 
less than $2,400.00.; making excellent 
margins. Write P.O. Box 381 Abbotsford, 
B.C. V2S4N9.Orcall 112-853-8297. na-
;5.0; V
UNEMPLOYED? Prepare to earn money
during tax season, income Tax course by 
correspondence. ; Free Brochure, Write: 
U & R Tax Schools, 1148 Main Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2W 3S6; I na-50 ;
SIDNEY AND SAANICH Peninsula
Garden Club monthly meeting, Dec. 20, 
7:30 p.m. Margaret Vaughn-Birch Hall, 
Sidney.; Short' movies, “Gardens of : 
England.” Visitors welcome. Christmas
refreshments. V/ 50
MUSTARD SEED food bank, next 
collection day for Deep Cove is Saturday, 
December 18, 1094 7 Madrona Drive.
'::656-3626...;'. '/':'?'50''
Big or Small | 
We Do Them All"
9610 Fourth St.
656-1811
:FIREWOOD FOR SALE. 1, cord, S85, K
fin/ “alder; Split; and: delivered/orders j 
, only;;656-9239. 1157-1
CRACK Op NQON Logging Co. Firewo^ i
Suppliers, serving Sidney, Brentwood? 
/anci SaanichjPeninsulallrom/Saitsprihg/ 
/Is land 1 Fu 11 :cqrols de I iyered. AlSe r; spli t ;l 
$80; unsplit $70. 384-2371, Cliff Brown.
 1099-4
CANADIAN TALENT PLUS LTD. 
presents the winners of the 1st annual 
Christmas talent show. Blue Skies/ 
Styen Mosely and; Gonzo magic with 
special guest. Come sing googey and be 
Merry at the Christmas dance. White 
Eagle Hall, 90: Dock St. Victoria/Dec, 
2 3 rd,;: 7 : p. m.; ■ 2:: a; m. / LI ce nc es a n d 
;Raven’s : catering. Tickets, $ 6.50:: Ca 11 
38“5556 or Suitet'Sn-BZOiView St., 
Victoria. 1309:-51
GRAEME & MURRAY 
CONSULTANTS LTD.
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTJON 
ACT
R.S.C. 1970, Chapter H-19.
Graeme & Murray Consultants Lid. 
hereby gives notice that it has, under 
Section 8 of the said Act, deposited 
with the Minister of Transport, at Ot­
tawa, and in the office of the District 
Registrar of the Land Registry District 
of . Victoria, at Victoria, a description , 
of the site and plans of a marina and 
floating breakwater, proposed to be 
constructed at Blue Heron Basin of 
Tsehum Harbour in front of Lots 4, 22 
& 21 all of Plan 37542 and Remainder 
of Lot A.yPlan 34590:' ; ; :
And take notice that after the expira­
tion of one month from the date of the 
publication of .this/notice,: Graeme .&. 
Murray: Consultants Ltd: will, under 
Section 8 of .the said Act, apply to the 
Minister of Transport::fo,r: approvaf of 
the said site and.:plans. :: -
Dated, this 10th day of December
.1982t'.'-/..7.-




/ Now Construction and;Repairs/ c 
Specializing In Hot Water Heating
10410 A» Bag Rd., Sidney Phone 656-1580
U;:pick up.
/ Als“:R-50 Suzuki 'motor:bike, excellent ' 
condition: Asking$299/ 656-3i61'7;
13 17-51
/Stimulates^points :on feet-and:' body?/ 
Relaxes you, promotes feeling of 







•TYPESETTING •BUSINESS FORMS 
•PRINTING •PHOTOCOPIES
5th Beacon (brifftwood Centre)
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
EXTRA SPECIAL
Jop/quality/ graded Macintosh,/20c 
per lb. Golden and SpartanTrdm'18d 
per lb.
Le Coteau Farms
304 Walton PlaoB 
: : (OFF oronan ROAD): '
OPEN dally 9 r 5 |).m.
658-5888
Hrt
.. . HAio'RpORNG ,
/.:;Sheot;Meta|/:KQMirig/:Verililalion;3nd In
........
Vents and Supplies tor Iho Uodt-Yourseller.
( or all your Roolmr) Needs. Mot’itinAs or Evenings
Shakes, Shingles, Tar
“THE" ROOFER & q„«i & 658-8130
SAANICH ORCHARDS
APPLES;/';
Fresh luicy applos'/ / 
Open Dally 
1412 Whilo R{l,, 







;/l;evel,/; nicely ;/treed.:':;;Servi:ces' 
/Avaijable/Offers'on $38;500. ':;“/ 
■(ML, 058681) '
RON KERFOOT
479-1667 ; // 652-2594
J;H. WHITTOME & CO:
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
yidividuals of all ages: ■ serving the 
Peninaula, Community Counselling 
Service, 9815T- ;5th St Sidney./ 656-
■/I247.,':t.'“/'. /.., .tf;
HOW TO SURVTVE^Wf 80i; A nbiv 
econornic approach. Send $3 to/Box 
2531, Sidney, :B.C, Money back 
guaranleed,, , ,, .: . ...
LOOKING FOR A''rofroiNnB^^Thurch? I;
found one:.that ,lias applicable; teaching 
from the biblo/ that adds dimension to 
rny;/lifc/‘;:;iiobk;,;fbr‘:)'Saar;il'c;h(o,n'/'Bible'. 
FellowsHlpY:on the church page,//1225>
: ■ Si DN E Y Ml EAT M ARKI
,r\ >x 9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
_./ A \ //\/ AU OUR MEAT IS AOED. GHAm-FEO, 6UARAMTEEB CANADA "A" iisg
am YOUR Loveo one a
Christmas MEAT 
GIFT CERTIFICATE
(FROM S2d lo S50 or more)
; HOMEMADE p:
' SAUSAGES
. PORK, ; ^ ;:1|
H.99ib.''^4.38k^
'.':';■■/'BEEF r}
*1.89 kg *4.16 kg
%
';:/FRESH^DOa FOOD/ : ; ; ■/ /' .'/^ '
NOW AVAILABLE . ;. . ..... . lb. ^ J, * J/ fcg





Free;/; dotivcry: ■ Saahiciv./'Rcnliisula;^ 
LMacSr / Sp3rlans//;ari(l :/:GoWops,'
Minimum 40 lbs, $12.00,
'6524579''.:0 am.?
Iln
SEEKING A WEEKLY^ SOPPORT ;
GROUP,.- :.;v;./'::.coping;;/v'//v:With>' /■ v
; /soparatipn/divorce? /) ProfrioMonal/' 
:/Ibadershi), / also/ public monthly info;
/ rtieetingS;//Calf : Divorce 
4331, tfn
^/::FOR/lO::v0rY;Tmu5uai’;origi!iaT/m^^
/ from the 'early :sbHlers send $2,00 and 
}. :Solf stamped venvolopo; to Box; Z c/o 
: Sidney REviow,/ 2367 Beacon Avo,'p 
Sidney, B,C, V8L 1W9. (E.G.) Bread 
















BOOZE i( you choose, but it you want to




3 Room gioupB, Bacholor suites, 
Inolvidual pieces, hlde-a-bods, 
rollowaya,,month to month. ; ‘
833 Yiit®« 303-3055
REASONABLE HAIRCUTS by
prolessInnal Rtylist, my homo. 652*1250.
Canadian talent plus. Tjooking
agency ;/v/ith ./m^Rlcians.'/Slnta/" C.lau(t./. 
; belly-exotic Rancors,/catorinig and video 
services (or your Christmas and all
”“y;ca<siOnc:T'RrtkC,"38.1;555d;' ' "T296''4^"
UPHOLSTERV SERVICE CENTRES
•REIJPHOLSTiRY -. sMsj; CHAIRS) nECUNERS/ETC^ 
■REPAinS -- SPRINOS, frames; WOOD RFFINISHINfi
SOIL GUARD-FABRIC PROTEtinON 
".tew?or ClUxens Pkmmr
/■/:.,''“//i'/:/'/ 983.110H';,''::.'
H^M.()PM Mtm, ; SA). .




..... ;’/ti.PH.Ql*8T6RINQ, etc, Jerry Meveel
. . . . . . . ;|*.ft«W.W1s«Ki...:C:w«ie,m..WorK,,.8..0Mftitty.f ^ TftSO.WillieAOf,-
BRED CHAROLAI9 cows arid bulls 
excellorvt quality, extremely reasonable 
656-6218 early fnormnRi|:orevemnp,
if
DECEMBER;'' I l.y • 198 2/.Turkey'.;^ Bingo/.' 
Sanscha Halt 7*10 p,m. 6 cards (or; 
$2.2&, 16 pmes, Rrocoods to 676 Air
■'';;cadein,:.,: .'It "'.'"so"'
^ VAN ISLE WATERPROOPTno
residential moisUiro problijms,
"-*■ Wfl «lso;sBll sand bap,
^ '//v; 'i ■; , ■ ■ !■-/.
ANDREW, To Richard and Elaine, a son 
David Brian. 7 lbs. 9 oz, on December 








6 Sigm'A£.:“f^SE3 SiafBaw- 
BwiVKmti a'ciase-^ k*di at.
Z fziMiasc Islaaiis
:■ ^ c»st:rf5osk3 ia3es^ forjsB^ as 
■ &€f actTfe/jesssi wsjy-.’saSty ■5r?ssi:'tfee 
,-se^ssBsla^sd^- ^
ItW iX e CESiS5^'£aJ®H4 
; nasX«^;/-f'
EF@SS65':'; :-';L ^■
imm e R*es!Ot^ c»:;sESiiBEBtast: 
- Bkfe lAde. l^".0e9fi^,2sJ Leo^5*j«r 
:fcE-WBCK tea ssasic^
i“^' * tetef:gaaie, 
■-■' w^foa3«aofaS£atTl3fea*aejKte -
fcs*® fs 35KS3r CBragRTaraEar
■'^ tteiSByisAt’Ke^edy tester WiSLes- 
S-tyae Fi^.:' Aa- Kf^saVrf &aite@al 
c. a^tssas ssBie aaS .jeasStg*. f^tees
="OR*e^ra sad te Wasis^oe Arts
.SSeciety«rf1^ate^aB..\:.''
'feat® ©^aseoGSAtsteKrisssrsm
" > is -v^a te is bf teee.
" 1^3^ is .tes^ afcgSacSaiB'e? te
DtecsBd»BC''’AC2:;B£3i8€ted.'
IeX ® S 1250^:105^
® iA*»fc,‘tes98aB&-ial, teij^ 
0968. &ase^>A«sy Lewis, PtSerLaw- 
ifara,^ & baesBS. 3t«sd;<fe »?s..i3e!5eas: 
,-^’a*f*j«6*aB*K39ae4esqEa’swie, .-
si^i3sa3yKjf5e,CtoASsra ASis-aKrt- 
..: iSeTf ([^l&lesdE ttsws xwtf .s-.^ sfep.
' C^Ste'ts
-;:®':®‘-^■53e6^;ttSiS,-SrteaV‘
^ Eiwartf G-Bstesr-a, Sisa Foet A foirnsr
vjffcsecj^- and is anfe Had laensei^ 
waae^ied ia rteieteteiig acdviti^ S 
'1:99 ifcj O -**■ “S&oormBerf” |1S?5, Cssn-;-: 
J deji Jajnes Mitriam. Kiel Martss. The:
^fvadkste tries to take ov®’ a ramsiy 
: tpoashaangcygatkai.
EVESUiS
fe9S ® CS A-iUk‘TSe Cscaiy Git^ USM: 
Drtesa) BittgOtBJ^. Grace i&lly. A faded 
Brsadaa^ star hstoetsed a: is
r ^ves! a'cteife to stage a tsaaebacfc. v.jr,, 
s @ **16 ^‘Saimriy To i|e Meda" 
{1374, FasSasy) Uqrd Bridges, Mk±aei 
lirdE. Urteawa to Grosad OKrtnA, a yrwng 
.:: isoylmiesdaa^te^kip.: ,, 
i:S#i^i Q Aite "Lew M Ftet SS9" 
I1S7S, teuedy) Grssrge 'Hainatas. Sosait 
vSa^ JanHS. A tee-siaitten CcraiS Draco-, 
la pat^ sp te ccfSnteid te ?tew ; 
VoA Oty to find the igacamatka td a
® a ♦** •Xow« F&iS Kid- ClSTi^ 
CanedyJ Gtefe HataiEoa, Sbsb Saast 
JatnteThe steal* sjksi fasK^ rart^re 
::v|pres te csse^te.steads sdiss lie fsHs:
is fcte wte a top l^sr Yirt la^iioQ osid-:
■SteCR) : i-' ..vl?;
O ® ** -A Tide Ct Tws cate* (im 
AdeedHTS) {teis SaraBsdoc. P«® CnsiiBg. 
(Varies iSri^s' roraatex adventare of 
tnePrw»eisHeterfsil*»|3cled.V 
iaa» ® O ★** *TteSte!p-*93B^{i348, 
FaMag) Cary- &a^ Lssette Yow^: 
Otessal Syte sfieara of aectii^a cathe- 
, dtid. a hsSop endan^ts fes marrage BHta:
: ^tea^edSyafiie^fystHrTt..: 
teSS® © ♦*% "Le dte Bbertia^ 
(I§€3. Cessed) Da?^ Hersna:^ Joste 
PaiSaiS ^m^sge ra lade; jas 
ted te^ais te tse par is teidfcs ei soc 
tefta^ ira a ite laeee. pftedsige diaa 
o<H*re de rtete aes Site pastes. 
iitS ® Q ♦*% “S^miar fISTa, Wteens)
■ Lee Vaa ^et W32aia 3er^r.: A tlite - 
^sdt&teB tte ttee sies'Ai Mrte Isna to
® a **» "SaaqfateS" aSTS, %«stea-
; tea^; telf-temas matse ia a |«]^ 
:: ttes hadbtesds srea, 
ia» ® 3 **% "Pteira* Ojw" (1973.
Bssaaace) Cm^aiH* Fstelsjad, Tsu 
: Joas. -A staff.asanter at a pte islaial 
! resect heewass roaiaBfically erSangled 
" tetfea ross^stessiijggate; ’ .
^WEDNESDAY EVENING Tcember 1>2, 1982
“ I A 7 00 I 7:30 1 8:00 8:30 ! 9:00 9:30 ; 10:00 10:30
T " « —' - . .*. -
'^21'! fe-'SOiS He’d; for t.T3:ureCtJh':?i5: : , | Seeing Things :: The National / Jo jrria!
j- • - " . - .. i .
■-|31 i -1 (1 D sr?e v ; -! Yvon Descrianrps a , ' j les Chinois - Teiemonde ;■ Ei vaiets
;T4j;|f«lfcrtiiwA: :■ 1;JheMsppets; (j ''aiesOf The Gold Monkey ; (TherallGuy ; :a ; Dynasty;;A: ((T- ■
.fS): 1 EntT&rfhl } Ts Tec Dough ! Feel Paste ; Facts Of Life :T j Family Ties Quincy'
fSl 1 tes-'nies ipfiih lawTEfce Weis : | "^atesCf The Sold .Monkey Movie: “Love At Rrst Bite’" .
■■ . ! . i .. : . .J '
(Tj Iffews ■ A-: 1 FaaiiyFeud ; :| 7 8ridesFor TBrotheis ; A Movie: "Love At First Bile”
■:(^ 'i-TJ-Booker;:: Pea! People : The Fall Guy A:? A - Dynasty a
(D i AS Creafeps Great And SmaB iPemsdy Center Toni^t Scrooge ■ .: A : . : Movie.; ;'
TTlji Sar^Mflerv Movie; "The Country GirF A: News;; A a;; T
1 ----- - ..... .1. .... ■:: .
@ 1 »*A*STI A 1 Ml. Moore A Movie: "Stowaway To The Mmo". M*A*S*H ( ; News
® jVancesnef j Movie: "A Tate Of Two Cities”
lijoui^ In 1942, Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire siar^d in the; 
delightful musical''Holiday Inny^^^^^
around 3 song-and-dance man who decides to turn a 
Connecticut farm into an inn, open on holidays only.
. , , . The film was an enormous success; It featured the
By choreography of Astaire and Hermes Pali, with sb^
“ fjy Ifyjuig Berlin/ including "Happy Holidays," "Be
Careful"lt" My; Heart" and the Gseas^^
"White Christmas."
in 1954, the film was remade as "^hite Christ-l 
ntas." This time/ the plot was changed to tell the sto- 
ry; of two army buddies who become a smash songr 
ahd-dance team after World War TwnfJhntwpguys,^ 
hook up with two performing sisters, and all of them 





tell the difference between 
bad and good," he says.
But he also thinks kids 
are too obsessed with 
video games.
top-drawer dancing by the foisr big-name stafs^: ^ 




'sAc}) Auucq 'Aqsojj Stiig /ja/nsuy l
.Ricky Schroder — one of 
;thisi::generation’s : leading ^ 
child actors (“The 
Champ," “Little Lord 
Faunteiroy") — is now 
starrirtg in NBC(s surprising 
; new; ."Silver Spoons.";
^ The shov/ is based on the 
concept of role-reversal 
between Ricky and his 
father; (Joel Higgins). 
Young Ricky is forced to 
itakeithe adult roie with' his 
'iplaybdyriikeT father,: who ., ' 
: spends much of his time : 
playing A video games. The ;; 
:show:was created especial- : 
ly for Ricky — the pilot was
(written after the youngster 
A was signed. (: ■
That’s another reversal.
1 Usually the concept comes 
first and then the star — so 
you can ;see (how much 
(faith Embassy Productions 
(and NBC have in the 
youngster.
A Ricky .agrees that the 
show’s premise; is on 
target,; saying that today’s 
kids seem( to have more ' 
adult wisdom than those of 
previous generations.;
( "Kids can get vibrations 
(today(from someone who is 
obnoxious. I (think we can
i -a A. .3e= A:i ^ ■
Ricky Schroder
’’Heck I do it too, but it’s 
not worth wasting all your 
money on Pac-Man."
Meanwhile. Ricky has 
adjusted from making on- 
location movies to shooting 
in front of a live audience.
“I’ll just go out there and 
have a ball.'T don’t take 
myself too seriously, you 
know," he says, smiling.
For someone who has 
already had a great career, 
Ricky’s head remains 
unswelled.
“My parents told me to 
be a boy first and then eve­
rything else after it. They 
also told me not to get 
inhibited and only do what 
you want to do and ‘Silver 
Spoons’ is something I 
want to do,” he says.
Shelley Hack
FIRST CUTS — Principal 
photogtaphy has started 
on “Scarface." the Univer­
sal gangster drama starring 
Al Pacino in the title role. 
The film is directed by ter- 
rormeister Brian DePaima 
from an original screenplay 
by Academy Award winner 
Oliver Stone.
KENNEDY SAGA —
“The Kennedys of 
Massachusetts,” which will 
recount the story of one of 
America’s most charismat­
ic and extraordinary fami­
lies, is now in development 
as a special eight-hour dra­
ma to air on ABC during 
the 1985-86 season. The 
drama, which wili be script­
ed by noted biographer 
Doris Kearns Goodwin, 
will be based on material 
never before published. 
Mrs. Goodwin is said to 
have interviewed almost 
every living participant in 
the history-making events 
that shaped the lives of the 
Kennedy family.
BLOOD FEUD — Mean­
while. the story of Robert 
Kennedy’s conflict with 
Teamster boss Jimmy Hof- 
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By Cotinie Passatacqiia Aa
(Suray Renee bumonde dn! 
f •‘Days:;of|;burTOv^, A'; as((- 
^ played byARbi}ece(Samp!erA 
-fitSAtheASiereotype; of; tne; 
c'essic soap ^lercine. 
(Molhe!^; by; t^;;{pl3ysd;;
(by tne^!s;Branda. Benet) A 
5 a :vraTsn;"wnd-;:y!e :!hQugbt(.; 
^ was(ner;sister£in jfcvtiyyitiT 
Toiiy (Tnaao Fe^gh:;s5'.. a;: 
nandsome young count.; 
;wi!o“dt brse poict appeared' 
(tb;(((ikA-;fisr(A;bfPtri€f;-.--?anc!;^:
fecehsiy married to David 
( (Gregg Marx) , a man; who 
she does not(iGve, she has 
;p5ehty :: of jreason - to cry 
buckets of tears on aimost 
;svery episode.;:, ; ■ a.- 'a-a;;;;;
aAs Renee, Miss Sampler 
is the best crier on daytime 
^A— and onp:of the soap 
rnediurr’s ; finest young 
actresses.
• it’s rot that hard td vyeli 
up; ife; tears so - often.’she 
says;’“‘Renee;: a Ta,, very
emotional and high-strung 
girl. As an actress, I just put 
m.yself in her piace and fee! 
what she(( feels.;:;And - the 
tears just come naturally, ’t ;
When- A Renee (first 
: appeared A; on the Salem 
scene; two years ago( ;she 
was a female versiori: of 
:“Dai!as' J.R. Ewing,; ;;
(; Ti’ve Been really proud of 
how the; (writers ; Kaye 
matured Renee,” says; Miss 
SampIer-cc'She’s A stopped 
being so; ;mainipu|ative.( 
She’s become a survivor,;'; 
T Miss Sampleh: a Dallas 
nalive, ;is:the daughter of; a 
retired ;oil(;cpmpariy^gep!o- 
gisteShe spent much of her 
youth mdvinmfrorh one; oil 
field to another.
A She’s ^ nqvy(sethed;; in (a 
rnodest Los (Angeiesi horrie; 
she ( sharesTwith' (her(:;htjs- 
band of more;than;a vear,;
EVENING
7:00 ®o( HOW THE GRINCH STOLE 
CHRISTMAS Anirnated. A miserly grinch 
tries to erase Christmas from the minds of 
■ the residents of Whoville by stealing all of 
the material symbols of the season. (R) 
;:7:30 ® ;0 : PEIWY COMO'S CHRISTMAS 
IN PARIS Angie Dickinson, Parisian vari­
ety artist Line Pienaud,: French designer 
Pierre Cardin arid the Boys’ Choir of Notre 
Dame join Perry Como for a celebration of 
;A-,;Ghns(mas.::;:A; : A.
(9:00 ® © JOYEUX NOEL, LES PIER- 
aaaRafeUa:;:a:::■■-»■ ■; ..:aa;::.-:;-,^-
( ( @: 8 @ O CHRISTMAS GOLD Gene 
■ J; Kelly hosts a salute to The top Christmas 
songs of all time, featuring performances 
;A by Pat:; Boone, a Lou Rawls, Bing and, 
Kathryn Crosby, Johnny Mathis, Jose Feli­
ciano, Natalie Cole,’Gene Autry, the Chip- 
:; m and the Mormon Tabernacle Youth 
; A Symphony and Chorus. A
(Philece Sampler and; aTTa 
Gregg Marx
actor Brad Blaisdeli, who 
has an occasional role as ; - 
the bartender on “Three’s:: ; 
Comipany."
VJiil Renee . I remain a 
heroine or revert.to her old : . ;: 
ways? Says Miss Sampler,; A 
“I (like playing her as a 
hasty. manipulative A; 
woman, i’m an only child 
and a woman from Texas. 
That means you’d better a- 
watch out!"
AFTERNOON;:’ ;A
1:00 Qj) *-A-*V4 “The Macomber Affair” 
(1947, Drama) Gregory Peck, Robert Pres- 
(Ka ton.'Based oh the story by Ernest Heming­
way.’Murder strikes a safari in Africa’s 
:a lion country;'; a ’ : ; '■; :
33:00 ® © ;**;'‘PaBlc In Th^Udemess” 
(1975, Adventure) A young mail braves bit­
ter cold and a killer bear on tjie loose in a 
desperate search for his lost steofather.
EVENING
8:00 (ED ® **% “SomeoDe Behind The 
Door” (1971, Suspense) Charles Bronson, 
Anthony Perkins, A woman’s lover is mur­
dered as a result of her husband’s manipu- 
A: Tation of an amnesia patient;
@ © **% ‘Then Came Bronson" (1968, 
i(aprama)(Michaei;Parks( Bonnie Bedelia. A 
: ninaway bride meets another soul-search­
er at Big Sur when he arrives on his motor- 
:A..-cycle. ■ '■
9:00 ® O *^* "Dr. No” (1963, Adven­
ture) Sean Connery, Ursula Andress. While 
on a Jamaican murder probe, secret agent 
.James Bond uncovers a military base 
designed to track and divert nuclear rock­
ets leaving Cape Canaveral. (R)
Ol) ® **★ “Who Is Killing The Great 
Chefs Of Europe?” (1978, Comedy) George 
Segal, Jacqueline Bisset. A fast-food chain 
; king tries to keep his ex-wife from being 
the next victim of a killer who is murder­
ing well-known chefs in the sajne way they 
prepare their most famous dishes. ’PG’ 
11:00 d) © ★** "Le cheval d’orgueil” 
(1980, Drame) Jacques Dufilho, Bernadette 
Le Sache, Un breton raconte son enfance 
dans la region de Pont I’Abbe dans le can­
ton du finistere.
(S) ® AA-iA “Three Guns For Texas”
' (1968, Western) Neville Brand, Peter
A Brown. A trio of Texas Rangers fight their 
way from one trail to the next.
11:30 ® jSA**Mi "A Christmas Without 
Snow” (1980, Drama) Michael Learned, 
; John Houseman. A group of choir mem­
bers of varying backgrounds and vocal 
: abilities struggle under the leadership oi a 
perfectionist director to present Handel’s 
; “Messiah.” (R)
(11:45®;® ** “The Outside Man” (1972, 
Suspense) Ann-Margret, Jean Trintignant. 
A A An unknown hit man relentlessly tracks 
: his target through the streets of Los Ange-
■ -les.!,."
12:05 ©;©:**% “Kid Blue” (1973, West­
ern) Dennis Hopper, Warren Oates. An out- 
; law trying to go straight is seduced by his 
friend’s wife.; A
12:35 ® ; © *** “Documtfit les taases”
; (1971, Comedie) .Alain Delon, Paul Meu-
risse. Se croyant veuf, un musicien devient 
pretre et se trouve cure d’une paroisse 
; brettonne. A^
1:00® O ★* “Screamer” (1974, Drama) 
; Pamela Franklin, Jim Norton. An Ameri­
can assaulted while visiting abroad locates 
her attacker and plots revenge.
1:35. ® 0 ** ‘They Come From Within”
; (Ji975, Horror) Paul Hampton, Joe Silver.
: A An apartment complex is invaded by an 
enourmous parasite that causes the 
tenants to exhibit unusual sexual behavior. 
3:00 ® 0 ** “Judge Dee And The 
Monastery; Murders” (1974, Mystery) 
Khigh Dhiegh, Mako. A 7th-century Chi- 
iiese detective tackles an unusual case 
'involving three wives, a one-armed man 
A iand a dead monk.;
FRIDAY EVENING December 17,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
m Anka Week In B.C. ; Tommy Hunter Show Dallas The National / Journal
Nouveiles. Teiejournai; Teiemonde Genies herbe Joyeux Noel, Les Pierrafea Reperes
w PM Northw. TheMuppets Benson 0. Couple Movie: "Dr. No"
Ent. Tonight ; Lottery The Powers Of Matthew Star Knight Rider Remington Steele
(6) The Jeffersons Perry Como’s Christmas Fast Company Christmas Gold FalconCrest
(7) News Family Feud The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
m The Grinch . fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard Christmas Gold Falcon Crest
(9) Ail Creatures Great And Small ’»Va.sh. Week Wall St. Wk. Sea Power Training Dogs Elizabeth R
(n) M*A‘S*H Barney Miller , Movie: "Someo.ne Behind The Door" News
(12) M'A'S'H M.I.Moore Movie: "Then Ca.me Bronson" M*A*S*H News
OD Vancouver 1 Movie: "Who Is Killing The Great Chefs Of Europe’"
1. V/hat was the name of the sitcom series 
which starred Donna Mills and Larry 
Hagman?
2. VJhat was Stefanie Powers’ name as "The 
GirlfromU.N.C.LE."?
3. What is Tony Randall’s last name on 
"Love, Sidney"?
4. What was the name of the James Garner 
series in which he played a drifter who 
returns to his hometown and becomes the 
sheriff?
5. What is the name of the Louden’s hotel on 
"Newbart"?
6. What was Gavin MacLeod’s role on "The 
Mary Tyler Moore Show"?
7. What was the name of the sitcom series in 
which Juliet Mills played a housekeeper- 
governess named Phoebe Figaliily?
8. What was the name of the cat on 
"Tucker's Witch"?
9. What was the name of the series starring 
Meredith Baxter and David Birney, which 
was based on the Broadway play "Abie's 
Irish Rose"?
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SATURDAY EVENING December 18^ 1982
mm
AFTERNOON
1:30 (D TUKIKI A LA RECHERCHE 
DTJN JOYEUX NOEL
3:30 ® Q MARK RUSSELL Washington’s 
top political satirist pokes fun at major 
issues and news stories of the day.
4:00 © 0 CHRISTMAS WORLD The Mor­
mon Youth Symphony and Chorus are fea­
tured in a joyous and inspirational celebra­
tion of the universal goodwill of the holi­
day season.
EVENING
S:00 © @ SING WE NOEL The Mormon 
Youth Symphony And Chorus present trad­
itional and contemporary Christmas 
music, and children’s versions of the 
Christmas story.
8:00 © Q SUR'VIVAL “Penguin Summer” 
David Niven narrates a close-up look at 
the penguins of the Falkland Islands off 
the coast of South America, focusing on 
the active period every winter when the
penguins breed. ____
10:00 ® O PERRY COMO’S CHRISTMAS 
IN PARIS Angie Dickinson, Parisian vari­
ety artist Line Renaud, French designer 
Pierre Cardin and the Boys’ Choir of Notre 
Dame join Perry Como for a celebration of 
Christmas.
® O CHRISTIAN EVANGELISM 
® O CHRISTIAN EVANGELISM SPE­
CIAL
g3) Q) READY WHEN YOU ARE, MR. 
DEMILLE” A look into the life of Cecil B. 
DeMille, one of the pioneers of the Ameri­
can cinema, is presented. ___ _
11:00 gg Q MUSIC SPECIAL: THE GOOD 
BROTHERS
12:45 ® © NCAA BASKETBALL Iowa Haw- 
keyes at UCLA Bruins
1:00© S © 0 NFL FOOTBALL Los
Angeles Rams at Los Angeles Raiders
1:30 ® © WRESTLING _____
2:00 (1) 0 OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
2:30® ©SKI WEST 
3:00 ® © ISLAND SPORTS REPORT 
® © O 0) WRESTLING 
4:00® © ® 0 WIDE WORLD OP 
SPORTS Scheduled: Coverage of the World 
Ski Flying Championships (from Norway); 
World Cup Gymnastics (from Zagreb, Bul­
garia); Motorcycles On Ice Championships 
(from Inzelle, West Germany); U.S. Ama­
teur Boxing Championships.
SOCCER ____
5:00 © @ NHL HOCKEY Minnesota North 
Stars at Vancouver Canucks 
® © WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Sched­
uled: coverage of the U.S. Boxing Cham- 
pioaships (from Indianapolis, Ind.).
EVENING
6:00 Qg a SPORTS PAGE 
6-30 ® © NFL WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
7:30 © 0 COLLEGE BASKETBALL San 
Diego vs. Seattle
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(2) Hockey Cont'd Elec. Theatre Movie: "Private's Progress" . ;:3 ; ■ Wayn.-Shus. :-3
m Cinema Cont'd La course autour du monde Noir sur Wane: 3 D'hier a demain Nouveiles ;
(4) Memories With Lawrence Welk T.i. Hooker Love Boat ; Perry Coirio's Christmas 3,;; 3;
fs) KING 5 Magazine Diff. Strokes Silver Spoons A Break ; Love, Sidney The Devlin.Connection33; 3 3: 'y33:-.
r6) Bizarre Circus : Movie: “Deadly Encounter”’ Christian Evangelism
m Winter College Basketball Donahue 3 ;;; :. 3 y /I"' 33; :3
Dilf.Strokes Circus Movie; "A Few Days In Weasel Creek”. Christian Evangelism Special ; ' :;
m Paper Chase Survival : The Galaxy 33 Two Ronnies; 3 Movie: "The Hidd en Room”
(TT) Buck Rogers Movie: “Pal Joey" ■ ; ; ; ;- I - 3; Movie 3
(T2) The Avengers Jerry Falwell Special Movie;“Mr. Quilp” 3
GD Movie: “Father Damien: The Leper Priest” LoveBoat 3 ; When.You Are, Mr. DeMille 3;
VENING MOVIES
8:00 C J ® HANGIN’ IN Christmas fesUvi- 
ties ire interrupted when Kate helps a l»y 
puKied by his mother’s attitude and Mike 




12:00 © 0 DOWNHILL SKIING Coverage 
of the women’s World Cup Downhill race 
(from Piancavallo, Italy).
12:30 © a NFL TODAY
MORNING
7:00 ® O -A-Vi “Three In The Saddle” 
(1945, Western) Tex Ritter. A trio of Texas 
Rangers fight for law and order.
AFTERNOON
12:30® © ★★★ “Great EspectatioBs" 
(1975, Drama) Michael York, Sarah Miles. 
Based on the story by Charles Dickens. A 
young boy’s life is deeply influenced by a 
chance encounter with an escaped prison­
er.
1:00 ® O ***% “Dead End” (1937, Dra­
ma) Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea. Young­
sters in an East River slum fight to over­
come their environment.
2:00 (D) (9 A-A-W “Them” (1954, Science- 
Fiction) James Whitmore, Edmund 
Gwenn. The government takes over an 
investigation looking into strange deaths 
occurring in the Mojave Desert.
2:30® 0 ★★★ "Wtanan Of ’The Year” 
(1976, Comedy) Joseph Bologna, Renee, 
Taylor. A gossip columnist and her sports-1 
writer husband spend much of their time 
in meaningless quarrels.
3:00 ® © “The New Healers" (1972,
Drama) Leif Erickson. Robert Fqxworth. 
Rural townspeople ignore the services of a 
new paramedic unit until a dam bursts.
4:00 ® {0 A-* “Fo®' Those Who ’Think 
Ytmg” (1964, Comedy) James Darren, 
Pamela Tiffin. A young college jet setter 
strikes up a romance with a girl of poorer 
means only to encounter some interfer­
ence from his grandfather.
EVENING
7:00® © “Father Damien: ’The
Leper Priest” (1980, Drama) Ken Howard, 
Mike Farrell. The story of the Roman 
Catholic priest who devoted his life to 
helping the afflicted at a Hawaiian leper 
colony is dramatized. (R)
8:00 ® © “Deadly Esctmnter” (Premiere, 
Adventure) Larry Hagman, Susan 
Anspach. An ex-combat helicopter ace liv­
ing in Mexico agrees to help his former 
lover when her husband is murdered by a 
crime czar back in the states.
(1) © ** “A Few Days In Weasel 
Creek" (1981, Drama) Mare Winningham, 
John Hammond. A farm youth leaves his 
home and becomes involves in a series of
misadventures with a feisty young woman 
bound for California. (R)
(D) SO A-% “Pal Joey” (1957, Musical)
Frank Sinatra, Rita Hayworth. Based on a
Broadwav play by Rodgers & Hart and a 
novel by John O’Hara. A wealthy socialite 
finances a nightclub for an entertainer
who falls for a lovely chorus girl.; -
8:30© 0 ★A-ft- “Private’s Progress” 
(1955, Comedy) Richard Attenborough, 
Dennis Price. Smugglers, spies and a pri­
vate’s bungling keep the British army on 
its t06S
9:00 ® © “Mr. QuUp” (1975, Musi­
cal) Anthony Newley, David Warner. 
Based on a Dickens’ “Old Curiosity Shop.” 
A cold-hearted miser drives a little girl 
and her grandfather from their home. ; 
10:00 ® ® Vi "The Hidden Room” 
(1949, Mystery) Robert Newton, Sally 
Gray. A doctor obsessively jealous of his 
beautiful wife holds her lover captive in a 
deep, dark cellar where he plans a long 
and horrible ordeal for him.
10:30® © ★★★ “The Petrified FoTMt” 
(1936, Drama) Humphrey Bogart, Bette 
Davis. A writer finds romance when he 
runs into a gang of killers in Arizona s 
Petrified Forest.
11:00 (g) © ★★★★“The Man In ’ITte White 
Suit” (1951, Comedy) Alec Guinness, Cecil 
Parker. The market goes wild when a bril­
liant young chenaist invents a virtually 
indestructible fabric.
11:05® © ★★«( “Ne nous facbons pas” 
(1966, Comedie) Lino Ventura, Michel Con­
stantin. :Un ancien truand est charge par y ^ 
deux de ses amis d'autrefois de recuperer : t ; 
une forte somme aupres d’un de leur debi-: ;.
■ :.V.deurs;
11:30® 0 “Deadly Encwint®^’ (Premiere,
- V Adventure) Larry.. Hagman,. ;Susanj<..\ 
Anspach. An ex-combat helicopter ace liy- ': 
ing in Mexico agrees to help his former^ > 
lover when her husband is murdered by a v.; ,; 
crime czar back in the states.
11:40 © @ ★★★ “The Secret Life Of Wal-^ :; 
ter Mltty” (1947, Comedy) Danny Kaye, ? ; 
Virginia Mayo. A meek man burdened with \ 3: 
domestic: attachments; conjures up illii- : ; 33. 
sions of himself as a hero.
12:00 (® @) ★★★ “Rough Nl^t In Jencho” 
(1967. Western) Dean Martin, George I’ep- ; 
pard. A town boss3 is challenged by. a 
female stagecoach owner.
12:05 (® © ★★★ “The Paper Chase” (1974, 
Drama) Timothy Bottoms,;Lindsay, Wag-3) •' 3 
her.; A young lavy student attemi^ : toy) 3 
impress a tyrannical professor; while 3 ;33 
unwittingly falling in love with his datigh-; 3 ,, 
ter. '■
3 ® © ★★★ “Fratenilty3Row”3(1977,33 3 
• Drama) Peter Fox, Gregory Harrison. A . 
man’s reflections on his wild 1950s college;: 3 
days are marred by the memory of a3haz3v v 
ing prank that ended in tragedy.
12:30 (5) © ★★★ "’The Abomiaablh; Dr. 3 3 
: Phlbea” (1971, Horror) 3 Vincent; Pricey3: 33
Bob Hope3 is joined by Mac Davis, Olivia 
3 Nev?ton-John,; Loni Anderson, Phyllis 
Diller, the Associated Press All-America 
^Football Team; and R(»e Queen Suzai^ 
;;; Kay3Gallaspie for an ljour of 3Yu!etide 
: music and comedy.
; (® © SMURFS CHRISTMAS SPECI^ 
Animated. A diabolical stranger arrives in 
the forest intent on disrupting Christmas 
i j for the little blue Smurfs.
to earn his wings, a very mischievous little 
; angel is sent back to Earth to do a good
::deed3’; " ’
'Animated. Greer, Garson narrates the tale 
• of the youngster whose stolen donkey leads 
; 3him to Bethlehem, where he gives a very 
special gift to the Christ Child. (R)^
DING Pearl Bailey and Dana Hill star in a
production of Carson McCuIIers’s award- 
' winning play about a 12-year-old girl who 
• finds solace in her relationship with the 
;■ family cook as she attempts, to cope with 
coming of age in Georgia during 1945.
(® 0 ® © bill Mickey Rooney and 
3 3 ; Dennis Quaid star in the true story of BiU 
333 Sackter, a mentally retarded adult who; 
33 made a life for himself in the real world 
: 3 after spending 44 years in a mental institu- 
"’-3tion3(R).';;;; - V';....- ; 3 '- 3,
3 9:30 ® © ALL GODB CHILDREN Carol 
>' 3 Lawrence and, Stan Mooney ham, with 
; guests The Lennon Sisters, Diahann Car-., 
roll and The Imperials, present this plea to 
help the world’s children. ;
EVENING
gals atSan Diego Chargers g
3 ;,; .3afternoon; ;.;3 3 y 3y3;^
12:30 CD © ★★% “A. noos qtiatre, CwtHnal!" 
(1S74, Comedie) Gerard Renaldi, Jean 
3 Sarrjs. D’Artagnan, les trots monsqae- 
taires, et leurs valets cfaercfaent a recuperr 
3 er un bijou donne par la Heine de France 
au due de Bucfcingham.
l.eo® © ★★★ "Tlwy Got te Cov^ed” 
(1943. Comedy) Bob Hope, Dorothy 
3 Lamour. A Wa^ngton sabotage ring; is 
accidentally invaded by a foolish aewspa- 
; perman. ;
® ffl ★*★ “Tbe atay Of WSi Rogers” 
(1952, Biography) Jane Wyman. 3.
EVENING. 33)
8^10 ® © ★*★ “L’sffeire Bfori" (1977, 
Drame) Giuliano Gemma, Claudia Cardi- 
nale. En 1923 a Paleme, un prefer de 
police combine de debarrasser la Sicile de 
I’influence de la Mafia.
® ffi ★★★★ ‘It H*K)eMd Oce Ni#t” 
; (1934, Comedy) Claudette Colbert, Oark 
Gable. A newspaperman shields an heires
'froni: her father's a^nts bearing to get a
' -scoop.'
9.-00 ® @ ★★★ “An Ameican Christmas 
Carol” (1979, Fantasy) Henry Winkler, 
. Dorian Harewood. A miserly Dipression- 
era American is given the chance to see his 
past, pr^nt and future lives by a trio of 
ghostlv Christmas visitors.
12:05® © ★★% “Tbe Rain Pec^jle” {1959. 
Drama) James Caan, Shirley Knight. A 
young woman sets out on a cross-country 
trip to escape the rffiponsibilities of her 
marriage and impending motherhood.
® © ★★ “Across noth Street” (1372. 
Drama) Anthony Quinn, Anthony Francior 
sa.Three black robbers are hunted down 
bvtheMafia.
12:33 ® 0 ★★li ‘Tlse Angel Levine” <1970, 
Fantasy') Zero Mostei, Harry Belafonte. An 
old Jewish tailor who has lost his faith is 
befriended by a black angel- 
130® © ★★W “Tbe B4an Woo Loved 
Wom«i” (1977, Romance) Charles Denner. 
Leslie Caron. .A man becomes sc obses^ 
with beautiful women that he finds it diffi­
cult to remain satisfied with any individu­
al relationship.;;
3;-; 3-3 ■; .3 ' y/y . 3y3'.3y. 3; 3; 3;-33: .3,;; . 3,', ; 3. 3 .3 3'" ''..•3,' I
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Wrtcfidiice doctor
from soRie where. )^
..3. ^Ihe'- jburfg .acifesTTi  ̂
sev^aiseries . roies tBider 
h@''^3 belt; .She was-J«siC3 
Walter's Ci3ugn.ter bn 3-A'my
Preint&,r.*.Ken¥-
3 Wasn’t Catherins Hicks 
of ’‘Tucker's Witch’’ fir^ 
seen Of! “i^an's Hope“ 
3as iFaith Coleridge? 3 b
: 3 Miss.3Htcks33'pisyed33the 
QodS doctor in the iste 70s 
and was aiso 33reGu53f;Ga:
‘: ‘"The; Bad: News 3 BearssH) 
:il'979. : We.3'-'can-- ..add 
“Tucker s;3Witch”^3t^ 3heb- 
■ past3dredits;'-;unl^ ;CBS; 
'brings it back3later'in The: 
seascr-
FAMILY; T!E^ — Are 
Justine i Bateman Of 
•‘Family Ties'* and Jason
Balemanv seen on “Siiver 
Spdons”3« related? How 
old are they?
: 3Thev ' are farctner rand 
. SiSter. At;t5. sh€’s3the OsG- 
: er;Che*!l3bel4 in January) 3- 
.butjjJasori -broke . tn!C3 the.; 
3 bu^ess aS)!he Ingalls’ 
adocled son last season or ■ 
3.“Litt‘e;-;House3 .on the; 
..prairie;*' “-‘Farnfiy Jies’ is 
VJfisfine's first TViro'e. ■ .
HUNTING FOR HUNT — 
What other series did Hel­
en bHunt of 3“lt Takes 
Two” star in? i know her
next dfK'blfHi "The Fttipa- • 
treks" .3 a Td .3He^ i he ofiy ^ 
non-famtly;.frernber 
shipwrec. ;;lbr: 3 ‘‘SwfSS'
FarT!% :3St!^s ^
ai». ..J2 ...
es. 3"wi:icfi -33^it>»d 
give yesi plefity cf cpf»rtu-: 
fiitv 3; .;'<S3“ \iee -■'- her; 
’3someAhfir&;':;' ; II;-; ; .-
Quesrioh :j;: 3 pertam 'ng; Jo;
reie^‘isiar l-abd rsnoAf; fey- 3
i^esuse of she, VO omelet; 
msJ} in.-ct¥e<£ personal; 
r^iss~3; e dor pcss^ole- - 






1:30 ® © CHANTONS LA NOEL 
® 0 ’THE SECRET OF CHARLES 
DICKENS In this story-within-a-story, 
Valerie Bertinelli plays a dual role as 
Charles Dickens’ daughter and herself as 
she discovers the beauty and imagination 
of the author’s work.
3:00 ® O THE JOY OF BACH The life and 
career of Johann Sebastian Bach is traced 
in a salute to the composer and his influ­
ence on the music of two centuries. (R)
4:00 © O HOW ’THE GRINCH STOLE 
CHRISTMAS Animated. A miserly grinch 
tries to erase Christmas from the minds of 
the residents of Whoville by stealing all of 
the material symbols of the season. (R)
4:30 © & THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRIST­
MAS The true story of how Clement Clark 
Moore happened to write his popular poem 
is told with musical selections performed 
by the Norman Luboff Choir.
5:00 ® 0 ® © STEPHEN LEACOCK 
CHRISTMAS Ric Wellwood portrays the 
well-known Canadian humorist in a pro­
gram that also features the St. George’s 
College Choir.
5:30© a CHRISTMAS TWO-STEP Ani­
mated. A little girl hoping to tap-dance in 
her school's Christmas play enters a world 
she creates in her imagination. (R)
EVENING
8:30 ® O SURVIVAL “Penguin Summer” 
David Niven narrates a close-up look at 
the penguins of the Falkland Islands off 
the coast of South America, focusing on 
the active period every winter when the 
penguins breed.
7:30 © © SUPER SPECIAL: PETER, 
PAUL & MARY IN CONCERT Popular 
folksingers Peter Yarrow, Paul Stookey 
and Mary Travers are reunited for a per­
formance featuring such classics as “Puff 
The Magic Dragon,” "If I Had A Hammer” 
and “Leaving On A Jet Plane.” (R)
9:00 © © 1 MARRIED THE KLONDIKE 
Though initially hesitant to marry her 
because of financial problems, Frank pro­
poses to Laura, then finds himself involved 
in a heated political battle (Part 3) g
SPORTS
MORNING
9:30 © @ NFL TODAY 
10:00 ® © NFL FOOTBALL Regional cov­
erage of New York Giants at Washington 
Redskins; St. Louis^ Cardinals at Chicago 
Bears; Minnesota Vikings at Detroit Lions 
© © FOOTBALL AMERICAIN Les Buc­
caneers de Tampa Bay recoivenl Les Bills 
de Buffalo
® © ® O NFL FOOTBALL Buffalo 
Bills at Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
© @ NFL FOOTBALL Regional cover­
age of New York Giants at Washington 
Redskins; St. Louis Cardinals at Chicago 
Bears; Minnesota Vikings at Detroit Lions.
AFTERNOON
12:00 ® 0 NFL WEEK IN REVIEW 
12:30 © @ NFL’82
1:00 @ @ DOWNHILL SKIING Coverage 
of the men’s World Cup Downhill race 
(from Val Gardena, Italy).
® © NFL FOOTBALL New England
Patriots at Seattle Seahawks ____
4:00 ® 0 CHAMPIONSHIPS OF THE 
USGA Highlights of Tom Watson’s dramat­
ic U.S. Open victory, the U.S, Women's 
Open, and an interview with Tom Watson. 
(® ® NFL WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
4:80 ® O SPORTSBEAT The significant 
events that shaped the year in sports are
reviewed. ___
5:00 ® © SUPER SOCCER
EVENING
7:00 ® 0 NFL FOOTBALL AtlanU Fal­
cons at San Francisco 49ersg 
10:30 (D © SPORT DMANCHE
SUNDAY EVENING : 3y^/^ cember 1 9,19823
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 3
Beachcombers Super Special : F.P. Chai3. 1 Married The Klondike 3 3 Market Place . Man Alive3;3333;
(3) Met.Bou.-Do. Les Beaux Oimanches Le Telejournal Le Temps d’une Paix . 3 Dimanche
NFL Football: Atia nta Falcons at San Francisco 49ers, , :; / Matt Houston
Voyagers! CHiPs Movie: “Oh. God! Book 11“ • ' . '
Maude : The Jeffersons’ Archie Bunker Gloria 3;; Movie:“Oh God! Book II”
(7) 60 Minutes . Archie Bunker Gloria ; ;) The Jeffersons .
Day At Time33 i Trapper John, M.D.
(S) That’s Incredible! Matt Houston , , ; Movie; "Oh God! Book il’’; )
Survival S. Previews Nature ; Masterpiece Theatre. Body In Question ; :
nm Solid Gold Laugh Trax- Probe 3 3.3 3 Contact 333.3 Christmas Holiday Music3 3 ;y 3 3
m Streets Oi San Francisco Movie;“Oliver Twist'3 60 Minutes :
m 60 Minutes CHIPS Movie; “New:York; New. York': 3:3- 3y 3. |
MORNING
10:00 @ © CHILDREN’S CINEMA “Migu-
1 ;:?37e!’sNavidad’3. 3-;. 3-;;;3
Ilf:-;;;';




9:30® © *★★ “Harlow” (1965, Biogra­
phy) Carroll Baker, Martin Balsam. A Hol­
lywood starlet becomes disillusioned and
12:00 0 ffl ★★W “The Outlaws Is Coming” 
(1965, Comedy) Three Stooges, Adam West. 
Four newspapermen become targets for 
gunslingers when they try to stop the 
slaughter of buffalo.
1:30 ® © ★★%“Bound For Glory” (1977, 
Biography) David Carradine, Melinda Dil­
lon. Woody Guthrie, America’s most 
famous folksinger, becomes the voice of 
the sorrowful but .spirited working man of 
the Depre-ssion years and the spark for a 
new generation of grass-roots music.
© fS ★★«! ‘"Use Hawalians” (1970, Dra­
ma) Charlton Heston, Geraldine Chaplin. 
Water discovered on a Hawaiian planta­
tion results in the introduction of pineap­
ple growing to the island.
® O ★★*% “Chitty Cbitty Bang Bang” 
(1968, Fantasy) Dick Van Dyke, Sally Ann 
Howes. A peculiar inventor travels to a 
fantasy land in a dilapidated but magical 
car which is also an airplane and a hydro- 
' foil..
2:00 0 SU ★★ “The Love-Ins” (1967, Dra­
ma) James MacArthur, Susan Oliver. A 
college professor becomes the “guru” of 
an underground campus hippie cult.
EVENING
8:00 ® {0 ★★★% “OUver: Twist” (1948, 
Drama) Robert Newton, John: Howard
Davies. A young orphan is forced into the 
criminal world in order td survive. 1: ; ; 
9:00® © ® © ® © ★★★ “Oh God! 
Book n” (1980, Comedy) George Burns, 
Suzanne Pleshette. God returns: to ;Earth 
and chooses the young daughter of ;sn 
advertising executive to spread his mes­
sage to the world.
0 ® ★V4 “New York, New York” (1977, 
Musical) Liza Minnelli, Robert; De Niro. 
During the big band era of the ’40s, a dedi­
cated musician finds his devotion torn 
between his music and his songstress wife. 
11:301® 0 ★★ “Dogpound Shuffle” (1974,
3 Drama) Ron Moody, David Soul. An ex- 
I vaudeville tap dancer joins forces with a 
wandering prizefighter to raise the money 
the hoofer needs to reclaim his dog frorri a 
Vancouver pound. 3;;;;
® @ ★★★ “The Son Of Monte Cristo” 
(1940, Adventure) Louis Hayward, Joan 
Bennett. A daring swashbuckler; wages > 
deadly dueis to win the hand of a lovely 
;lady.
® © ★★% "A^t 8 3/4” (1965, Come­
dy) Dirk Bogarde, Sylya Ke^ina. Ah 
3;, unemployed writer joins British Intelli-
1 : gence in order to carry out an assignment 
behind the Iron Curtain. ,
12:05 ® © ★★ "Vendetta ForrThe SaintlV 
3 (1968, Adventure) Roger Mcore3;ian,Heii3
3 ; dry; An: adventurer;and. two! of 3his3; gir!; 
friends attempt to destroy the Mafia.:;;;;;;) 
Cl) © ★★ “Sunday,;Bloody,3 Sunday’! 
(1971), Birarha) ; Glenda Jackson, 31’pter; 
Finch. The people involved ih;a love trian- 
: gle try to cope with the situation. :
EVENING
; ;7:M @;0 B.C^: A SPE5C1AL CBMSTMAS 
: Animated. Bob Elliott -and Ray Gouiuing 
provide the voices as the cartoon cavemen 
get ready to celebrate their version of the.
i;;;-Yuie season: (R)’ ' : ;; ‘ ' 3.
7-30 ® © B.C.: A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS 
;: ^; / Animated. I Bob Elliott; and Ray Gouldmg 
provide the voices as the cartopn cavemen 
get ready to celebrate their version of the
Yule season; (R) 3 ........
; 38:00 ® 30 JOHN DENVER;AND THE 
MUPPETS Kermit the Frog, Miss Pigg>-
and the rest of the Muppets join singer 
John Denver for an hour of Christmas
; ;
® S ® © WORLD VISION 
©@ FROSTY THE SNOWMAN Ammat-
v ed. A magician’s stovepipe hat irahsfdrms 
a lifeless snow figure into an enchanting 
song-and-dance man; Jimmy Durante nar­
rates: (R) 33;;' ; . '' ; ■ -
9:00 © 0 G£. THEA’raR “BiU ” Mickey 
Rooney and Dennis Quaid star.in.the true 
story of Bill Sackter, a mentally retarded 
adult who made a.life for. himself in the. 
real' world after spending 44 years in a 
mental institution. (R)
Bob'iHope is joined by Mac Davis, Olivia 
, New ton-John, Loni Anderson, PhyUis
Diller, the AsMciated Press All-America 
Football Team and Rose Queen Suzanne 
Kay Gallaspie for an hoar of Yuletide 
music and comedy.
soldatfaritannique est accuse de deseitio.n
1:00® O ** ’"Ute tesquerader” fI933.) 
; Drama) Ronald Colman, EJissa Larnli. Tr.e 
journalist cousin of a drag-addicted man ts 
persuaded to masquerade as his coasm 
; during the man’s breakdown 
' ; 0 Q3 ★★★“CaptainEddie"(1945.Biog-;
raphv) Fired MacMurray, Lyn.~ , BarL - 
" 3 Fam^ aviatcr Eddie Rickenbacker 3 
; bMoraes a wartime hero after flying 
numerous missions and destroying a . 
; record number of enemy planes.;
2:30 ® © ★★★ “Chariot, !e ge;t!«nan 
■ 3; " vagabond” (13753 BIbgraphie) Dociune.n- 
3 taire. Charlie Chaplin, an veritable genie; 
du cinema, est va a (ravers sa ’rie et <a 
;;'3)-<srriere.;;
I 3:00 ® ©-★★“OvsrI«rd3 Of Tbe UFO”
3;; (1977) Dc«:umentary. New p.hotograpBic- 
;;;; evidence! separates fact from mytn in the - 
investigmion of '‘tmidentified flying; 
objects.”
EVENING
; 3d!CI 0 ® *★*» “Spent Night/ LsmeJv 3 
WighP* (1969, Romance); Lloyd Bridges. 3 
Shirley : Jones. A pair of strangers seek 
comfort from each other as they unHergs .
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CBS’ Today ; 
informative, entertaining
0 (B ★★★% “Stairway To Eeavea
Outstaediog. ; 
ExedJent. ; . 
Very Good. 
Good ...3 :v'/I. 





*★% "Poor I'eiHEple” (1964, 
Drame) Dirk Bogarde, Tom Courtenay: Au 
debut de la Premiere Guerre Mondiale, un
An RAF pilot is saved from death by a 
3 stroke of fate. ; ~ a ; ; ;
lies ® 0 ★★ “Tbst: Man; Bolt”; (1=73, 
3 Advehtsre) Fred Williamson, Terep 
Graves. A courier skilled in: the taartial 
arts is assigned to deliver an attache case 
containing 1,000,060 collars irom Htm= 
; Kong to Mexico City. ;
@ 0 ★★★ “Myste^ From B^tssd 
3 Etirth” (IS77, Speculatioa) poeum^tary. 
; Scientists and researchers explore the 
y paranormal world of _UFOs,;K!r!ian pho- 
3 : tography, psychokinesis, cloning, eSP. and 
3 ; the Bennuda Triangle, y y; ) y
2:30 ® © ** “FM" (I97S. 3 Musical) 
Micbaei Brandon/ Efleai BrcnnaixThe 
disc Jockeys of a rock music radio station 
3 in Los Angeles band together to protest the 
; ;/management’s decision to cat down on the 
;; music arid add more comnascisls. ^
By Steve K. Walz
CBS' cre-cac-.e s”C‘.v ’”'-.5
■ |viFL;l'Tcd3)s’'';naS;;COp3:Sts'
stitiy’ casn baitar tnar;.
y’623" 3;NBC3s"3it)j3y 
3bffering./Its ;advarK^e; iS' 
cue'fothe ■ SKenoth of / its;
' pfesbnafities ;/'l ancnor-r; 
man: Breni MusburGer:ian^;3 
ivE! 'y- frvj 3Cros= ,3 .fsa^ure3 
repOfter PbylHb George arte) 
handJeapper 3' Jimmyy-The- 





;;animcsiTy; .3exists 3 between; 
/r*isbd?cer' and Snyderl and; 
tbetweert Snyder:.arse 1 MsS;
; ;3[Nonethefe3s/ Musburgef. 
3 del;ver53:;the3.)'GOQGS 3, with 
/crpciblty; .Xross: a ^iormef. 
3 Pbiiaceiphia .' Eagle,; 3'S*^ss 
rrefnendbus InsiGht Into the 
.^psyche yjt; arpro: fcotbail 
rteam,3 ;*eifing -)the.' viewer 
(/vbetherVtbev’g;; be 3U0;.or: 
:3down7;for; ,^3^ ■ nartcular 
cdntesi.
3 ;3Miss 3Gfefge3 'continiies
do the i'.pnte? :;^3rie-on- :.:yndrariye.' ;He s;.t':irbhC;:Or..;' 
onei.tnrerviefe' 3w-th3; ifieI3ihe’Be::ofs:;;tsar !S3'if,yp«; 
payers. She snpfovesiwiJh 3wa^; ag^nst ;;y^^3 ,^3;
' ')3Jfmmy 3y;‘Tr€' I Greek"' rTie:gaTties, -
Snyder, 3;f!cwevey ";3s ;s);bcit3;|isE ;preiictkyis;:;ptlert33
; feeder on thelridiejtous/^ '3.:33 
/y: Bather ■'[than;; Snyder's;; 
r|Jfeffie6.3ps:3ff6at<S3'a7S^3
■3(11103 .333 3^ partlc^jaf; ligamei’ 
/might;; 3offered;^# /the;
■'re^5ftes"^3j^t .'rnGfe bme : 
daika^. the .cnyhe%cene3 
;:tfay-b>-piay3meft. 3^;;.3"y .33: 
;;.;'3^t; as3.1pp3y as33Mjs-3 
ferger prcvicfes'.the:foun-; 
;dat{m, for:-3lhe3 pfs^??l3 
;3IcKtey’'3wil pcrf[ 
(if^'ta7be3an 3trtaniai:ve. 
a;Ki yehteftaatit ,̂ 
shew.Brent l« usfcargef'
Exeelient: value at this reduced priee:v Executive 4 bedroom^^^^^^r^ 
prox; 2400 sq. tt. of finished area. Sunken ER: with vauIted cedar ceiling and 
heatilatbr fireplace. ;Fanjily rm. adjoining kitchen with extra large eating area.







ONLY $77,000 ~ 3 BEDROOMS
- tasy care-one level home„in excelleni .condition, close .to 
:cul-de-sac. Four appliances and,drapes, included.:




BeautituI 2600+ sq. fl. Tudor home set on a high sunny acre. Highlights 
include 3/4 inch solid oak plank floors in entrance and dining room; sunken 
-. livingrroom.with.heatiiator firepleacecCedarcrafl windows and doors in- 
cluciingjwo sets of double french doors leading to a planked sundeck. Inter-,; 
/rcom; built-in vacViaundry chute; three;;3 pc,>balhs; extensive use;ol, brick" 
+ woi k inside+nd out . An extra large garape wiredifpr 22dv service and styh,/ 
;ed to:complimenl,the .character of;the home.' Please call for an app'ointment; 
'To■view,;,"' .vi//;','. ,'/■; 'v.'/''.;
656-3924; V WELLS HOOKER + 562-3634
BRENTWOOD DUPLEX
NEW ML LISTING
Panhandle lot; 3 bedrooms; 3 bathrooms each side; firev/all between;units; 








Lovely 3 bedroom cedar: iTtnchoi W garage: Quality finishing
throughout with vaulted cedar ceiling and circulating tan Skylights in kit-., 
.’Chen, main bath and enlrahcti.:3 pi;n, ensuite battc Futly,landscaped ,65' >; 
TOO’ lol. Calf us now, MI;S; MIJSTRF SOLDI’ 5^' / / •;'
Hugh Monro ; ^ + 658-5536







; SO; BIG aifunique;family: hortic situated bn 4 ;7 peaceful acres; f-patures ;
includir'Tifeplace ih' niasteV'bebronin: ’ htigfr'games 'room-' spacious ^ ■’ 
bedroom in-law siiile; numerou;! OUt'biiiklings;arid a young producing or-:; 
■ cbfird of overUifly trees,i Vbhdor will acbepl ,5malto|: Itbmo’aS'part ptiyrnohf,,;
:656.3924 ANNE NORBURY 656-2376





' Sihialed gn a nicoly landsoapod ’Aacro. olfering 3 RRs, 3 bathrooms, lamh;
: ty room bit kitchen with f/p, FIcgant living :and dining room. Siipnrh fully 
' egulppod kilc.hon, Secluded Tiatit),; Thormopane fhroughaut, f;'confimir;al 
Tiealpump/air conditioner. Fxlrafiarking lor roc vehicle and boat. Musi bo" 
,':sf50ii.'Oilers on asking price ot $239.000,00,
3B6-2111 I, 656-3424
MONTREAL TRUST
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